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EDITORIAL  

The Editor wishes to 
thank all those who were 
kind, enough to send 
Christmas greetings and 
extends to everyone the 
very best of wishes for  
a Happy and Prosperous 
1964.  

As always the task of  
providing articles for  
publication in the  
'Helvetia News Letter'  
has continued to fall on  
the shoulders of the  
faithful few, and once  
again an appeal is made  
for some new contribu-  

tors to come forward and  
ensure the continuity of  
supply. Short or long  
articles, the results of  
researches on some as-
pect of Swiss collecting  
or a new side-line, even  
a note on the acquisition  
of an unusual item - all  
will not only be of in- i  
terest to other members ■ 
but will keep us all  
searching for new trea-
sures to add to our  
collections,  

If you haven't tried  
to write up something  
before, don't worry - 
there is always a first  
time for everything, and  
by being shy you may be  
withholding some vital  
information that anoth-
er member has been  
searching for without  
success.  

1 96/1- NFW ISSUES 
The P.T.T. have announced preliminary details of the new  

issues scheduled for this year. They are subject to amend  
-ment if necessary, and their issue will be announced in  
the P.T.T. Bulletin about 4-5 weeks in advance. Further  
details will be published in our 'News Letter'as soon as  
possible.  
9th March PROPAGANDA STAMPS  (4 values)  

Tunnel on the Gt. St. Bernard Rd. 	5 Rp.  
Water conservation 	 10 Rp.  
Centenary of Swiss Non- 

commissioned Officers 	20 Rp.  
Commemorating the arrival of the  

Swiss in Geneva, 1,VI,1814. 	50 Rp.  0.85 Rp.  

New Aerogram 	 65 Rp. 0.,70  

1 June PRO PATRIA Issue  (5 values)  

14 Sept. EUROPA 'CEPT'  (2 values)  

1 Dec.  

Portrait of a young girl 	5+ 5 Rp.  
( 10+10 Rp.  
( 20+10 Rp. 

 ( 30+10 Rp. 
 ( ,0+10 Rp.  1.60  
Fr. • `5  

In addition a new series of postcards with pictures  

32 cards of 10 Rp. each) will be issued in the Autumn.  

IMPORTANT NOTICE  

Will London Group Members please note a change in the  
programme for the next meeting.  

Dr. Strauss has suggested that in view of the recently  
published researches on the 1 00  U.P.U.  Issues, it might  
interest members to see a display on this subject in  
place of the 'Standing Helvetia' issue, originally pro-
posed.  

This has been agreed and accordingly we look forward  
with even keener interest to seeing both Dr. Strauss and  
his display on WEDNESDAY 12TH FEBRUARY.  

DO NOT MISS THIS DATE  

With your assistance  
we look forward to a  

successful year and to  
the continued prosperity)  
of the Helvetia Philate-
lic Society.  

E.J.R.  

Joh. G. Bodmer (1786-1864) 	5+ 5 Rp.  
10+10 Rp.  
20+10 Rp.  
30+10 Rp.  

(05 +10 Hp. 1.60  

Old Swiss coins  

30 Rp.  
50 Rp.  0.80  

PRO JUVENTUTE Issue (5 values)  

Meadow & garden flowers  



ARE MY 

i AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S 'SWITZERLAND' 
CATALOGUE 1264  

Since the majority of our members are 
keen users of this Catalogue, the lat-
est edition has been awaited with inter 
-est. Now 80 pages, with improved bind 
-ing, printed in clear type on art paper 
& fully illustrated, it is even more 
invaluable than before. Some 3900 price 
changes are shown, mostly upward, re-
flecting the current market trends. 
No serious collector of Swiss stamps 

can be without this excellent public-
ation in English, listing all major 
varieties, used blocks of 4, hotel 
posts, etc. etc. The Society holds a 
small stock and copies may be obtained 
from the Hon.Secretary at 10/6d. + 8d. 
post. 

POSTAL STATIONERY  

The Society has the, opportunity of 
obtaining a collection of Swiss postal 
stationery, comprising some 250 items 
from 1867 onwards. 
This is for sale as one lot at the 

best offer over Z16. 
Further details available from either 

the Hon.Pkt.Supt. or Hon. Secretary. 
(addresses on Page 1) . 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS  

! LENZERHEIDE/LAI - P arpaner- Rothorn Bahn 
VALBELLA 	- 	" 	tt 	It 

Both show a picture of a cable car. 

The P.T.T. issue a reminder that the 
1963 Pro Patria stamps are invalidated 
for postage from 31st December 1963. 

• 
. O • 

BPA 
PT S 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 
151, Park Road, 
London, N. tart. 8. 

Telephone: 	JUNiper 0616 

• 

!i 
I SHALL BE PLEASED TO FILL 
CLIENTS' SIMPLEST WANT LISTS 
OR SUBMIT, ON REQUEST, THE 
FINEST & MOST SPECIALISED 
ITEMS - BE THEY CLASSIC OR 

MODERN 

H. L. KATCHER ) 
( 

i i 
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FINE ' STRUBELI' DISPLAY  

At the January meeting of the London 
Group members saw a magnificent display 
of these stamps, given by MR. P. C.TURTON, 
who prefaced his show by saying that the 
'Silk Thread' stamps are a good invest-
ment - if one can get them, for the 
availability of good quality copies is 
becoming very limited indeed. There are 
7 stamps in 8 groups and to obtain a 
worth-while collection is now almost 
more a matter of patience than finance. 
After showing some proofs, the main 

part of the display consisted of over 
600 examples of the stamps, every one a 
superb copy with full or almost full 
margins. They were arranged in values 
and each value subdivided into the var-
ious groups: Aa, A, B etc. 
Great attention had been paid to col-

our and among the galaxy of shades were 
to be seen excellent examples of the 
elusive 'foxy-orange-brown' and the 
delicate yellow-green of the first issue. 
Pairs, blocks and strips were numer-

ous and rarely has such a fine array of 
post-marks been seen at one time, since 
these stamps covered a most interesting 
period of postal history, so that there 
were many types of Federal grilles, 
straight-line and early circular cancel 
-lations. 
Many examples were also shown of the 

'shaded shield' and other varieties, 
the whole being most beautifully mount-
ed and written up. 

As if members were not already dazzled 
by what they had seen, Mr.Turton then 
produced a fine array of covers, some 
with most interesting cancellations: un-
usual straight-line, grilles, Ticino 
ovals, circular, 'P.P.' & 'P.D.' boxed & 
in circles, while a number of the covers 
were examples of 'mixed frankings', i.e. 
'Strubelis'.used in conjunction with the 
succeeding issue, 'Sitting Helvetia perf. 
The Chairman, Mr.Slate, proposed avery 

hearty vote of thanks to Mr.Turton for 
giving this outstanding display and allow 
-ing others to have the privilege of see-
ing this truly splendid collection. 

One of our overseas Members: 

Capt. F. Staugler, 
7544th Supply Squadron, 

TOUL-ROSEIRES AB, 
(MM), France, 

has a quantity of surplus Swiss material 
for disposal, comprising most regular 
issues, semi-postals (Pro Patria, Pro 
Juv. etc.), airs, officials, specimens, 
perforated crosses, etc. both mint and  
used; covers, soldier covers etc., 90% of 
entire range, including gum varieties, 

Available at A.C. prices (1964) less 25% 
- conditiön V.F. Payment in dollars or 
sterling accepted. 
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A LI  V E 10  	1 	I L.. II  By I. TILLEN 

Who says that there are no adventures to be had nowadays? The following is the 
account of events on a memorable September day in 1963 when I nearly lost my life 
crossing the famous Monte Moro Pass from Switzerland to Italy. It all started, at 
Brig in the Rhone Valley, where I was staying on holiday. I arose at 5 a.m., caught 
the first train from Brig to Zermatt and then a series of Swiss postal coaches took 
me first to Saas-Gound then to Saas-Almagell and finally to Mattmark which lies in 
a valley at the foot of the Pass, approx. 7,000 ft, above sea-level. The summit of 

the Pass is approx. 9,400 ft., so I had a climb of about 2,400 ft. to do. 

The morning had been foggy and cold at Brig and I had started out wearing two of 
almost everything - vests, shirts and pullovers, but by now it was sunny, otherwise 
I might not have attempted the climb, and soon I had stripped off my surplus cloth-
ing and was clad in green shorts and a red sports shirt, the rest being packed in a 
haversack. This soon became heavy and when, some way past the little village of 
Dispel, I saw three men coming up, and one on his own, and two more at a distance, 
I asked the first if he would carry my haversack and paid him Swiss money to do so. 

About half-way up the Pass the three stopped and from a cache among the rocks 
uncovered three large bundles, about 4 x 2 x 1 ft. in size. One of these they un-
did and tipped the contents out on the ground. 	Cigarettes! 	When they repacked 
them into three sacks I realised that I had fallen in with smugglers! However, I 
decided to stay with them as I wanted them to show me the way, since the path was 
not now very clearly defined. We reached the top of the Pass eventually - it was 
coming down the other side that my difficulties began. 

One of the men went with me ahead to scout the way down and pointing said:'Italy'. 
When the mist cleared he showed me the way down over some snow. 	I did not like 
the look of this path but with the aid of my spiked stick managed to get across the 
sloping patch of snow only to fall on the loose shingled rocks on the other side, 
severely bruising my right knee to such an extent that I still do not know how I 
ever got down at all. 	I crossed back and followed the three men for a while, then 
foolishly left them thinking I saw a way down to the left of the valley. Unfortunate 
-ly there were several high waterfalls between this ridge and the next lower one. I 
lost my way, the mist came down suddenly, blotting out everything and I shouted: 
'Help, help, help!! 

The men must have heard my call and realised I was in difficulties. The mist 
lifted and I saw them waving to me to go back round the side of the waterfall ridge, 
which I did and found one of them who had come to find me. He explained in gest-
iculated Italian that the leader had a knife and wanted to see me. Although 
worried I had no alternative but to follow the man who took me to the leader, who 
had a drawn knife in his hand. 	Coming up to me he threatened to stab me in the 
arm - or perhaps somewhere more vulnerable - if I didn't shut up! 	It was the 
police, of course, that they were worried about. 	I indicated I would keep quiet 
if only he would take me to a proper path, but the one we now followed was simply 
terrible, steep, wet and narrow, and at times meant crossing wet sloping rocks with 
no support to hold onto. 	Even with my spiked stick one of the men had to assist 
me at times. 	How they got down such a path with heavy loads strapped to their 
backs, I do not know. Every now and then they would have a 10 minute rest, easing 
off the packs, then one would go ahead and the other two followed until they caught 
up, when they all sat down for a while. By now I had realised that this was the 
smugglers' route and not the proper path, which was why it was so dangerous. At 
time6 one of the men carried my haversack, at othersmade me carry it. 	Coming down 
through the trees the leader indicated I should now change into long trousers and 
another shirt. 	I thought this might be in case the police started shooting at us, 
but in any case was not sorry to do so as it had been raining and snowing on the 
top of the Pass and I was wet through, having long ago thrown away my short plastic 
mac which was tarn to shreds. The leader then went on ahead with my haversack. At 
the end of this stretch he handed me the bag, indicated: "That way now", pointing 
along a wide flat path we were about to cross, and then disappeared, into the trees. 
When I looked in the bag in the back pocket of my shorts where my money had been I 
found only three five pound notes instead of the six I had had. 	I would not have 
objected to giving them £5 each for saving my life, if only they had not stolen it 
from me. 

However, I dared not follow them as their path looked even steeper than before, 
so took the broad path although I soon guessed it was the wrong way. 	One of the 
men had indicated I could stay the night in some huts nearby, but these were desert-
ed. 	On one was a white arrow pointing upwards, so I retraced my steps and then 
proceeded in the other direction, although by now very tired and exhausted, having 
had nothing to eat or drink since 6.30 that morning. Eventually I reached a village 



ALIVE TO TELL THE TALE! (Continued)  

and knocked at the door of a building 
which looked like a hotel, but was act-; 
ually a Chapel, where the lady and her 
daughter gave me wine, food and a bed. 
It rained all night, but I could not 
sleep after such an experience. In the 
morning, when I opened the shutters I 
was surprised to find the snow-line 
down to about 8 feet above the roof of 
the Chapel. If those men had left me 
alone on the Pass I doubt if I would 
have got down alive. 

That morning the lady's 13 year old  
daughter 	yes, she collected stamps! 
She showed me her album and I have 
since sent her some stamps for her 
collection .. took me down in the 
pouring rain to the valley floor and 
the nearest town of Capel Morelli(which 
must be about 6,000 ft. below the top  
of the. Pass, it was an hour's journey), 
where I caught a bus to Domodossola, 
thence by train through the Simplon 
Tunnel and back to Brig, reaching the 

 latter at 3.30 in the afternoon. 

An X-ray disclosed no serious damage 
to my knee, and so apart from the 
fright of being nearly knifed and hay-
ing half my money stolen, my adventure 
was over, but I am not likely to 
attempt the Monte Moro Pass ever again.; 
If anyone else contemplates crossing 
one of these Passes, be warned: be 
wary of the company you may fall into 
and above all - beware Smugglers! 

The long-awaited new Catalogues 
have now been published: 

HN ' 

1 
EUROPE 	1 96 4  

SWFITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964  

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  
SPECIALISED XVIITH EDIT'N  

Please order your Catalogues from  
Harris Publications, Ltd.  

27, Maiden Lane, Strand,  
London, W. C.2.  

FOR FIRST CLASS STAMPS  

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE  

SEND WANT  LISTS !.  
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon. Sec: A. Gullis,  
3 } Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

Ever since its formation,15 years ago, 
almost every monthly meeting has been 
devoted to the study of a particular issue  
of the stamps of Switzerland, or of a 
period of Swiss Postal History. 	At one 
time it was thought the Group would one 
day run out of subjects for special study, 
but such fears are receding, as 1939 has 
only now been reached, so there is probably 
enough study material in the 'pipe-line' to 
outlast the present generation ofmembers, 
and their successors will no doubt be quite 
happy to go back to the beginning and start 
all over again.  
For the December meeting, the Syllabus 

read 'The Swiss National Exhibition Issues'  
and while most members took that to mean 
the 2 issues for the Zurich Exhibition in 
1939, others widened the scope considerably.  
Mr. Robertshaw, acting as Discussion  

Leader, read a paper on the Zurich Exhibit-
ion stamps, based on an article in the  
'Helvetia News Letter' of 1951. This out-
lined the settings for the three language  
strips and indicated the distinguishing  
features between the coil and sheet stamps.  
Mr. Hoyle produced the Zurich stamps in  
blocks of four, and Messrs. Gilchrist,  
Gullis & Gosling showed the same issues with  
all possible varieties and cancellations.  
Mr. Highsted introduced large format special  
envelopes used by the authorities of the  
Berne National Exhibition of 1914,; and also  
2 different designs of the very attractive  
large perforate 'adhesives' of the Geneva  

'Exposition Nationale Suisse' of 1896! These  
were actually propaganda labels to publicise  
the exhibition and Mr. Highsted believed  
there were 5 different designs. 	The Chair- 
man (Dr. Ritchie) showed normal envelopes 
of the 1914 Berne Exhibition, special cards 
of the 'Basler Mustormesse', the 'S•A.F•F.A'^ 
stamp and ended with stamps produced in 1963 
to publicise the Lausanne Exhibition of 1964. 
From an apparently small and limited field  

of exploration came stamps, envelopes, cards 
and cancellations in an astounding array. 

L.M. 

NEW 	ISSUES 	1 9 6 4  

I can supply these mint, used, 
in blocks, or on cover. 

Place your orders now. 

All other types of material 
available, from early to modern 

Careful attention given to your 
want lists, or material sent on 
approval on request. 

Order NEW ISSUES from  • • . •  

ZUMSTEIN & CIE  
(Propr. Hertsch. & Co.)  

'\ 	\ 	1 
 

I if 	j 
1  

P.O.B. 1291, Berne, Switzerland.  
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,  

MORECAZ`BE. Lanes.  
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ISSUE 1964 
The first of the new issues for 1964, the Publicity stamps, will be issued on 

9th March and will be as follows: 

5 0. 2penlix of the Great St. Bernard road tunnel. The new road tunnel through the 
Gt. St. Bernard, almost 6 kilometres in length, will be put into service in  

the Spring — exact date not yet fixed. It will be the first direct road 
between Switzerland and Italy which will be open all the year round. 

The stamp shows the mountain massif with tunnel gates - three colours: 
olive, greyish-blue and red. 

10 c. Protection of the waters. The pollution of rivers and lakes is increasing at  

an alarming rate. Their protection is therefore, one of the foremost tasks  
of the present time.  

The design depicts the head of an ancient water god in welling water-
three colours: blue, greenish-blue and green.  

20 c. Centenary of the Swiss Association of Non-commissioned Officers 1864-1964.  
From modest beginnings the Swiss Association of Non-commissioned Officers,  

founded in Fribourg on 3rd September, 1864 has grown into an organisation now  

numbering more than 20,000 members, united in a common endeavour to serve the  

country and help ensure its military preparedness.  
The stamp depicts a Swiss soldier of 100 years ago and one of today - four  

colours: red, dark olive, blue and pink.  
50 c. Cornmemorati the arrival of the Swiss in Geneva on 1st June 1814. At the  

request of the Geneva Government and by order of the Federal Diet, contin-
gents from Fribourg and Solothurn disembarked in the Port Noir, Geneva, on  

1st June 1814, in order to protect the city which was then threatened by  

foreign troops. Soon afterwards Geneva entered the Swiss Confederation.  

Standard of Geneva and the Swiss Confederation - four colours:  
ultramarine, grey, red and yellow.  

Designers:  5 c. Bernhard Reber, Bern 	10 c. Hans Erni, Meggen  
20 c. Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich.50 c. Walter Grandjean (alias Bodjol)  

Geneva.  
Process: 	Rotogravure by Imprimerie Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.  
Stamp size :(all values) 	36 x 26 mm. 	Picture size: 33 x 23 mm.  
Pa er: 

 
White postage stamp paper, lightly coated, with red and blue fibres.  

No. of sheets  pe r form  cylinder: 	'4 (A,B,C & D). 	No. of stamps  per sheet: 25  

The stamps will be available from all post offices and mobile offices, in lieu 
of ordinary stamps, unless the latter are expressly asked for, from 9th March 
until stocks are exhausted. The stamps are available from 5th March for collect-
ion purposes from the P.T.T. Philatelic Agency in Bern. 

Special First Day covers, one for each value and one for the set are available  
at 30 Rp. each, and a First Day Cancellation: 1  BERN - AUSGl'BETAG - 9 M,RZ 1964 1  
will be used.  

Also on 9th March a second issue AEROGRAM form will be issued. Bettor quality 
paper and printing have been used and although the triangular printed stamp remains 
basically the same it too, has been improved. Postal value 65 Rp. the form sells 
at 70 Rp, Designer: Richard Gerbig, Zurich; forms supplied by the Couvert-fabrik 
Seetal A.G., Soon, printed by the rTertzeichendruckerei P.T.T. A First Day cancell-
ation, the same as for the Publicity issue, will be used.  
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OUR 'ROVING REPORTER' SENDS IN THE  
FOLLOWING SNIPPETS OF NEM ...  

1. The number '9606' on the tourist 
cancel of Bdtschwil (mentioned in 

our December issue) is a code number for 
use when postal codes are introduced 
generally in Switzerland. Trials with i 
a German sorting machine are in progress 
at Bern I BV,  the British 'Thrissell' 
sorting machines are to be used at 
Lausanne 2 G  and Zurich I BV.  The use of 
'Postal Codes' will require modifications; 
of all date stamps and cancelling machine; 
dies. As yet there are no signs of this;i  
even the most recent 'K' postmark dies 
have no codes added, due no doubt, to 
space limitations. 

2. The 'EXPO' set will NOT be printed on 
fluorescent paper; this is confirmed  

by the PTT Printing Section.  

3. A new Automobile P.O. (No.4) is being 
built and will be put into use during 	 

'EXPO'. It will be the largest of all  
and will tow a trailer housing 8 tele- ! 
phone cabins! The exhibition will con- ! 
tain several 'silent' P.O's., i.e.stamp 
and card vending machines and letter 
boxes, together with an Exhibition P.O. 
proper and a PTT stand with many exhib- 
its including sorting devices.  

4. The use of machines for selling 2 Fr. 
packets of stamps (first seen in the  

	

Autumn of 1962) is spreading. A trans- !; 	 
parent packet contains either the Pro  
Juventute set or Pro Patria set plus  

2 x 10c. and 1 x 20c. Postal Coach 	!i 
stamps with values and validity on the ii 
card which holds the packet. The air 
terminals and Zurich station machines 	'! 
are well used sites, to mention only two. 

M.E.Y. 
 

Nearer home, MR. J.E.O. HOBBS, of 16,  
Blandford Avenue, Whitton, Middlesex, has 

 for sale the following: 

1919 - 30 c. Air Mail (mint) - best 
offer over £7.  

1940 — Miniature sheet - best offer 
over £10.  

REGIOPHIL 1964 at La Chaux-de-Fonds 

During the period of this Exhibition, 
from 13th to 15th March, a special post 
office will be set up and correspondence 
posted therefrom will receive a special 
cancellation. This depicts a fountain 
between the date: '13-15 ... 111.64 1  with 
'LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS' at the top and 
'REGIOPHIL IV' at the foot.  

MATERIAL 	FO R 	SALE  ,.. 
Our Member, CAPT. T. STAUGLER, 7544th  

Supply Squadron, TOUL-ROSEIRES AB, (MM)  
France, has a quantity of surplus Swiss  
material for-disposal, comprising most  
regular issues, semi-postals (Pro Patria,  
Pro Juv. etc.), airs, officials, specimens,  
perforated crosses etc., both mint & used  

covers, soldier covers etc. 90% of entire  
range including gum varieties.  

Available at A.C., prices (1964) less  
25% - condition very fine. Payment in 
dollars or sterling accepted. 

DEATH OF FORMER PRESIDENT  

The philatelic press recently  
recorded the death, at the age of  
88, of COLONEL HERMAN GASTON DE 
WATTEVILLE. A member of a disting-
uished Swiss military'f amily, but 
long resident in this country, he 
was a 'Gunner' from 1900 to 1924, 
and then became Military Editor of 
the Royal United Service Institut-
ion. 	He also served in the Polit- 
ical Intelligence Dept. of the 
Foreign Office and as Assistant  
Master at Lancing College and Mill 
Hill School. 

He was a well-known collect-
or of European classics, and es-
pecially the stamps of Switzerland. 
A founder member of the Helvetia 
Society he acted as President for a 
short time from 1951 to 1952. A few 
of our members were privileged to 
see some portions of his extensive 
collection, the Swiss section of 
which alone ran into many volumes, 

will be held at the Central Hall, 
it 	Westminster, London, 
j! 	from 	March 13th 	- March 	21st. 	q ;l 	

ii ii and we look forward again to meeting our 
ii HELVETIA friends on STANDS 44 and 45.  

The Exhibition opens on Friday, 
i1 March 13th from 11.00 a.m.-,8.00 p.m. 

The last days 	10.30 a.m.- 7.00 p.m.  
I! All other days (except Sunday, 15th, G^ 

when it will be closed) from 	 ji  
10.30 a.m. - 8.00 p.m.  

it 
As always we shall be pleased to refundl  

;your 2/6. entrance ticket fee on purchased  
over E1. (New issues and accessories  

iG excepted) .  
ij  
BPA 	 H. L. KATCHER  

I' PTS 	THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,  
151, Park Road, London, N. W. 8 .  

'SUB S  CRIP TIONS  See Page 10  

ti 

A. S. D. A4  
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EXDRESS I 	ABE!  S 
by I. Tillen 

A small, often overlooked, but nevertheless interesting side-line can be made. 
up from a study of 'Express' labels. A year or so ago, at a meeting of the Birming 
-ham P.S., each member was asked to display 6 sheets on 'EXPRESS': as usual I 
managed to show 6 sheets on this subject from my Swiss collection. 

To commence with I quoted a statement made by an eminent dealer: 'There are at 
least two different kinds of Express labels known, which have been in use over the 
years, but there may be more.' At that time, however, I had already come across 
FOUR types used at some period or other in Switzerland, and later added two more. 
These are described below, but first a word or two about the meaning of 'Express' 
and how it applies to the mail so labelled. 

In the same way as in this country 'Express' is a service ensuring speedy 
delivery of urgent mail. All items or articles which are posted and bear such 
labels are delivered specially by hand on arrival at theplace of destination and 
apart from normal mail. Some of the examples in my possession are on parcel forms 
used to post parcels to passengers on board ships. 

In describing the six types illustrated, the classification is entirely my own 
and if any reader knows of other types I should be very pleased to hear of them. 

I have sub-divided Type I into three sections: i.e. I,Ia, & Ib, the differences 
in the latter two sub-types being purely the perforations round the label itself, 
by which it is detached from the next - just as, occasionally, in England we come 
across our Airmail stickers imperf. between. 

TYPE I.  Large 'E' forms part of words 'Eilsendung' 
and 'Exprés '. It should not be confused 

with Type IV, where only the 'E' of ' Expros' is 
large, while the word 'Eilsendung' appears in its 
entirety. 

Type I has ordinary perforations along the top and 
bottom edges only. 

Type Ia - as above, but imperf. on all sides. 
Type Ib - as above, but pin perforated, similar to 

Types V & VI. 

TYPE II.  All words on their own in an enclosed 
rectangle, the outer line of which is not 

broken anywhere, as in Types I & IV. 

TYPE III.  The word 'Express' is only one language. 
Printed in black on buff-coloured paper, 

whereas all other types are on bright red paper. 
Also it is enclosed in a smaller rectangle, only 
4 x 1.3 cm. 

TYPE IV. Similar to Type I, but large 'E' forms 
part only of word 'Expr6s' and is not the 

case with ' Eils endung' . 

TYPE V. Much larger black-sided rectangle, 4 x 
2.85 cm., enclosing trilingual wording, 

the lette r 'E' forming part of all three words. 

TYPE VI. Similar sized rectangle to above, but all 
three words are separate - no large 'E'. 

As regards the examples I have in my 
possession, Type I appears to have been in use from 
1939 to 1959 and Type Ib from 1933 to 1959. 

I have only seen Types II to VI on covers 
of 1930, 1921, 1933, 1959 and 1930 respectively, 
that is one year only for each type. 

Any further information or comments on 
this subject would be welcomed by the writer. 

Types I - VI 

HAVE YOU THOUGHT OUT YOUR ENTRY FOR THE ANNUAL 0011EET IT I0N? APRIL 8TH 
WILL SOON BE HERE. 	.. 	DETAILED RULES IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE. 



;LONDON GROUP:  Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley. 

It was with very great pleasure that 
!members welcomed Dr. K. Strauss to the 
;meeting held on 12th February. 

• 	The subject of the talk and display, 
the '1900 U.P.U. ISSUES'  is of interest 
to every Swiss collector and on this 
occasion it was dealt with by one who has 
devoted to it many years of intensive 
research. 

A resume of the talk given by Dr. 
Strauss is being prepared and will be 
published in the next issue of the 'News 
Letter' for the benefit of country mem-
bers and those who were unable to attend 
the meeting. 

The sheets displayed covered all the 
!various aspects of this difficult but 
!fascinating series of stamps, plus two 
;albums, one containing many mint and 
reconstructed half panes, and the other 
;detailed studies of stamps 1-50. 

The whole demonstrated the very many 
hours which have been spent in forming 
this unique collection, and that it has 
been a formidable task is borne out by 
iDr. Strauss' opening remark: 'If any of 
iyou contemplate trying to plate this 
!issue, my advice to you is: 'DON'T'! 

Whether this advice is followed or 
inot, everyone present thoroughly enjoyed 
the display and went away knowing more 
about the U.P.U. stamps than they did 
Ibefore. 

The long-awaited new Catalogues 
have now been published: 
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I OF AN OLD T 	COLLECTOR 
Looking through the latest Swiss 

Catalogues I have been astonished at the 
tremendous increases in the value of 
stamps that were, not so very long ago, 
regarded as quite ordinary, and contem-
plating them among my collection of some 
8,000 stamps, my thoughts go back to the 
time when I acquired some of these now 
very desirable items. To pick out just 
a few: 

1. Z.10 - the so-called 'VAUD', bought 
in 1923 for 45/- , now listed at £42. 

2. Z.22A Silk Thread, 'd weinrot',  a 
'luxury' copy bought many years ago 
for 4/6d. from Lincolns, who used to 
publish the Lincoln Stamp Albums, 
*ell-known to old collectors. 	This 
particular stamp my friend - and 
fellow Helvetia member - Herr Andre 
Nussbaum, valued some years ago at 
Fr.600 (X50). 

3. Z.129, 3Fr. green, mint: bought in 
1914 at face + 20% as a new issue  
item. Listed today at Fr.400 (X34). 

!NABA' block, mint. Purchased from a 
small London dealer in 1937/8 for 
17/6d. To-day's price £34. 

5. Hotel Stamp 'Rigi Staffel' - lilac, 
mint, the third known stamp. Bought 
about 12 years ago from a British 
dealer at about £6. In 1958 the 
second known stamp, less perfect 
than my own, was auction by Miler 
of Basle for £160. I would value my 
copy today at X200. 

6. Before World War I a relative offered 
me a small collection for £10, con-
sisting chiefly of Silk Threads and 
some Standing Helvetias. (Also three 
TIRES with 9 Kr. Wurttemberg, which 

I sold to London Dealer Houtzamer for 
01.10.0. each!) Among items retained, 
in my collection are: 3 x Z.27C at 
Fr.200 each; 3 x Z.27D at Fr.325 and 
1 x Z.27E at Fr.750, etc.  
I learned many years ago to let the 

seller quote his price, the same as stamp 
 do, who NEVER offer you a price! 

I hope some of our Members can en-
large on the above list with other good 
finds. E.M.H.i 

FOR POSTMARK COLLECTORS  

The 1964 issue of the 'ORTS - 
VERZEICHNIS' - the very handy guide to 
localities - will be available from 31st I 
May at a cost of 70 Rp. 

The Directory contains around 7000 
place names and information is given on 
connecting services: i.e. rail, boat, 
road or postman. 

Orders will be accepted at post-
offices or through the P.T.T. from 11th 
March onwards. 

	

EUROPE 	1 9 6 4 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED XVIITH EDIT'N 

Please order your Catalogues from 
Harris Publications, Ltd. 
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, 

London, W. C. 2. 

for FIRST CLASS,  Stamps 

Rarities of Switzerland & Europe 

Send WANT  Lists  

.. . 

	 Order NEW ISSUES from: 	i1 

	

ZUMSTEIN 	& 	C I E 
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)  

P.O.B. 1291 
BERNE, Switzerland. 

NEW CONTRIBUTORS TO 'NEWS LETTER NEEDED! 





ii 	If you are one of these will you !i 
fibe good enough to help minimise our ii 

 lwork b sending y g your remittance as ii  
soon as possible to the Hon.Treas-  ii 

i; urer MR. A.J. HARDING,  !^ 
it 	' 31 Somerset Way, IVER, Bucks.  

10/- U.K. 	%1.40 U.S.A.  
ii 

; , 	 To speed up subs, from U.S.A. 
 

j? we will accept a V1.00 bill and the  (j 
jl balance in mint commemorative stamps.ji  
New subscriptions of V2.10 will also  
q be accepted on the same basis.  

YORKS/LANCS GROUP:  Contd.  

At the February meeting, a goodly  
number of members gathered to study  
the 'SHIELDS WITH EMBLEM', the 1924 

 

U.P.U. and the 1932 'DISARMAMENT'  
issues.  

The display, in which Messrs.  
Hoyle, Gosling, Eastwood, Robertshaw,  
Highsted and Heaps joined, covered  
the widest possible range. The 1924  
Shield stamps were shown with B.I.T. 
and 'N.U.' overprints, the 'E LVETIA' 
flaw was on view, and differences  
between grilled and chalky paper were 
explained. The 1924 U.P.U. issue was 
displayed with the different perforat 
-ions, sizes and gums, in complete 
numbered panes, mint and used. All 
the stamps were shown on cover, often 
along with stamps of other issues. 
The 1924 U.P.U. both 20c. and 30c. 
were on first day covers. 

It was generally agreed that the 
1924 'Shield with Emblem' design was 
typically 'Swiss', even though the 
'Weiss' Kreuz' is not white. The 
display ended with a commemorative 
envelope of the Geneva Conference of  
1962, with the motif ' Desarmament  
1932-1962'. 	 L.M.  

DO 	YOU 
	
KNOW 

Ilthat there are still about 50% of  
Members.who have not yet paid their  
'0.964 subscription?  
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iYORKS/LANCS  GROUP: HOn.Sec: A. Gullis  
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.  

When the Group agreed that the January  
;meeting should be devoted to a joint study  
and display of 'INTERNMENT CAMP & MILITARY  
'MAIL', it might be expected that the scope  
would be restricted to the Internment stamps  
iof 1870-71 and the Soldier Stamps of both  
i World Wars.  

Experience, however, h s shown that the 
;Group usually delves far beneath any apparent 
'surface. An excellent paper by MR. J.N. 
iHIGHSTED outlined the conditions and regu- 
lations governing the issue and use of the 
'GRATIS' and 'CROIX ROUGE' stamps of 1870/71,  

the use of Army postmarks prior to 1914,  
Soldier Stamps during the War of 1914/18,  
Army postmarks between the wars, Soldier  
Stamps of the 1939/45 War, and Army postmarks 
since 1945•  

The joint display, in which the Chairman  
(Dr. Ritchie) and Messrs. Highsted, Hoyle  
& Moore took part, produced some excellent  
material of all these periods: an almost  
complete range of Soldier Stamps (in blocks  
of four as well as genuinely postally used 
on cover) of both Wars. Postal Stationery  
bearing imprinted Soldier Stamps were shown 
and also some very attractive Militia cards 
used in 1904. One cover, addressed to a 
soldier, bore the postmarks of seven differ-
ent units before being returned marked 
' LNBEKANNT /IN CONNU' .  

The Napoleonic period was reflected by a 
cover from Zurich with the handstamp of the 
'ARMEE DE SUISSE/4me DIVISION' and a whole 
range of letters bearing the Frank stamps of 
the War Commissaires of various Cantons of  
the French sponsored. Helvetic Republic. It 
was interesting to note that the contents of  
many of the letters were on matters which 
have concerned soldiers through Military 
History, and which even we pacific philate-
lists knew in our various periods of service 
- arguments about back pay, delay in gratuit 
-ies or indemnities, arrangements for rations  
billets and the requisition of transport, and  
of course, notification of deaths during ser-
vice with the Helvetic Legion ... "plus ca  
change"! A letter of 1787 with handstruck  
	 'FRYBOURG' addressed to the 'Tresorier du 
Garde Suisse' in Paris, complained of the 
statement of credit. _ 

Letters of the Valtellina campaign dated 
C;. 

 
1620 and 1621 from COIRA (Chur) or TAVA  

I! (Davos) were mostly from the colleagues of  
iiJurg Jenatsch seeking Venetian funds, but  
one letter was from Gueffier, the French  
Ambassador, and another was signed''Constan-

!;tin de Planta' of Zuoz, brother of Pompejus  
EPlanta who was killed by Jenatsch at Schloss  
t! Riedberg. 

The display ended with photo copies (by  
courtesy of the PTT Museum in Bern) of the  
Roman Military/Post routes over the Alps.  

{Peace-loving Switzerland obviously has a  
Military/Postal history far richer than is  

ii generally realised!  

F 	 L.M.  

For competition entries the  
appearance of your sheets  
will be enhanced by the in-
clusion of a few 	. •  

VARIETIES  

RETOUCHES  

and other out-of-the way  
items.  

From my extensive stock I  
can supply such material  
on approval or send sel-
ected items against your  
Want Lists.  
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M IX  D FRA\  KINGS  
by LAWRENCE MOORE  

(Ed, Note: The following article is based on Mr. Moore's prize winning entry  
in the 1963 Annual Cup Competition and all the covers illustrated were on view  
at the time ). 

A rather neglected, but extremely interesting field of Swiss collecting is the  
"Mixed Frankings" - stamps of two or more different issues used together on dated  
piece, or better still, on complete cover. Theoretically, the shorter the period  
of concurrent validity, the higher the degree of rarity, although ,  as will be shown , 
this is by no means the rule.  

Probably the rarest mixture was that of the famous 2-2 Rappen Basle 'Dove' of  
1845 used together with stamps of the first Federal issue of 1850/51, and there are  
only three such combination covers known: one with a single Basle Dove together with  
a 22 Rp. Poste Locale, another with a pair of Doves and a 10 Rp. Rayon II ,  and the  
third bearing a pair of the Basle stamps along with a 5 Rp. Rayon I light blue.  
These combinations were only possible because when the Federal Post was established  
it was agreed that the existing Cantonal stamps could be used to the end of their  
normal validity, which in the case of Basle was September 1854. Considering the  
long period of possible use it may seem surprising that only these three examples  
exist, but it should be remembered that the first adhesive stamps were never really  
popular in Basle, where pro-payment was considered to be a reflection upon the abil-
ity or the willingness ofthe addressee to pay for the pleasure of receiving a letter  
Stocks in private hands, therefore, would be negligible, and the remainders were  
destroyed by the Post Office.  

Mixed frankings which include one or other of the 'Transitional' stamps (Vaud,  
Neuchatel or `Winterthur ) are known to exist, but these, too, are in the rarity  
class. A full description of the classic mixed frankings can be found in 'A Propo s 
Altschweiz', a copy of which is in the Society's Library.  

Combinations of Poste Local and Ortspost, or either of these with the Rayon I  
or Rayon II are often described as mixed frankings, but ,  although such mixtures are  
unusual, often rare, strictly speaking they all belong to the same issue. An  
exception might be the Rayon I light blue 5 Rp., which superseded the dark blue of  
the same value, so that these two colours together, or the light blue Rayon I along  
with a Rayon II, Poste Locale or Ortspost would qualify with Honours. Any of the  
Rayons used together with the succeeding Silk Thread imperf. Helvetia would con-
stitute a mixed franking of a high order.  

Fortunately for the average collector, mixed frankings of the rather more eas-
ily obtainable stamps were fairly widely used throughout the country, and no issue  
offers greater possibility of use in a mixture than the Sitting Helvetia with  
impressed Control Mark of 1862-1881. These stamps can be found used together with  
the previous issue of Silk Threads (1854-62) and also with the Cross & Figure and  
Standing Helvetia series which followed them in 1882.  

On 1st October 1862, the first values of the Sitting Helvetia perf. were issued : 
the 2 Rp. grey, the 3 Rp., the 5 Rp., the 10 Rp. blue and the 30 Rp. red. With the  
exception of the 15 Rp. value, which was withdrawn in mid-1862, the Silk Threads  
remained valid until 31st July 1863, so there was a period of ten months during  
which they might be used in combination.  

The most common mixture is that of a 5 Rp. brown of each issue - imperf . 



and perf., to frank a single inland letter, 
as shown in Fig. 1. 

The letter 
is undated, but 
the straight-
line ' SCHWALBRUN'  
cancellation was 
in use from 1861  
to 1863.  

The 10 Rp.  
blue of the  
Sitting. Helvetia  
was issued on 1st October 1862, but as this  
stamp alone was sufficient to frank a normal  
letter up to 10 grammes to anywhere in Switz  
erland, it could only be used in combination  
for some special service or on mail to a  
foreign destination.  

Fig. 2 shows  
the 10 Rp. blue  
perf. Sitting  
Helvetia used  
with a 40 Rp.  
imperf. Silk  
Thread on 4th  
June 18 63.  
50 Rp. was the  
correct rate to  
Germany at that date.  

The 20 Rp. orange Sitting Helvetia was  
not issued until 12th March 1863, so the  
odds against a possible combination are  
rather lengthened.  

Fig.3 shows  
a 20 Rp.Sitting  
Helvetia pert.  
used with a  
40 Rp. Silk 
Thread imperf. 
on 13th July 
1863 60 Rp.  
was the corr-
ect rate for  
postage to  
England at 
that time. 

Fig. 3. 
 (to be continued) 

Fig. 1.  

Fig. 2.  

B.P.A. 
P.T.S. 

THE  

A. S. D. A.  
H. L. KATCHER  

AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.  
151, Park Road, 	London, N. W.8.  

(Tel. JUNiper 0616)  

t1CiLVi'irJA  1V tiVY^ LG'1"1'L+K rage  sC. MAtiLti ly b4  

MIXED 	FRAN  KINGS,  (Contd.) 	NEW ADDITION  TO THE LIBRARY 

 

The Society is indebted to Mr.J.B. 
Simpson of New York who has presented to 
the Library a copy of the latest 'PEN' 
publications 'CATALOGUE OF SWISS AUTO-
:MOBILE POST CANCELLATIONS'which lists, 
in chronological order almost 1000 postr-
marks & cancels from 1937-1963. Some 
500 are illustrated in reduced format. 

This will be of great help in arr-
anging a collection of these cancels. 

The Catalogue may be borrowed on the  
usual terms (6d.fee + postage where 
necessary) & requests will be taken in 
strict rotation. 

SPECIAL CAaNCELLATIONS  

1. 17th Assembl of World Health Or 
Held from 3-21 March. Mail posted 

was franked with a special cancellations 
'GENEVE - 17e ASSEMBLEE MCNDIALE DE LA 
SANTE'. 

2. International Motor Show in Geneva 
Held from 12-22 March. Special 

 i cancel reads: 'GEtEVE - (date) -
!SALON DE L'AUTO'. 

i3. United Nations Conference on Commerce  
& Development.  To be held from 

23 March - 15 June. The special cancel  
reads: 'GEEVE - (date) — CONFERENCE  
DES NATIONS UNIES SUR LE COMMERCE ET LE  
DEVELOPPEMENT' with a portion of the  
U.N. building at the foot.  

In these times of acute shortage of  
good material, it is increasingly  
j difficult for us to keep our stock at  
the fine level it has enjoyed for so  

(many years.  

iHowever our connections are world wide  
f and we are constantly searching for  
interesting items.  

	 Collectors of Switzerland who  
appreciate the fine and the unusual  
will still find much to delight them  
among the items we can offer.  

1 7/ 	HAVE YOU COMPLETED  
the form for price change Bulletins to  

The 1964 Catalogue?  
If not please do not delay as a  
Bulletin of price increases appeared  

on March 1st. 

YORKS/LANCS GROUPS  Hon. Sec. A. Gullis, 
3, Bowood Road, Ell and, Yorks. 

At the March meeting there were 14 
entries for the Group's Annual Competition, 
which was divided into 3 classes to fit in 
with the Inter-Society Competition of the 
Yorkshire Philatelic Association. The 
results were 

Thematic:  1st Mr. I. Gilchrist 
2nd Mr. H.W. Robertshaw  

Postal Historz:lst Mr. L. Moore 
2nd Dr. G.G. Ritchie  

Philatelic: R.A. Hoyle & L. Moore (joint)  
Highsted Cup for Best Entry:  L. Moore 

Runner-up: Miss N. Chatburn  
This should mean some good entries for 

next month) (Ed.) 
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I— he 1900 	. 
Notes on a lecture and display given by Dr. K. Strauss. 

{ 	 to Members of the London Group 

The 1900 U.P.U. stamps have always been a subject of groat interest. The 
design was not popular and gave rise to a good deal of criticism, even ridicule. 
Nevertheless, it proved to be possibly one of the most baffling of all the issues, 
at least until comparatively recant times, and has engaged the attention of 
philatelists for many years. 

Dr. Strauss commenced by dealing with the facts relating to these issues, 
insofar as they are known, since they are shrouded in mystery as regards the precise 
method of manufacture and the dates of issue, apart from the fact, of course, that 
it is known that the 'A' series was issued on July 2nd, 1900. 

The stamps commemorate the Silver Jubilee of the founding of the Universal 
Postal Union which took place in 1875. Unfortunately the time allowed for their 
preparation, from April to 2nd July, was much too short to allow for good workman-
ship. 	Despite this, however, the Postal Dept. was instructed to prepare and issue 
stamps of 5, 10 & 25 c. values. Due to this haste and difficulties which arose, 
the stamps were very badly produced and show many flaws and defects, so much so 
that a copy without any flaws is a very great rarity, if it exists at all. 

The design, symbolising postal communications round the world, was prepared 
by Eugene Grasset of Paris, the die was engraved by Frederic Florian, also of Paris, 
and the stamps were printed, using the copper plate process, by Max Girardet of 
Born. Technically the capper plate method was very inefficient, since not only did 
the plates wear out rapidly, but they also picked up dirt very easily, which acc- 
ounts for many of the flaws and the constant need for retouches. The original 
plates are not in existence, which makes the difficulties of reconstructing those 
plates all the more understandable. 

The stamps were printed in sheets of 200, i.e. 4 panes of 50 each. No 
records have been found, either from the printers or the postal authorities, which 
give any details as to how the plates were prepared. It is thought that the orig-
inal master die was impressed 50 times onto a bed of fine papier macho to make the 
first pane; the papier mach6 was plated with copper, the papier mache removed and 
replaced by lead to make the plate. Then, by some method which is not known, three 
transfers were made from this plate to make up the final plate of 200. This, how-
ever, by no means explains certain flaws which occur regularly in fixed positions. 
The transfers were also very badly done, so that every stamp bears a number of flaw 
some of major importance, others subsidiary. To further complicate matters each 
separate pane has many further flaws, so that virtually every stamp is different. 

The first serious attempt to study these stamps was made in 1906 by M. Neveu-
Balluet,,but he gave up after describing 1045 varieties, numbering them at random. 
Since then many people have been working to try to solve the many problems relating 
to those issues and to try to plate the stamps. At first it seemed as if this 
would be impossible, as there were no clues whatsoever as to the arrangement of the 
sheets, then, very fortunately, a number of half sheets were discovered and proved 
to be of the greatest importance in positioning the individual stamps, thus leaving 
the panes to be reconstructed and the printing sheets. As is known, in those days, 
stamps were never issued to post offices in panes, but only in half panes of 25. 
For this reason there are, to Dr. Strauss' knowledge, no known used joined pairs of 
the U.P.U. issue from the centre stamps on a sheet. 

In recent years several full sheets of mint stamps have also come to light. 
These were apparently from the original stock which had never boon issued, and would 
seem to indicate that the division into panes and half panes was not done at the 
printers, but at the post office headquarters. Until the discovery of sufficient 
half panes or blocks of stamps with margins it was quite impossible to place the 
stamps in the right positions, and it is mainly from those full sheets and from 
marginal blocks that an accurate plating has boon achieved. 

There are 9 stamps in the issue, each in sheets of 200, so that 1800 individ-
ual stamps have to be studied. 	

(To be continued 

SWISS AIR-POST DISPLAY AT P.T.T. MUSEUM 
Between now & 31st May there will be 

a special exhibition of '50 Years of 
Swiss Air-Post.' Anyone visiting Switz 
-erland during this period would be 
well advised to pay a vist to the Museum. 'ry 

PROPOSED  BIRMINGHAM GROUP. 
Our. member, Mr. I Tillen of 134 Oxford Rd. 
Birmingham 27, would like to form a Study 
Group. If you know of any Swiss collect-
ors in this area please let Mr. Tillen 
know and he will make contact. 



I; 

it 

q 
Ij 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, 
MORECAMBE, Lancs. 
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Tie N I NT ANN,AL CR COMPETIT1O 

 

will be held at THE KINGS'aY HALL (Room 31), Kingsway .. 

W. C. 2. y  on WEDNESDAY , 8th APRIL 1964, at 6 .4510.m. 
ro have pleasure in announcing that MISS  A. GRUNBERG of the London-Swiss P.S., 

and MR. R.D. LEE of Wanstead & Ilford P.S., have consented to act as Adjudicators 
on this occasion. u?re look forward to a good number of entries and to an interesting 
evening. Since the entries provide an exhibition in miniature we hope to have as 
many members present as possible, especially those whom we have not seen for some 
time or have not yet met. 

RULES  

1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of 
the Helvetia P.S., as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss stamps 

owned by members of the Society. The Display shall be held at a meeting of the 
London Group, but shall be open to all members Of 'the Society, wherever they reside. 
2. Competitors shall enter not less than SIX and not more than TEN sheets, com- 

prising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official 
or any other items, miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as hotel, soldier 
stamps, airmail labels etc.), entires, flown covers, postal stationery etc..(N©te: 
Thematic entries will not be excluded although some judges find difficulty in 
assessing these in comparison with other more philatelic entries). 
3. Entries sent by post should be packed carefully and despatched by Registered 

Mail and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon.Secretary: 
Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, 32 Ethelbert Gardens, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex, not later than 
Monday, 6th April. Members attending may bring their entries along on the night. 
4. All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from receipt 

to return to their owners, 
5. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries and 

award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall 
select as most worthy. 	In addition a consolation prize will be awarded. 
6. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the following headings: 

(a) General philatelic interest .. 30 (c) Writing up, arrangement and 
condition 	 .. 25 

(b) Philatelic knowledge 	.. 30 (d) Originality 	 15 

7, 	The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually shall remain in the possession of 
the winner for 11 months following the award and then be returned to the 
Competition Organiser named by the Committee, The Cup shall then be - awarded 

to the next winner, but if the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup Competitions 

the Cup shall become his or her property and 
The long-awaited new Catalogues 

have how been published: 	the next Competition. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS Due 1st January  

are still coming in very slowly. If you have 
not already paid, please remit 10/- (01.40) 
as soon as possible and avoid the need for 
individual reminders. 

* * * * * x * * * * * * 	* ,e -x  

My Stock of Swiss stamps is practically 
complete, Mint or Used. 	I invite you to 
forward your want lists which will receive 
careful attention 

MINT & USED CEN'T'ENARY SETS 
MINIATURE SHEETS MINT & USED 

FIRST DAY COVERS - UNUSUAL COVERS 
SLOGAN POSTMARKS - SCARCE POSTMARKS 

POSTAL STATIONERY 
VARIETIES - PROOFS - ETC. 

I,!':AXIMUTM CARDS 
NEW ISSUE SERVICE, ETC. 

Order 	NEW 	ISSUES from ... 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE 
( Propr. 	Hertsch & Co. 	) 

the Committee shall provide a new Cup for 

EUROPE 	1 9 6 4 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED, XVIIth Edition 

Please order your Catalogues from 
Harris Publications, Ltd., 
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, 
London, Tut'. C. 2. 

FOR FIRST-CLASS STAMPS 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE;; 

SEND WANT 	LISTS 

P.O. Box 1291 
BERNE. 	Switzerland 
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ANNLAL CUP CO 
 

V -DL- TITIGN  
The Annual Cup Competition was duly held on April 8th and was attended by a  

very satisfactory number of members who usually look forward to this occasion  

whether they compete or not. A smaller number of entries was received than usual;  

" this may be partly accounted for by the delay in sending out the 'Helvetia News  
Letter' before this occasion, due to unavoidable personal circumstances and the  

Secretary offers sincere apologies to any Members who were thus prevented from  

taking part.  

The two Adjudicators, Miss A. Grunberg and Mr. R,D.Lee, however, found plenty  
to occupy their attention among the 10 entries submitted and after long and earn-
est consideration the results were announced as follows:  

CUP WINNER: MRS. V.M. HEMMING  of London, for an outstanding and extremely well  
presented entry of Route  Mark Covers - a particularly  

apt entry in view of our recent article on this subject. The Sheets  

were excellently written up and included small hand-dra=m maps, which  
added to the interest-. Mrs.Hemming was unfortunately not able to be  
present in person but we offer her our heartiest congratulations on  

her achievement.  

RUNNER-UP:  MR. L.E. STILES  (London) for a most interesting entry on the subject  

of Railway T.P.0. Cancels, another subject in which  

there is now much greater general interest. Mr. Stiles was awarded a  
stock book.  

HIGHLY COMMENDED:  (a) MR. R.A. HOYLE (Yorks Group), for a well presented entry on  

the 1900 U.P.U. issues.  

(b) MR. P.C. TURTON (London) for a fine entry of Strubelis  
on cover.  

Mr. Leo, speaking on behalf of Miss Grunberg and himself, made a few comments  

on each of the entries which will be helpful to the contestants on future occasions  

and said that although they had each made their preliminary evaluation independ-
ently, when they came to compare notes they found they had each arrived at the same  

conclusions for the first four places - which was a groat relief.  

They placed consideralle emphasis on originality and a definite theme as being  

two of the most important aspects of competition entries, as well as good present- 
ation. A simple theme carefully studied and presented could well score higher  

marks than rarities poorly written up.  

Both Miss Grunberg and Mr. Lee said they had enjoyed their task and only wished  

that all who took part could have received a prize, but as this was not possible  

they hoped the less fortunate ones would be spurred to greater efforts next time.  

The Chairman, Mr. E.C. Slate, thanked the Adjudicators for coming along and  
undertaking the task. The comments had been most helpful and would be of value  

when planning entries for next year's competition.  

While the judging was taking place members hold an informal meeting at which  

many matters were discussed and a draft programme was worked out for the next  

session. When this has been confirmed it will be published in the 'News Letter'.  

Afterwards members were able to study the Competition entries more closely and  

talk over points in connection with the various items on display.  



FURTHER NOTES 
 

ON EXPRESS 
 

LABELS  

by I. Tillen  

Since my article on Express Labels  
appeared in the Feb.issue of the 'News  
Letter' I have received from an Ameri-
can member of the Society reports of  
two earlier usages of Types I &  

Type I dated 30.IV. 1938 and  
Ty )e IV dated 30.XII.1932  

Both these dates are 1 year earlier than  
those mentioned in my article. I am  
grateful to Mr.W.T.Schaffer for this  
helpful information towards compilat-
ion of first & last dates of use of the  
various types of labels.  

At Stampex this year I purchased a  
new type of Express Label-to be called  
Type VII. It is much larger than any of  
the other types (55 x 23mm.) and bears  
only the one word 'EXPRES' in very  
large letters.  

The date on the cover is 22.XI.48.  
The - colour of the paper is again a  
brick red or darkish orange, like all  
other types except Type III which was  
on buff. paper.  

I would be grateful for any other  
reports of dates of usage of any of  
these types should any reader have any  
in his collection.  

(134, Oxford Road, Acecks Green) 
Birmingham 27) 

h  
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HELVETIA MEMBERSHIP LIST  

Since the publication of the Member-
ship list we have acquired a number of new  
Members, to whom we extend a hearty welcome  
particularly to those in the U.S., and  
trust that their association with the  
Society will prove rewarding.  

Additions and other changes are noted  
below:  

BROWNE, E.L., P.O. Box 2693, Pompano Beach, 
Florida, U.S.A. 

BULLARD, G.M., 503, East Main Street, 
Marion, Virginia, U.S.A. !  

CHAMBERLIN, D.D., 1462, Norman Drive,  
Redding, California, U.S.A. 

CHIQUOINE, A. 334, Hardwicke Road, 
Springfield, Penn., U.S.A. 

DOVE, J.W.F., 69, Standard Road, Hounslow I  

Middlesex (England).;  
FROST, F.H., 1366, Westbrook Street,  

Portland, Maine, U.S.A.!  
HEMMING, Mrs. V.M. 67, Lower Barn Road, 	f  

Purley, Surrey.;  
KATZ, Be, 1027, Euclid Street, Santa Monica!  

California,  
KINDLER, E.F., 42, Inner Drive, St.Paul 16,  

Minnesota, U.S.A.!  
PATE, E.H., 1429, Callecita, San Jose 25, 1 

California, U.S.A.1 
ROSENTHAL, F.J., 2720, Terrace Röad,S.E., 

Washington D.C. 20020, U.S.A. j  
SCHAFFER, W.T., 2607, Guildford Avenue, 	' 

Baltimore, Maryland 21218, U.S.A.!  

SCHAFROTH, B. , 1400, S. Barton Street, 	i ; 	

Jr.- Apt. 413, Arlington, Va 22204, U.S.A . j(
. J , 

 f  

WOIBLET, J.R., P.O. Box, Walla Walla, 	'k 	fi 	1 I  

	

Washington 99362,  U.S.A.^i 	r 
. J 

!j  Amendments & Changes of Address;  

t 	it 

HALE, 7.C., 'Tolcarne' , Brinns Lane, 	;! 	 ! ' 

Frogmore, Camberley, Surrey.!,  
LIENHARD, E., 9, Essex Road, Chelmsford, 	i 1  

Essex .1  
LUCHSINGER, Capt. P.P., 67747A, 6100 Air  

Police Squadron, Box 1064, APO 323'iL  

San Francisco, Calif., U.S.A. 
 Miss R.N., 'Strathlea', 4, Bilton 

Lane, Harrogate, YorkO 
8, The Drive, Harrow,Middx1  

I shall hopefully undertake a 
pilgrimage to Basle, my briefcase 
heavy with bids and full of expectation  

In principle there is no limit to 	1 
the figure I am prepared to spend - 
demand for this typo of material from 
my clients the world over is so heavy f 
that any amount of material can be 
placed within weeks. Unfortunately the 

 competition will be ferocious and what  

I shall bring back must depend on  
prevailing prices,.  

SOIVERWELL,  

INBERG, S., 7, Tring'Avenue, Ealing,  
London, V1.5. y  

NUMBERS ISSUED  
The following information is given by  

the P.T.T. 	• 

Propaganda Stamps 1963  
5 c. = 11,944,309  

10 c. = 25,275,356  
20 c. = 14, 875, 831  
30 c. = 5,988,351  
50 c. = 7,069,263 (Cent. Red Cross  
50 c. = 6,935,116 (Postal Conf.1863  

Jubilee Miniature Shoot - Red Cross. 

 Fr. 3.- = 784,78 5  

Pro Patria Stamps 1963  

5+ 5c. = 3,110,562 .10+100.0 5,569,628  
10+10c. = 4,554,854 30+10c.= 2,020, 288  
50+100. = 2,200,370  

Of course we shall have to pay  
fantastic figures but sanity must not  
be left out of calculations. If I am  
successful there will be some choice  
tit-bits offered in a later 'Helvetia  
News Letter."  

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD  
151, Park Road, London, NW8. 4 	Telephoneo JUNiper 0616  

H. L 
 

< ATC R  
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1900 	 
Notes on a lecture and display given 

•• by DR. K.STRAUSS to the London Group 

PANT II 

A number of eminent philatelists in Switzerland, led by Messrs. Wirth-Buzzi, 
Gees & Dr. Kopp, have spent many. years in studying these stamps, assisted by tho 
firms of Zumstein, Kottelat and Mellor, and in very small measure by the late John 
Butterworth and the speaker, who began to study these stamps in 1951. Then in 1953 
Dr. Strauss came across another major find of many thousands of stamps of the U.P.U. 
issue. This remarkable find provided material for detailed study and included, 
among other half sheets, 24 half shoots of the 25 c. blue. It should be noted, how-
over, that only one copy of the 25 c. blue re-engraved was found, and about 2,500 of 
the other two re-engraved values. 

The excellent book on the plating of the U.P.U. Issues "SCHWEIZ 1900" by 
Messrs. WUrth-Buzzi & Gees, of Which a translation was given in the 'Helvetia News 
Lotter', was the result of about 15 years of intensive study. 

In starting to classify the stamps, after they have been divided into their 
'A', 'B' or 'CI groups, the first step is to sort out the constant flaws and then 
break down the groups into subsidiary groups, a process which requires continual 
checking and re-checking. 

Some years ago Zumstein were asked to change their listing to bo more in 
accordance with the results obtained by these researches. 	A start has boon made in 
the most recent edition of the Specialised Catalogue, but it will take some time to 
include more than the major flaws. 

As stated earlier, difficulties were uncounted with the perforating of the 
sheets. 	No suitable machine was available for stamps of this large size. An old 
'box' perforating machine was employed, which had been used for the 1862 issue, by 
means of which the sheets were passed through twice, once for the horizontal per-
forations, then turned round and passed through again for the vertical, after prior 
removal of some of the pins, resulting in 114 x 112, usually designated as 'line' 
perforation. This extends across the margin of the sheets and can be recognised by 
the corner perforations which are 'clipped' off. For the second or 'BI and the 
third or 'CI series, the same type of 'box' perforating machine was used, which 
allowed the perforations to be made in one operation (114) because of the wider 
spaces between the stamps. 	In this type the perforations have 'squared' off 
corners and is usually termed 'box' perforation. 

With the discovery of the half sheets marginal markings were found which help 
to identify the positons. The 'A' types have small solid square blocks, the 'B' 
types have a cross on the margins and the 'C' issue a finer type of cross. 

The postmarks are not very helpful in determining the issues. The regulations 
in force at the time stipulated that each stamp must be postmarked separately, and, 
therefore, blocks tend to be somewhat heavily cancelled. A block with a central 
postmark would be an extremely rare item - if it could be proved that the postmark 
was genuine - but such an item has yet to be found. 

As far as can be determined the stamps were issued as follows: 

	

5 c. 	77A — issued on 2nd July 1900 

	

10 c. 	78A - 	" 	"1  

	

25 c. 	79A — 	" 	" 	"r 	n 	it 

	

5 c. 	77B — earliest known postmark: 7th July 1900 

	

10 c. 	78B - 	" 	" 	n 	2nd. " 

	

25 o. 	. 79B - 	
ti 	 It 	 " 	12th " 

	

5 c. 	77C — (re-engraved) earliest known postmark: 5th Sept. 190C 

	

10 c. 	780 - 	" 	 " 	" 	" 	17th Oot. 190C 

	

25 c. 	79C - 	" 	 " 	" 	" 	14th Dec. 190C 

This information is taken from a study of the postmarks only. 

The main part of the display, which was set out on the table for close study, 
had been selected to show the many differences in the stamps; stages of plate wear.; 
out-of-the-way shades; transparent paper; 'Abklatsch' (the print showing on the 
reverse side); retouches, fractured plates; typical flaws occur.n ;in certain 
positions; varieties which are not classified, i.e. progressive stages of a retouch, 
which again complicates the process of plating, etc. etc. 

The most fruitful field of research for retouches is the 10c. Type 'BI,  which 
is particularly prolific in this direction, and the next best the. 5 c. Type 'C'. 

Also shown were examples on cards and covers, including first day covers 



tI  
i  

itIMISSIMM 

it  
A 

ii  
t'  

I have for exchange some  
10,000 common Swiss items from  
1880 -1936. No varieties but  

excellent condition. 

I will exchange or buy used 
YEAR DATED copies of the 3 Fr., 
5 Fr. & 10 Fr. high values of 
the Symbolic Issue of 1936-1956. 

Condition is unimportant - 
only the year date. 

Write to ...  

  

F- 1-0ST  

 

- RE ER(CK•  

 

!t 

  

1366, Westbrook Street,  
PORTLAN D,  
Maine, 	 U. S.A.  

ii 
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ONCE M°^: I'GST FROM SWISS V=RC_ANTIU_  

son dealing with post from Swiss Merchantmen. In it it is stated that the Swiss  

In No.12/1963 of the B.B.Z• a report was carried on pages 146/147 by Gene Peter- 

Some additional notes submitted by H.L. Katcher. 
	

Si 	IIDS  
postal authorities do not recognise such 'Paquebot-letters' and that they charge 
postage due on them. This, however, is not correct. Article 53 of the U.P.U:  
Treaty states:  

"Prepayment of letters on board ships  

1) Letters which are handed in on board ship while the ship is at sea can, subject 
to no other arrangements having been made between the relevant parties, be pre-

paid with the stamps and according to the postage rates of the country under whose 
flag the ship sails. 

2) If the letters are handed over on board ship while the ship is in harbour (be  

it at the beginning or at the end of the journey, or while anchored at an inter  

-mediate port of call) the postage must be prepaid with the stamps and accord-
ing to the rates of the country in whose waters it is anchored," 

Article 146, paragraph 6, of the 'Vollzungsordnung'* of the U.P.U. states: 

6) The postmarking of mail delivered on board ship is left to the Post official of  

that ship or to the officer who has been entrusted with these duties, or if no  

such duties have been entrusted, to the Harbour - post official to whom the letters 
should be handed individually. In that case the post office will apply its dated 
postmark with the official strike 'Navire', 'Paquebot' or another similar 
identification."  

According to these regulations, it is, therefore, possible to frank mail which 
has been handed in at sea on a Swiss Merchantman with Swiss postage stamps. Such  
letters must then be handed over by the Purser on reaching the next harbour to the 
harbour post official, with the explanation that it is 'Paquebot' mail. The emph-
asis lies with the term 'handed over'. Simply to place the letters into a letter-
box in the port of call (if the letter carries Swiss stamps) is not permissible. 
Unfortunately, in this airmail age, very few Pursers are aware of this regulation. 
There is, however, no case of querying them. I have repeatedly met friendly Pur-
sers on Swiss boats who have forwarded, on my behalf, such correctly franked mail.  

Such mail is, as long as the Purser strictly adheres to those regulations (i.e. if 
he hands them to the Harbour P;_st Office and does not just post them in a harbour 
letter box) quite correctly prepaid and is received at its destination without 
query from the postal authorities there. 	 Signed: ARNO GOTTSPENN  
No translation of this term has been found. 

• 

1900 U.P.U,  (Continued) 

with the special Jubilee cancellation, 
and a rather unusual cover postmarked 
at 12 p.m. from Aarau, the last date 
of issue, and the first date of the  
Swiss Federal Railway line from Aarau. 

Two albums were also on display,one 
containing mint panes of the different  
values and also reconstructed panes of  

used stamps. The other was part of a 
detailed study of stamps Nos.l-50 of 
the 78B with all sub-positions and 
variations. Flaws, retouches etc. were 
indicated by means of enlarged 'blanks' 
of the stamps or relevant portions of 
the stamps. Those sheets were a sheer 
joy to look at and gave just a little 
indication of the immense amount of 
time and patience that have gone into 
this tremendous task.  

The whole display was of the great 
-est interest & those present went 
away knowing much more about the back 
-ground to these issues than they did 
before. A truly memorable evening. 
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MIX 7- ) =RnNKINGS 

  

  

  

by LAWRENCE MOORE Part IT. 

Continuing the description of some interesting covers bearing stamps of the 
'Sitting Helvetia' Imperf. and Perf. issues: 

The 3 Rp. black 'Sitting Helvetia' perf. was issued on 1st October 1862, so 
there was a period of full ten months in which it might  have been used in combinat- 
ion with stamps of the Silk Thread series. Bearing in`•mind, however, that it was 
issued for the special use of franking newspapers and other printed matter to Italy 
- to end the use of one 2 Rp. imperf. Silk Thread along with a half of a stamp of 

the same value (the famous 
'Strubel' bisect) - the 
chances of its actual use in 
a mixture were fairly remote. 

Fig.4 - MURI to ZURICH, 
dated 15th December 1. 
Franked with a 3 Rp. of the 
now perforated 'Sitting Hel-
vetia', together with a 2 Rp. 
imperf. Silk Thread. 

As the 2 Rp. Silk Thread 
was issued specially for the 
inland printed rate, the odds 
against it being used with the 
'Sitting Helvetia' are consid 
ered fairly high. The piece, 
however, is a newspaper wrap-
per, and a note indicates the 
enclosure of three copies. of 

the journals - therefore, excess weight - and after all, one might expect a news-
paper office to hold stock of the 2 Rp. imperf. which had been issued as late as 
July 18 62. 

The 60 Rp. and 1 Fr. values of the 'Sitting Helvetia' perf. were not issued 
until 1st August 1863, so it is clear that they could not be used in Mixed Frankingsa 
Although the 40 Rp. green of the'Sitting 
Helvetia' was on sale from 30th June 1863, 
allowing a whole month of possible use in 
a mixture with the Silk Threads, not one 
single example has yet come to the notice 
of the writer. 

Because of the lack of the 40 Rp., and 
1 Fr. in the early days of the 'Sitting 
Helvetia' issue, high values of the old Silk 
Threads had to be used to make up rates to 
distant foreign destinations: 

May 1863 BASLE to CALMAT (Sweden)  Fig. S) 	-  	. 
This cover bears 2 x 40 Rp. imperf. Silk 
Threads with one 5 Rp. and one 20 Rp. 
'Sitting Helvetia' perf., making up the 
correct rate of 1 Fr. 5 Rp., via the Thurn & Taxis Offices in Frankfurt and in 
Hamburg, marks of both of which appear on the reverse. 

The 1 Fr. Silk 
Thread is fairly 
rare in a mixture, 
but occasionally is 
found on covers to 
America used along 
with a 10 Rp. of the 
'Sitting Helvetia' 
perf. This again is 
because of the ab-
sence of high values 
in the first few 
months of the 
perforate stamps. 

Contd. on Page 20. 

Fig. 5 



Some 1964 Subs.  
standing. If  
yours, it would  
ou would remit  

10 = 
1.4  

The long-awaited new Catalogues  
have now been published:  

.'  ^. 

EUROPE 	19 5 4 ^ 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1 9 6 4  
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  
SPECIALISED, XVIIth Ed' n.  

Please order your Catalogues from  
Harris Publications Limited  
27, Maiden Lane, Strand,  
London, W. C. 2.  

FOR FIRST 	CLASS stamps  

RARITIES OF S3ITZERLAND AND EUROPE:  

SEND WANT 	LISTS ..  

ORDER NEW ISSUES  FIOM  .. 	.. 
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'E X P 0' NATIONAL EXHIBITION 

During the exhibition the following 
special post offices will operate: 	. 

(a) A chief post office in sector Travel  
and Transport - open from 6th April 

(b} Branch office at entrance Bellerive  
" 	 " 	Bourget 

Both open from 27th April  
(d) Mobile post office at Expo Station  

Sevelin, in use from 29th April  

5 types of cancellations will be  
used. Three of the same design show the  
' Expo' symbol and will be inscribed  
'LAUSANNE - Poste Principle (or Entre  
Bellerive - or Entre' Bourget)- EXPOSIT-
ION NATIONALE; the fourth, slightly  
larger, will be the normal mobile P.O.  
mark: LAUSANNE,- EXPOSi'1'ION NATIONALE  
SUISSE - while No.5 is the slogan cancel  
showing the symbol and. EXPOSITION NATIONALE  
SUISSE LAUSANNE 1964 -- 30 AVRIL - 25 OCrIDBRE  
with the normal size double circle cancel:  
LAUSANNE EXPOSITION NATIONALE.  

'LONWON GROUP:  Hon.Sec: MRS.E.J. RAWNSLEY  
Once more Mr.Harding, ably assisted  

iby Mr.Brown, provided an excellent pro-
gramme of Swiss films on March 11th.  

The very varied selection covered  
such subjects as 'A Swiss Valley'-  the  
;Val d'Anniviers', Valais' through all the  
!soasens: 'Professor's  Paradise',  and  
`American at the the Jungfrau Observatory;  
l'The Kin of Switzerland', a clever film  
in which the ghost of Col.Ludwig Pfyffer  
comes back to his beloved Lucerne.  
Holidays in the Latschberg Area'  prov-
ided a wealth of beautiful scenery.Then  
Ifollowed some excerpts from the film  
!made of  'Miss Jemma's Sviss Journey', 
the book published to mark the centenary  
lof the first organised Swiss tour, while  
l'The Happy Face of Switzerland' and a  
;Winter Sports  film brought a memorable  
}evening to a close, and left everyone  
Tonging for the time - and money! to go 
'Ito see all these delectable places.  

, MIXED FRANKINGS  (Contd. from Page 19).  

t 	The imperf. Silk Threads were inval- 
idated from 31st July 1863, and a rare  
jprize indeed would be one used in com-
Ibination which got through undetected  
after that date. In Fig.6 can be seen  
!one which went too late .. to the cost  
of the recipient!  

1 	The cover is dated 31st August 1863:  
CERETINO to TURIN, bearing a 20 Rp.  

i imperf. Silk Thread togher with 10 
Rp . blue of the ' Sitting

et 
 Helvetia'

a 
 perf.  

The local office accepted it and oblit-
i crated the stamps with a rather smudgy  
;Ticino oval ' CERENTINO' . The main office  
at LOCARNO obviously allowed the f rank-  
t ing through by applying the c.d.s. and  
It/P.D.' The Italian Post-office spotted  
i the misfit and marked it in manuscript:  
','' Affr. Sviz. 10 - francobollo di 20  
Itfuori d' uso' (Swiss franking 10 cts -
120 cts stamp out of use), struck out  
lithe 'P.D.', applied the handstamp  
t ' AFFR. INSUF' (insufficiently franked)  

i and also the long black tax squiggle' 3' (decimes = 30 centesimi to collect).  

To be continued.  

BURRUS STAMP SALES  
As this issue goes to press the first  

details, are published of the Burros sales  
in Basle.  

The first day alone realised £110,060,  
which included a record price of £43,500  
paid for the unique mint block of 6 of the  
5c. 'Double Geneva'. This was bought by M.  
Burrus in the Hind sale in 1934 for £17,000  
- an indication of the tremendous rise in  
value in recent years.  

are still out-
one of them is  
be helpful if  

Have you looked through your Swiss  
( collection recently? Are there still  
any blank spaces which ought to be  
i filled?  

If so you would be strongly advised  
to do so immediately. The big.current  
sales of Swiss material clearly show  
the rising values, so the longer you  
delay the more you will hays to pay.  

Write for approvals or send in your  
Want Lists NOW! All types of material 
available from my extensive stock. 

Z U M S T  
(Propr.  

P 

BERNE,  

EIN & CIE.  
Hertsch & Company)  

.0. Box No.1291  

SWITZERLAND.  

VSTRO 
 

\G  
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme  

MORECAMBE, Lancs.  
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PRO RL'\1 v 1/1\  1964 
The five 'Pro Patric' stamps, with additional charge, will be issued on 1st 

June, with postal validity until stocks are exhausted and in any case not longer 
than 31st December, 1964.  

The 5 c. stamp shows the portrait of the Zurich inventor: JOHANN GEORG BODMER  
(1786-1864), who was a pioneer in the field of machine design. 	After a break 
to commemorate the centenary of the Red Cross last year, the other four values 
continue the series of 'Arts and Crafts', introduced.in 1962 and reproduce old 
coins of Zurich, Basel, Geneva and Bern. 	Details are as follows: 

Portrait of Johann Georg Bodmer 	- one colour: blue 
Zurich, copper coin - three colours: green/olive/grey 
Basel, 'I)oppeldicken', silver coin - three colours: carmine/silver- 

grey/grey 
Geneva, silver taler - three colours:orange/silver-grey/grey 
Bern, half gold florin-three colours: ultramarine/gold-yellow/brown  

5 c. Design and steel engraving by Karl Bickel Sr. of Walenstadtberg, 
after an old photograph. 

Other values: Jean-Francois Liengme, painter, of Geneva. 

5 c. Rotary line engraved by Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern.  
Other values: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

Stamp Size:  24 x 29 mm. 	Picture size: 	21 x 26 mm. 

Paper: 
	

5 c. White postage stamp paper for line-engraved printing, with 
luminous substance and violet mixture of fibres. 
10, 20 & 30 c. White postage stamp paper with luminous substance,  
lightly coated, with violet mixture of fibres. 
50 c. White postage stamp paper, lightly coated, with red and blue 

fibres.  
remainder Two (A & B) No.of sheets per cylinder:  5 c. Four (Nos. 1-4);  

No.of stamps per sheet  : 50 

Advance sales of uncancelled stamps commence on 27th May and written orders 
should be addressed exclusively to the Philatelic Agency PTT, Bern and ordered 
separately from other stamps. The stamps will be on sale from let June at all 
post offices and mobile post offices as well as agencies of the Swiss National Day 
Committee and, for collection purposes, at the Philatelic Agencies PTT in Bern and 
Basel uncancelled or cancelled as follows: 

5+ 5 c.  
10 + 10 c.  
20 + 10 c.  

30 + 10 c.  
50+ 10 0.  

Designers:  

Process:  

In Bern: Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle PTT  
Collection sheets and folders  

A first day cancellation will be used  
will show the coin depicted on the 10 0.  
AUSGABETAG 1.VI.64 - BUNDESEMU HARKEN.  

The Swiss National Day Committee will  
vignette in relief print also of the co 
able at a cost of 30 c. (without stamps)  

- Bern 1 Annahme - Schweiz. PTT Museum. 
are also available as usual. 

by the Philatelic Agency PTT Bern, which 
stamp with the wording: 'BERN - 

again issue a first day cover with a 
in on the 10 c. stamps. These are obtain-
and will be available from 1st May. 
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon. Sec. A. Gullis, 

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

The April meeting was devoted to the 
study of 'Tax Marks, Nachnahme Covera and 
Postage Thies', in which the Chairman (Dr. 
Ritchie) and members Highsted, Eastwood, 
Robertshaw and Moore participated. 

Covers bearing tax 'squiggles' from 1778 
were on view, and although this might be 
the subject of an article in an early 
issue of the 'News Letter', it must be 
reported that the Group in its joint study 
proved conclusively that Emmenegger in the 
'Nachtrag' is wrong in his assumption that 
the illustration (Abb.3733) is a '9'. 
Several covers with cross references 
proved that the figure is a '3' (decimes) 
and that it was probably not applied at a 
Swiss Post Office. But more of this anon. 

'Nachnahme' (C.O.C.) covers wore shown 
by Messrs.Highsted, Ritchie and Robert-
shaw and over a long period of use. 	In 
every case the item 'Franco' and 
'Provision' exactly equalled the actual 
total of the stamps applied, but it was 
felt that there were cases where this was 
not so,and a further study is to be made. 

Dr. Ritchie produced a complete study of 
postage Dues including the 500 c. yellow 
-green Type I of 1887-88. Mr. Eastwood 
showed a most interesting range of Dues 
used on most unusual covers from many 
different countries, while Messrs. 
Highsted & Robertshaw produced a wonder-
ful collection of covers from which it was 
possible to work out this sequence of 
collectable charges: MS 'squiggles' 
(decimes), MS normal figures (Centimes or 
Happen), Handstruck figures,'Strafporto' 
Handstruck marks,'Nachporto' HS marks, 
Postage Due stamps, 'T' marks, normal 
stamps used as 'dues'. On covers used be-
fore the unification of currency, and 
sent to another canton, there usually 
appeared two separate figures, apparently 
the second being a conversion into the 
currency of the addressee. 	 L.M. 
NEW ISSUES FOR LIECHTENSTEIN  

On 15 April a special stamp for the 
1964 Olympic Games and 2 further defin- ` 

itives were issued. Details are: 

1. 50 Rp. - Olympic rings and flags of 
Austria & Japan: 2 colours 
greenish-blue & vermilion 

Designed by Prof.Josef Seger, Vienna. 
2. Fr.1.30 - Return from the fields - 

green. 
Fr.1.70 - Crown-Prince Johann Adam 

Pius - violet. 
Designers: 1.30 - Anton Ender, Vaduz 
1.70 - Prof.Seger,Vienna, engraved by 

Prof. Hans Ranzoni, Vienna. 
All - roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier SA 

The first day cover had a special can-
cellation in the form of a posthorn and 
wording ' AUSGABETAG - VADUZ - 15.4.64'. 

HELVETIA P.S. SUCCESSES IN YORKSHIRE.  

In the Philatelic Section of the 
Inter-Society Competition at the Annual 
Convention of the Yorkshire Philatelic 
Association on April 25th, the Yorks/  
Lance Group of Helvetia P.S. won the 
'MARY BEITH' Cup with their entry of 
'Standing Helvetia', while a Helvetia 
member won the Postal History Section 
with 'The Ship Posts of Lake Como'. 
Unfortunately, owing to a clash of 

dates with the Helvetia National Com-
petition, the Group was not able to 
submit an entry in the Thematic sectim, 
even though it was realised that no 
country offers more scope for thematic 
treatment than does Switzerland. 
However, the group was consoled by 

gaining the magnificent 'SIDEBOTTOM' 
Trophy, awarded for the best entry in 
all sections, and this out of a field 
of 49 entries from 24 Societies. 
Three beautiful silver trophies are 

now proudly displayed in the Group's 
meeting room in Bradford. 

In the evening of the Convention the 
Group held a Study Circle, which was 
attended by the usual'hard core', to-
gether with Helvetia members from Hull, 
Miss V.Dales (President of Hull P.S.) & 
Mr.Thompson. Four non-member visitors 
were also present. 

The Chairman (Dr. Ritchie) showed and 
explained 'Bundesfeier' postcards and 
straight-line postmarks on 'Sitting 
Helvetia'. Miss Dales had a range of 
unusual covers, including one bearing 
'Helvetia with Sword' & c an cell ed'PARIS' 
Mr. Robertshaw displayed 'MS' and 'HS' 
tax marks and gave a short talk on them, 
while Mr.Gilchrist produced a selection 
of 'Strubel' covers used to U.S.A. and 
other foreign countries. Mr. Highsted's '-. 
postmarks of the private railway lines 
were greatly admired and Mr. Gosling 
handed round his First Flight covers. 
Mr.Hoyle's '1900 U.P.U.',including used 
blocks of four were on view & the meet-
ing was concluded by Miss Chatburn with 
her cleverly conceived 'Swiss Tour' of 
the Group Members, in which they were 
all mentioned by name and illustrated 
by stamps. 
'Helvetia' stock never stood highér in 

the County of the Broad Acres. 

Editor's Note:  Although the Y.P.A. 
Convention is a full Yorkshire Inter-
Society Annual event,. this year it seems 
to have had a marked 'Helvetia'flavour 
throughout. We learn from.a reliable 
source that our member Fred Myers, who 
is Secretary of the County Ass'n. was 
also President of the Inviting Society 
(Bradford P.S.) and Laurence Moore, the 
founder of the Yorkshire Helvetia Group 
acted as Chairman throughout the 
Convention. 

CLUB PACKET:  Material is urgently required for the U.K. Club Packet. Only an 
occasional lucky purchase enables us to keep this going at all, so please lookout 
anything you oan spare &send it to Mr.J.H.Short 115,Peppard Rd.,Caversham, Reading. 
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MIX 'D FRA\KINGS 
By Lawrence Moore 	 (Conclusion) 

Many of the covers of this 'overlap' period bear quite a collection of interest- 
ing transit marks, including T.P,O's. illustrating the early development of the 
railway and lake steamer posts. For example, the cover illustrated in last month's 
issue bears the 'VERBANO' c.d..s. of Lake Maggiore on the reverse side. 

Now let us consider the possibility of Mixed Frankings of the 'Sitting Helvetia' 
perf. stamps alone. It should be remembered that there were changes of colour of 
certain values. The 2 Rp. Grey became rod-brown in 1874 and later was printed in 
olive. The 10 Rp. blue was changed to red in 1867 when the 30 Rp. red became blue, 
while in 1878 the green of the 40 Rp. gave place to grey. As the new colours 
represented different issues, a combination of the same value in two separate 
colours can quite properly be regarded as a Mixed Franking within the rules of the 
game. 

The 'Sitting Helvetia' perf. was at first printed on white paper, but from 1881 
a granite paper was used, so that a combination of stamps on both papers used on 
cover or on piece would rank as a Mixed Franking. Such mixtures are fairly rare, 
although it might well be that neglected covers are lurking in the collections of 
owners who have not realised that they qualify for special status. There would be 
nothing spectacular to the naked eye, but to find and identify such a combination 
would be no mean philatelic achievement, and it would be of great interest if any 
members were able to report such a success. 

The perforate 'Sitting Helvetia' stamps were not declared invalid (after long 
prior notice) until 1st October 1883, and as the next issue of the 'Cross & Figure' 
design, along with the 'Standing Helvetia' high value series, was on sale from 1st 
April 1882, there was a quite considerable period of overlap during which combinat-
ions of the two issues could legally be used. The first and limited printing of 
the 'Cross & Figure' series was on white paper, and as these stamps themselves are 
fairly scarce, it would be most unusual to find them used together with 'Sitting 
Helvetia.' Mixed frankings would more often be on the granite paper of both 
issues. A mixture of the two designs both on the early white paper would consti-
tute a minor rarity. 

After the withdrawal of the 'Sitting Helvetia' the spice seems to be missing 
from this game of collecting mixtures, because the following issue of 'Standing 
Helvetia' remained valid from 1882 until 1924, and during this time there were 
issues of several other designs, also with very long periods of validity, so that 
combinations would not be unusual.. 

Although the possibility of extending the principles of collecting Mixed Frank-
ings to more modern issues has not been thoroughly examined, it occurs to the 
writer that a likely field might be in combinations of the 'Pro Juventute' stamps 
with those of 'Pro Patria'. The permitted period of use of the annual 'Pro 
Juventute' stamps has varied over the years, but seems to have settled down to the 
seven months from December let until June 30th of the following year, while the 
'Pro Patria' stamps are valid from June 1st until December 31st. Combinations of 
the two issues u's'ed in June or December might just rank for consideration as Mixed 
Frankings, but a primary rule should be that an acceptable cover must bear stamps 
only to the total of the correct rate - ignoring the premium charges - and not the 
over-franked Technicolour full sot with which it is our wont to decorate our F.D. C'1 
Whether, a century or so hence, such items will command the reverence now paid to 
the classic mixture of 'Basle Dove' and 'Rayon', only our successors in Philately 
will discover! 

RECENT AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS: 

Auto 3 Uzwil, Briefmarken Werbeschau, 
14/15. III 

" 1 Zurich, Sechselauten, 
19/20. IV 

11  3 Basel, MUBA 11-21. IV 
" 3 Bern, BEA 24.IV-3.V. 
" 1 Basel.- EuropRische Zionisten 

Konferenz 25/26. IV. 

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA  CANCELLATIONS: 

ST. MARGRETHEN (St.Gallen) - Tor zur 
Ostschweiz 

GSTAAD - 3780 - 1050-3000 m. - Glacier 
.des Diablerets 

MAROGGIA - 6817 - Lago di Lugano 
TROGEN - 9043 - Kinderdorf Pestalozzi 

Early 'Pro Juventute' values are being 
tipped' in the Philatelic press and still 
further price increases are forecast in the 
near future. 

Programmes for the new season, 
commencing in October are in preparat-
ion and will be published shortly. 
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r NEW SLOGAN CANCELS  P-FLAT.: IG CONGR_. , 
OF-  GREAT B I TA I N 

BOURNEMOUTH - 26 - 	 19 64 

The Helvetia Society will be well 
:rellresented by our affiliated Yorks/Lancs. 
Group, under the enthusiastic and capable 
leadership of Mr. Laurence Moore. 

Members will be pleased to learn that 
one of the signatories of the Roll of 
Distinguished Philatelists will be well-
known Swiss collector, Herr Jos.Burler of 
Zurich. 

On the Thursday evening of Congress 
(May 28th) there will be a HELVETIA STUDY 
CIRCLE in the Highcliff Hotel at 8.30 p.m. 

Mr. Moore has invited Herr Bthler to 
be present on this occasion, and we are 
very happy to learn that not only will 
Herr Bffhler attend, but he has also prom-
ised to give a short display of a partic-
ular phase of Swiss collecting - ink 
cancellations - which he will explain per 
-sonally. This will afford an excellent 
opportunity to learn more about these 
often puzzling cancels & we will look for 
-ward to Mr•Moore's report in due course. 

Any members who may be in Bournemouth 
are cordially invited to come along- and 
to bring some material for display. There 
is no charge, but prior notice to Mr. 
Moore either at 'Arosat, Lavmswood Gdns., 
Leeds 16, or at Congress would be apprec-
iated to help organise the evening. 

The long-awaited new Catalogues 
have now been published:  

Rette di AusstItzigen!: Bern, Basel and 
Zurich from 8-21.I 

Sayve les lepreux! Geneva, Lausanne 
7-21.I 

Regiophil IV, La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
13-15.III.1964 - to 14.111 

Salon de 1'Automobile - Geneve 1.II-22.III. 
Mustermesse Basel - Basel 2,15.III-19.IV. 
IBA Luzern - International Boot- and 

Wassersportausstellung, Luzern 2. 
15 Mar. - 25 Apr. 

Auch heute: Notvarrat! Basel, Olten, 
Zug, Zurich, St.Gallen,31.III.1l.IV. 

Les provisions? Une necessit6! Geneva, 
Lausanne, Neuchatel, 31,III,11.IV. 

Le scorte: Una necessita! Chiasso, 
31.11I-11,IV. 

8.Internationale Bach-Fest Schaffhausen - 
Schaffhausen 1-8.V 

XXXI Schwyzer Kantonal SchUtzenfest 
Brunnen - Brunnen to 9.VII. 

WO parken? Fahr mit den VBZ - Zurich 31 
Internat. Graphik 13.6 - 18.7.1964 - 

Grenchen - 15 May - 18 July. 
6 Schweiz. Import-Hesse - Zurich 1, 

15 May - 14 June. 
100 Jahre Bund der Christlichen Vereine 

junger Mdnner - Aarau 1, Rffti (ZH), 
WUdenswil , Rors chaoh 

Geneve 1814-18 64 - Geneva 1 
International Juni-Festwochen - Zurich 22 
Harmonika-Welt-Festival Luzern, 5-8 Juni, 

1964 - Luzern 2 to 8 June 
Nehmt teil am Eidg. Feldschiessen - Tag 

der Schfftzen - Bern, Interlaken 
to 30.V. 

Festa dei Fiori Pontecoste, Locarno - 

Locarno to 17 May, 

EUROPE 	1 9 6 4 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1 9 6 4 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED, XVIITH ED'N. 

Please order your Catalogues from: 
Harris Publications Limited 
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, 
London, W. C.2. 

FOR FIRST 	CLASS stamps 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE: 

SEND WANT LISTS 

ORDER NEW ISSUES  FROM .. .. 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE. 

( Propr. Hertsch and Company) 

P.O. Box No. 1291 

BERNE, 	 SWITZERLAND. 

...  

PHILATELIC BUREAU PTT IN BERN 

Visitors to Bern should note that 
the Philatelic Bureau of the PTT, form-
erly at Bollwerk 8, has moved to new 
premises at Parkterasse 10, above the 
main railway station. Access is from 
Passerelle Bollwerk. 

Hours of opening are 9.00 - 11.30 and 
14.00 - 17.30 Monday-Friday and 8.00 -
11.30 on Saturday. 

Postal history offers a wide 
scope for the Swiss collector. If 
you are interested in seeing selections 
of material from my extensive stock ... 
WRITE NOW. 

Or perhaps your interest lies 
in airmail covers. Here too I have a 
large choice of items to offer. 

For these and other stamps, 
covers, miniature sheets, etc., etc. 
send to: 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholmo, 
Morecambe, Lancs.  
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BURR„S SWISS 	 BAS 
Those of us who saw the Burrus gems at the London 1950 Exhibition were 

not very surprised at the Catalogue illustrations of blocks and other multiple 
pieces of almost immaculate perfection. And while few of us could ever hope to poss 
ess such world rarities, it is pleasant for we modest collectors (or our Executors ) 
to be reminded once more of the constant demand for this kind of material. 

--- The famous block of SIX mint 'Double Geneva fetched Z43,500 which constitutes a 
world record for a single philatelic piece. When sold from the Hind collection it 
realised X1700. The mint strip of 10 'Zurich 6' sold for £2016 (Hind collection £115 
and the 'Geneva Large Eagle' block of seven with sheet margin which brought R95 to 
the Hind collection, reached x3666 in Basle. An unused block of four 'Poste Locale' 
framed cross, fetched £1925, while a used marginal pair without frame sold for z1375. 
A mint block of twolve 'Rayon II' sold for Z4766 - but, of course, unframed. One 
would like to have seen what a real Swiss rarity (Rayon II with framed cross) would 
have commanded! An unused copy of the Rigi Staffel Hotel stamp realised £390. Among 
the iStrubeliv a mint block of four first Munich orange-brown realised R.3116, and a 
mint corner block of 15 of the 60 Rp. bronze perf. 'Sitting Helvetia' sold for Z2200 
The 'Cross & Figure' 10 Rp. rose on white paper in a mint block of 15, one defective 
went for £1465, and the 1900 U.P.U. set in mint half sheets of 25 sold for k2385. A 
cover with a pair of 'Zurich 4's.' did not sell because one stamp had a defect but 
one bearing both a '6' and a '4' went up to E6415. 

While these exhibition gems, which rely upon their multiple nature for their rar-
ity, are of great interest to the collector with substantial means, the less afflu-
ent can find treasure among more modest items. The longer one collects and the more 
one delves into Postal History, the less one is interested in stamps in the pristine 
-)ondition in which they were handed over the post-office counter a century or more 
ago, but the more is one alert to any unusual use to which the stamps -mi.° put.Burrus 
had some wonderful bisects, also several covers with 'Mixed Frankings' which did not 
command terrifically high prices. I bought just one cover, which I secured at prec-
isely the printed estimated value. I did not expect much competition because the cat 
alogue listed its many faults and the purists of perfection - collectors & dealers 
were likely to ignore this ugly duckling. The description - confirmed by a V.S.P.V. 
certificate - is "First Munich orange-brown 5 Rp. on cover with 10 Rp. blue same 
issue. The 5 Rp. has been lifted and washed with the result that the Silk Thread is 
missing. One corner has been painted in." No immaculate perfection here. Then why 
did the astute and knowledgable tobacco millionaire retain such a tatty piece? 

I like to think for the same reason which prompted me to buy it - unusual use! Th 
stamps are cancelled with the simple circle 'POST COLLECTION BEHRINGEN' which is re 
peated on the cover. This mark, of Ct.Schaffhausen, represents the last link betwee 
the Posts of Switzerland and the Princes of Thurn & Taxis, who from the early 17th 
cent., leased their rights in the Canton to three local families. At the time of the 
Helvetic Republic (1798) these families refused to surrender their rights and were 
confirmed in office by the Act of Mediation (1803). In 1833, when the postal service 
no longer paid, Prince Max of Thurn & Taxis took over from the families, whom he corn 
-pensated, and agreed to hand over his network in the event of a Federal Post being 
established. As we all know, this was achieved in 1849, but the local agreement for 
Schaffhausen did not expire until the end of 1853. My cover is 1854, but there is a 
known period of overlap and the handstamp is the same as Winkler No.2317 (of known 
Thurn & Taxis origin) and Emmenegger No.3719, known on 'Strubel'. Beginning with the 
'posta impero' letters of 1620, the Swiss section of my Thurn and Taxis collection 
now covers 234 years! 

L. MOORE 
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CPESS  U Z Z L B CORNER A member 
of our Yorks Group has posed a problem 

iby discovering a perforated label in the 
:centre of which a 5 Rp. stamp of the first 
!Tell Boy issue of 1907-8 has been affixed. 

This outer label, somewhat on the style 
of a Kocher label, has printed on it: 
'SVISLANDO' at the top; 'GNI KORESPONDAS' 

i c,1 the left, 'EN ESPERANTO' on the right 
iand '2 SPESDEKOJ' at the foot. The post-
mark on the stamp is faint but appears to 

,•'be a genuine 'Genéve Espres' and the date 
is probably 26.11.08. 

Has anyone ever seen a similar item or 
can they confirm whether there was an 

;Esperanto Conference in Geneva around tha t 
time which would account for its use? 

Replies to the Hon. Secretary. 

Mr. Ian Gilchrist of Yorkshire, who 
acted as Secretary, reports that the 
Helvetia Study Circle which was attended 
by 11 members and 20 non-members. Herr 
B'.hler spoke in German, but Mr.O. Winter 
kindly interpreted. This lengthened the 
proceedings, but helped in appreciation 
of the finer points. Herr Bithler mention 
-ed that the Burrus Auction in Basel in-
cluded many stamps with pen-cancels re-
moved and then displayed some 60 or so 
covers to demonstrate the improper use 
of this type of obliteration. Most of 
the covers bore Rayons - including some 
pairs and strips - & some fine Strubeli. 

The Circle was honoured by the pres-
ence of Mr. J.R.Boker, President of the 
Collectors' Club of New York, who signed 
the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists 
along with Herr Miller. Mr.Boker, who 
speaks fluent German, helped him consid-
erably. Mr. G. Insley, Chairman of Congress, 
asked Herr Bfihler questions about the 
Rayons - in German! 

Congress Exhibition. 

After the signing of the Roll Mr.Moorei; 
delivered the Closing Address, greeting 
the R.D.P's. & their ladies In 
SchwyzerdytsohI 

Speaking at the Banquet, Mr.Insley 
said he had sympathised with Frmi ffhler, 
asking if she was not tired after a diff-i 
icult journey and sitting throughout the 
Study Circle. She replied "tihrend mein 
Mann seine Briefmarken ausstellt, dann 
bin ich nie made." which Mr. Insley trans; 
-lated: "While my husband displays his 
stamps, then I am never tired!" 

A translation of Herr Mhler's paper 
will appear in a later 'News Letter', 
along with other helpful information 
which he has promised to provide. 

RECENT TOURIST PROPAG  TDA CANCELS  

ST. MARGRETHEN (St. Gallen) - Tor zur 
Ostschweiz. 

GSTAAD - 3780 - 1050-3000 m.-Glacier des 
Diablerets. 

MAROGGIA - 6817 - Lago di Lugano 
T ROGEN - 9043 — Kinderdorf Pestalozzi 

Capt.Davis showed some interesting 
Air mails including early vignettes. 
Covers with 1919 propellor overprints 
were addressed to himself. Mr.Gilchrist 
showed a study of the 3c. Staubbach Falls, 
and the display of 'Standing Helvetia' 
which won the Yorkshire Inter-Society 
Competition for our Yorkshire Group. 

Other members present included Mr. 
Auckland (Scotland), Mrs.Cox (Hythe) & 
Mr.& Mrs.Myers (Leeds). Also present were 
Mr. Morgan & Mr. Yeldham (Bournemouth)who 
had a fine display of early Swiss in the 

Uzwil, Briefmarken-Werbeschau, 
14/15. III. 

Zurich, Sechselauten, 19/20.IV . 
Basel, MU BA, 11-21.IV. 
Bern, BEA, 24.IV-3.V. 

1 Basel, Europdische Zionisten 
Kongress, 25/26.IV. 

2 74e Congres de l'Uhion des societes 
philateliques suisses. 

75 Jahre Philatelisten-Verein Biel 
30/31. V. 

1'arrivèe des 
30. V-1. VI. 

ETC. 
I HAVE WORKED VERY DILIGENTLY 

DURING THE PAST FEW IFEEKS, AND 
SELECTIONS HAVE BEEN SENT • OUT 
AT A TREMENDOUS RATE. 

!AUTOMOBILE POST CANCELLATIONS 

;Auto  

If 

n 

" 

A copy of the BURRUS AUCTION 
CATALOGUE has been added to the Library. 

THE GOOD WORK IS COMTINUING & 
ANYONE WHO HAS NOT YF CONTACTED 

• US FOR APPROVALS SHOULD NOT DELAY 
TOO LONG - THERE IS A LOT OF MAT- 
ERIAL, BUT THEM ARE ALSO A LOT 
OF CLIENTS I! 

H.L. KATCHER, 
The Amateur Collector Limited, 

151, Park Road, SteJohn's Wood 
LONDON, N.W.8 

TEL: JUNiper 0662 
	t, 
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T-TICIAL S-  AM PS 
WITH DER -ORAI COSS 

Swiss Philatelic Circles are concerned at the number of forgeries pr fakes of the 
perforated Cross stamps and the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung' (the official organ 
of the Swiss Philatelic Association) has recently considered whether or not it is 
possible for these stamps to be 'expertised'. 

The findings published in a recent issue of the S.B.Z. have been translated for 
us by Mr. L. MOORE and are given below for the benefit of members. 

The official stamps with the perforated federal Cross were valid from let January 
1935 to 31st December 1942. The lower values, 3 c. to 10 c. (Zumstein Nos. 1 — 7) 
were on grilled paper with a mixture of blue and red threads and were typographed. 
Zumstein Nos. 8 — 18 (35 c. to 2 Fr.) were on grilled paper and typographed, but 
Nos. 19 — 27 (3 c, to 40 e.) were on both grilled and smooth paper but were engraved. 
The gauge of the perforation of the Cross is exactly the same as the stamps; 1i-. 

It may be helpful to note the precise text of a P.T.T. official notice regarding 
these stamps, dated 21st October 1937: 

"From the beginning of 1935,  the Federal administrative offices have been issued 
with official stamps for the frankin,g of their inland and foreign mail. These are 
normal postage stamps of values from 3 c. to-200 c. with a Cross perforated in the 
middle. This is formed by 5 holes both horizontally and vertically and is the same 

,_,perforation as that of the sheets of stamps. They have not hitherto been on sale to 
Collectors because it was thought they were of no particular philatelic interest, 
but following representations by the Swiss Philatelic Association that the stamps 
would be appreciated by collectors, the Postal Administration has agreed that they 
would be put on sale. As in the case of other philatelic specialities (sheets of 
tete—beche stamps, Frank stamps etc.) which have not been on sale at post—office 
counters, the perforated stamps are to be sold at the main office in Bern or against 
written orders to the P.T.T. General Direction in Bern. In all cases the stamps will 
only be available cancelled." 

It will be seen, therefore, that the stamps were not sold to the public before 
October 1937 and never in unused condition. It might be assumed, in consequence, 
that all such mint stamps must be forgeries or fakes or must have been released 
either through official negligence, or even dishonestly, but another way in which 
they might have arrived on the market is because Government offices were authorised 
to send these stamps to their correspondents to pay for return postage. It was, 
therefore, possible for these official stamps to be retained and normal ones used 
for the return postage. In spite of this possibility it is thought that a great 
many of the mint stamps which are seen were never perforated on the Federal machine, 
but were done privately with an eye to business. 

The question arises as to whether they can. be expertised and the criteria at the 
disposal of the expert appear to be the following: 

1. The size of the holes and the distance between them. 
2. The position of the Cross on the stamps 
3. The cleanness of the perforations. 
4. The date of cancellation. 
5. The place of cancellation. 
6. The paper. 

Let us now methodically analyse these criteria, and to help the reader, to give 
before the analysis, the resulting conclusion, which is that while it is often 
possible to identify forged or faked stamps, it is impossible to declare any of 
them authentic: 

1. The size of the holes and the spacinL between them can be measured with precision 
The diameter of the holes and the distance between their centres, with certain 

instruments and a microscope, can be measured to within 1000th of a millimetre. It 
is. easy with this apparatus to eliminate any stamps with wrong dimensions as false]' 
perforated. There appear to be, however, no means of proving that the exact measur— 
mente guarantee authenticity because with these same precision instruments it would 
not be difficult to produce false perforations exactly like the originals. 

2. The position of the Cross on the stamps_ varies slightly on a fairly high pro-
portion of the genuine stamps. There can be a displacement to the extent of 1 mm. 
either horizontally or vertically in stamps of one value bought at the same time 
from the P.T.T. in Bern. 

Continued on Page 28. 



The long awaited new Catalogues 
have now been published: 

EUROPE 	196 4 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1 9 6 4 
SlITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED, XVIITH ED'N. 

Please order your Catalogues from: 
Harris Publications Limited 
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, 
London, W.C.2. 

. FOR FIRST 	CLASS Stamps 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE: 

SEND WANT 	LISTS 

ORDER NEW ISSUES FROM .. 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE. 

( Propr. Hertsch and Company) 

P.O. Box No. 1291 

BERNE, 	 SWITZERLAND. 
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LONDON GROUP:  Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley VIM OFFICIAL  STAMPS WITH  PERFORATED CROSS  

At the last meeting of the season Mr. 
E.Lienhard gave a fine display of some 
200 sheets under the title of 'ITEMS FROM 
MY COLLECTION' which proved to be a very i 
varied show commencing with AIRMAILS, in-! 
eluding 'Forerunners', Flight Meeting 
labels, the first official stamps, the 
overprint 40 on 90 c. in pale red and a 
range of Pro Aero & special flight covers. 

Then came some HOTEL STAMPS,  followed, 
by RAILWAY STAMPS,  commencing with the 
'Forerunners' of 1874 (which Mr.Lienhard 
acquired some time ago & as a result they 
are not included in the Zumstein Catalogue) 
as well as an almost complete range of 
these stamps, used by the Federal Railwayi 
for internal purposes, from 1913. 	1 

The largest section was devoted to 
FISCAL STAMPS,  the subject of specialstudy.1 
These were first issued in 1855 and are 
used for many purposes on documents of all 
kinds. The majority have designs based on 
the Cantonal arms and possibly the high- i 
est value Swiss fiscal were those issued! 
by Ct.Bern in 1884 of Fr.100 (bronze) and 
Fr.200 (gold). Also included was a page ! 
of propaganda exhibition labels. 

In more serious vein came stamps of 	i 
the early FEDERAL ISSUES  & a selection of 
Rayons. Among the 'Standing Helvetia' was 
a large block of the 40c. grey showing a 
number of varieties; followedbysomemore 
modern issues: 'Helvetia with Sword', 
'Peaces issue of 1919 and 'Pro Juventute' 
forerunners. Then came some earlypostali 
stationery & newspaper wrappers, and the 
display closed with a selection of pre- 
stamp covers with a varietyofinterestingi 
cancellations and directional markings. 

Altogether a very fine display with 
some unusual items and something of 
interest to everyone. 

(Continued from Page 27). 
3. Cleanness 2oforation. It might be 

thoe.ght that a microscope would re-
veal injications to distinguish false 
from gen,line, but as the official sheets 
were perforated three at a time, each of 
the three sheets showed different char-
acteristics of cut. Actually, proved • 
false perforations are usually much 
clearer probably because they were made 
singly. 

4. The date of cancellation should be 
between 1st Jan. 1935 and 31st Dec. 

1942, and the end of the issue is also 
valid for Nos. 19-27 although the date of 
issue of this later series is not known. 
The date, however, can help to eliminate 
gross fakes if it is outside these limits. 

5. The  place of cancellation  does not 
help. Most administrative stamps 

bear the cancellation ,  'Bern-Bundeshaus' 
but there were Federal offices in many 
other towns, and as stated Federal Offid.a 
could send administrative stamps to their 
correspondents for return postage. 

6. The paper  only is a guide in the case 
of gross error on the part of the 

faker; for instance, if plain paper was 
used instead of grilled. 

As a result of this detailed examin-
ation the "Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung" 
argues that while falsely perforated 
stamps might be detected, never can it be 
proved that any perforated Cross stamp is 
genuine. 

1 	Thp Summer months, when philatelic 11 , 
,activities are more leisurely, 	are a it 
igood opportunity to ldok through your 1 

collection, make sure there are no empty !I 
spaces, and plan your autumn programme. 1 ; 

What new aspect will it be ?? 
ti 

Pre-stamp postal history? q t! 
A study of 'Standing Helvetia'? •. 	il 

; 1  
A new look at Airmails & Flight 	:1 

Covers? 

A search for Retouches & Varieties? I! t 
Whatever your interest I can prov- i! 

!ide the material.  
1 , 

 , Send Want Lists or write for  
• , 

tApproval Selections to: 	 ;i 

i\ J7 	- 11  J7  
14, Low Lane, 	 Torrisholme 

MORECAMBE, Lancs. 
7.7 -7 7777 777-77777777 777 7,7777 7777777 L.  77. 777 77-77 7.7. 777 
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AJTOMAI 	 ION AND THE SWISSDOST i= HOE 
The following information has been received from the P.T.T. 

In order to cope with the ever increasing volume of. mail, as well as other 
difficulties, the sorting of mail by means-of modern automatic machine is being 
introduced in .Switzerland. This will involve the use of a numbering code. A 
Start has already been made and the system will commence in the east and be ex-
tended clockwise round the whole country. 

The following points are given: 

1. A four figure code will be used. 

2. Switzerland will be divided into 9 code regions, i.e. 1000 to 9000. 
3. There will be main distribution centres and also sub - i diary ones. 

4. As far as possible the.numbers will be of 100 or 50. Large towns will 
have numbers ending with 00 and smaller towns with one 0. 

5. Some 2500 out of over 4000 post offices will be allocated a code number 
and all places of reasonable importance will be considered and.arrangements 
made to incorporate into the system places which develop in the future. In 
the case of large towns sufficient numbers have been reserved not only to 
cope with present needs for branch offices, but also to cover future 
requirements. 

6. Examples of the use of the new system are: 1000 LAUSANNE: 3000 BERN. 
Branch offices: Bern Bundeshaus will now be 3003 BERN, instead of 3000 BEEN 
and for Oerlikon will be 8050 ZURICH instead of 8000 ZURICH 50. 

On the other hand places which have not yet been given an individual code 
number will, meanwhile, retain their previous district numbers, where they 
exist, i.e. 3000 BERN 17, or 1211 GENEVE 13. 

7, Code directories will be available at post-offices, from pocket editions for 
every household, to fully annotated official directories which will include 
permissible abbreviations for long place names. Future editions-(1964 -5) of 
telephone directories will also include a list of the postal codes. 

8. Correspondents are asked to co-operate by using the new system, and to note . 

that the code number must PRECEDE the town name which should be in large type 
(printed or typewritten) and in block capitals when hand-written. Code numbers 
should also be used in the sender's address. 

As from 16th June the cancellation used at the main post office of the 
National Exhibition at Lausanne - EXPO 1964- has been changed to read ... 
'1000 Lausanne Exposition Nationale'. 

CHANGES IN DEFINITIVE STAMPS:  Over the next 3 years the subjects on the current 
issue '- historical buildings - will be altered so that each Canton is represented 
at least once. The first change will be on 14th September when the Fr.2.20 value 
will depict the Ober tor in JAestal. The new phosphorescent paper with violet 
threads will be used. It is not proposed in future to issue stamps on both plain 
and phosphorescent paper. 

3, 

?-0 VALALE:1  

CN> \CW 

PRESIDENT: 

S 



The 1964 'EUROPA' stamps will this 
year consist of 20 & 5o c. values in-
stead of the customary 30 & 50c. Both 
the latter rates are for overseas post-
age & it is thought one value at least 
should be for internal post,hence 20c. 

Reports received from 
Switzerland indicate that 
substantial price in-
creases are in the offing. 

The 1965 Catalogues 
which are now going to 
press, will reflect bigger; 
rises than ever.  

The Wise Man buys N 0 W to the 
limit of his pocket - Why pay more! 
in September? 

The latest issue of 'THE SWISS 
PHILATELIST', among other interest-
ing articles, carries an illuminat-
ing table of price movements on 
certain items since 1962. 

DON'T TT MISS YOUR CO 	'. g 
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS  

The following have been, or are about 
to be used: 

1. 48th INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE. 
Held in Geneva from 17 June - 9th July. 

Special cancellation used read: 'GENEVE - 
Conference internat. du travail'. 
2. XXVII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON  

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.  Held in Geneva 
at the Palais Wilson from 6-17 July. The 
special postmark shows a globe standing on 
a book with the inscription: 'GENEVE - 
date - Conference internat. instruction 
publique'. 
3. CERN - From let July a new publicity 

cancellation will be used as follows: 
'GENEVE 23 1211 - CERN - Organisation 
Europeenne pour la recherche nucleaire'. 
4. COUNCIL OF EUROPE WEEK - LOCARNO  

22 - 26 July. The special postmark 
used consists of 12 stars enclosing the 
inscriptions ' LO CARNO - SETTIM.ANA DEL 
CONSIGLIO DELL 'EUROPA - 22-26.7.64'. 
5. 1 TH ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE WORLD  

FEDERATION ON MENTAL HEALTH  - to be 
held from 3 - 17 August in the Casino at 
Bern. The cancellation reads: 'BERN - 
3.VIII.64 - 17 KONGRESS 3-7.VIII.64 -
Weltbund fffr psychisohe Gesundheit'. 
Stamped covers will receive this cancellat-
ion if received at the Betriebsdient der 
Kreispostdirektion Bern before 31 July. 

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS  

Courses de chevaux Merges - Morges to 
13,VI 

100 Jahre Bund der christlichen Vereine 
junger Manner - Burgdorf, Zofingen, 

Frauenfeld, St. Gallen. 
Gen6ve 1814-1964 - Geneva on 1 June onr 
100 Jahre Aarauer Gewerbe 1864/1964 - 

Aarau 1 to 31 October 
100 Jahre Unteroffiziersverband. 
1 siocle Association de sous-officiers 

Fribourg 1 
Internationale Juni-Festwochen Zurich 
1964. Zurich 1 to 14 June 

Operetten Freilichtspiele, St.Jakob an 
der Birs, Basel 'Land des LRchelns' - 

' Basal 1 
Courses et Concours hippiques Yverdon 
4 et 5 juillet 1964 - Yverdon to 5 Ju]y 

700 Jahre Thuner Handveste Sommer 1964 
- Thun 1 

Montreux,septembre musical - Montreux 1 
16 July 11 Sept. 

Spectacle 'Son at Lumi6re' Sion - 
Sion 1, 16 July - 13 Sept. 

Internat. Musikfestwochen Luzern - 
Luzern 2, 16 July -6 Sept. 

Concours hippique national Tramelan 
Biel/Bienne 1 

Fetes de Gen6ve - Geneva 2 - 
16 July - 15 August 

Fete f6derale des costumes suisses, 
Lausanne - Lausanne 17 

6. SWISS NATIONAL EXHIBITION, LAUSANNE 
1964 - BALLOON FLIGHT IN AID OF 'PRO  

JUVENTUTE' FUND.  This will take place on 
29 September. Covers not exceeding 10 g. 
in weight will be accepted. Special covers 
are available from the PTT Philatelic 
Bureaus in Bern & Basle at 30 Rp. each, 
but must be stamped at rate of Fr.2.- to 
be accepted for the flight. Stamped covers 
to be sent to 'Briefversandamt Lausanne 2' 
not later than. 25 September. The outer 
cover should be marked 'Ballonpostflug 
EXPO' and bear the address of the sender. 

The special cancellation to be used 
shows a balloon with the Exhibition emblem 
and has the inscription 'LAUSANNE - 29 
SEPT.1964 - VOL POSTAL PAR GALLON LIBRE'. 

PUBLICITY 	CANCELLATIONS  

EIGENTHAL -6013 - Ferien Erholung (1/7/64) 
WIEDLICHBACH - 4537 — Idyll am Jurafuss 
BINN 3981 - Tal der Mineralien 
ENNENBOL - 9 651 - Erholende Ruhe am S tnt is 
KIRCHBERG/S.G.-9553 - Ferien im Toggerburg 
RIVAZ - 1812 - Joyau de Lavaux 
RORSCHACHERBERG - 9400 - fiber dem Bodensee 
WATT - 8705 - am Katzensee 

(all from 6/7/64) 
EMMETTEN - 6376 - 762 m,fi.M, - Kurort 

a/VierwaldstUttersee - from 15/7/64 
NIEDERGLASS/S.G. - 9040 - Lourdes Grotte 

- from 15/7/64 
A pictorial slogan cancel: 'GENEVE- centre 

de tourisme' will be used from 16/7/64. 

VISITING BERN? Don't forget to include 
an hour or two st the Postal Museum. 

H. L. KATCHER 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED 

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, 
London, N. W.8. 





DAVIDSON, W. South Africa 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS  

Auto 2 Aarg. Kant. Musiktag 1964, Turgi 
7.VI 

2 100 J ahre Unteroffiziersverband 
1 siecle Association de 
sous-officiers,Fribourg 
1314. VI 

2 100 J ahre Eisenbahn Bern-Biel, 
Lyss. 	20/21.VI 

3 6. Kongress der Internationalen 
PTT-Sportvereinigung (UTS PTT). 
Magglingen/Malcolin = 13.VI 
Sportplatz Gurzelen Biel/Bienne 

14.VI 
3 Tir,cantonal, Geneve 20-28. VI 
3 IV Eidg. Ringertage, Willisau- 

4/5. VII 
3 Eidg. Pontonier-Wettfahren, 

Aarwangen 12. VII 

n 

It 

It 

It 
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP:  Hon Secretary:A.Gullis, . 
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.  

At the A, G.M. of the Yorks Group the  
following Officers were elected for thè  
season 1964/65:  

Chairman: 	 Mr.I. Gilchrist 
Resident Vice-Chairman:Mr.J.N.Highsted  
Hon. Se cret ary: 	Mr. A. Gu.1lis  
Hon•Treasurer: 	Mr.J.A. Eastwood 
Hon.Librarian: 	Mr.H. W. Robertshaw  
Social Secretaries: 	Miss R.N. Solly 

Miss N. Chatburn 
Translators: 	 Mr. U.J.P. Gosling 

Mr. L. Moore 
Delegate to Y.P.A: 	Mr. R. C. Tyreman 
Delegate to Congress: Mrs. F. Myers 
Public Relations Officer: 	Mr. .L. Moore 

The programme for meetings commencing 
in October will be published shortly.  

; MEMBER SHI P 	LI ST 

The following additions and amendments 
!should be n 

NEW MEMBERS  

` CUMMINGS, J.C., Dept. of Biochemistry, 
! 	Queen's University, Belfast 7, 

Northern Ireland. 
:GORDON-SMITH, A.G., 27, Merynton Ave., 

Coventry, Warwickshire. 
STOMS, Mrs. Geneva, 2161A, 36th Street 

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544,U.S.A. 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS  

DIXIE, D.A. 'High Trees', Achnacone 
Drive, Braiswick, Colchester, Essex 

HEAPS, G.G., 33 Southgate, Crossgates, 
Scarborough, Yorks. 

!YATES, A., 3A, Linden Crescent, Darwen 
Lancs. 

The 1956 edition of the ZUMSTEIN 	! RESIGNATION  
CATALOGUE OF POSTAGE STAMPS OF EUROPE  will  
be published at the beginning of September 
in a modified shape and new cover. To 
cope with the ever-increasing volume of 
entries the editors have been obliged to 
increase the size. and ,split the text into  
3 volumes. Collectors' eagerly await the 
many price changes in this new edition of 
the catalogue, which enjoys world-ride fame 
for its trustworthy pricing. 

edition of the Switzerland/Liechtenstein 
At the same time the popular pocket 

catalogue will also be published. 

ZUMSTEI  

Catalogues: 

Europe 

Switzerland/Liechtenstein 

{ 

{ Following the inauguration of thé 
Philatelic Bureau in Basle, similar 
bureaux may also be set up in Zuroh in 
the Autumn and in Geneva in 1965. 

HOLIDAY TIME IS HERE AGAIN 

BUT - if you are in or near 
Morecambe - be sure to contact me 
and inspect my stock. of Swiss stamps 
all issues, covers, miniature sheets 
etc. 

Send Want Lists, please 

ZUMSTEIN 

New Issue Service 

ZUMSTE IN & CIE (Propr. Hertsch & 
 

Co.) 

P.O. Box 1291,  
30.01 BERN (Switzerland)  

Should this not be possible, then 
apply for approval selections, or send 
Want-Lists. 

Those elusive items should be  
obtained without delay..  

, 

^^1\1 	̂i•  

14, Low L.°ne, Torrisholme  
MORECAMBE, Lanes.  

Magazine: 

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung 
(free specimen) 

ZUMSTEIN  

Furnishers of first class 
stamps for over fifty years 

Speciality: 

Rarities of Switzerland 
and Europe 
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THE E//P I . A\CE of  PEN CANCELATONS  
A Paper presented to the Helvetia Study Circle at the Philatelic  

Congress of Great Britain, May 1964, by Jos. Bdhler, R.D.P., of Zurich.  
INTRODUCTION  - by L. Moore  

Herr Bilhler is the recognised authority on early postal rates and regulations.  
As Secretary of the Societe Maroophile Suisse and custodian of the photographs and  

colour diapositives of the Swiss Specialists Society, he knows by heart almost  
every detail of the early classic stamps and the whereabouts of all the world-
famous pieces.  

He is himself a perfectionist, and being a very knowledgable critic is, quite  

properly, a rather severe one. He readily agreed that I might translate this  

paper - which he has already published in the 'Mitteilungen' of the Schweizer-  

isoher Altbriefsammler Verein - and he has approved my rather free rendering.  

	cOo  

THE ' BURRUS' (swiss) AUCTION  

The continuously sustained publicity of Press, Radio and Television  

effectively spot-lighted this great philatelic occasion, and the lay Press splashed  

the fantastic prices paid for some of the world rarities. 	From the unprecedented  
financial results it would seem that the stamp market had undergone a complete  

revolution. 	Catalogue prices no longer had any meaning, and we could all go home  
and revalue our own collections at double the previous figures.  

"But things are not always as they seem. There were several factors which  

helped to produce these extraordinary realisations. The very name Burrus, famous  

as the owner of the world's greatestprivate collection, gave the whole thing a  

certain tone, although one could almost say that this tone was not maintained by  

the condition of some of the material offered. 	It has even been suggested that  
some of the lots could not have come from the Burrus collection, and collectors who  

knew the tobacco millionaire's treasures well, noticed the omission of several out-
standing items of medium rarity - especially on cover.  

"It was remarkable that of the 614 lots offered, almost 400 of them were des-
cribed in the Catalogue as showing small or large faults. 	Agreed, such material  
has always been collected, although at much lower prices, and it may be significant  

that 39% of the lots did not reach their catalogue estimated value. 

"The terrific publicity, the shortage of Classic stamps, and the increase in 
the number of people with the necessary funds to lay out on stamps with an eye to  

capital appreciation, most strongly influenced the results. 	It was noticeable 
that only the 'summit' items and some most unusual combinations commanded the out-
standingly high prices. The high valuation of a number of stamps which at first  

glance appeared to be desirable might be compared with the attraction of a certain 
type of feminine behity in an atmosphere of soft lights and sweet music, but_. which. 
might be a different thing at home in the cold light of dawn. 	It can, therefore, 
be assumed that some lots, when examined carefully afterwards, would not quite come 
up to expectations. 	In the heat of the 'Battle for Bids' there was no time for 
deep consideration, and creases, cracks and similar defects appeared hardly to be 
noticed. The things which we learned on graduating from the beginner state to 
more advanced philately apparently do not matter nowadays." 

(To be continued). 
(The next instalment will deal with some specific items).  



HAVING JUST PURCHASED AN ENTIRE  

A WORD TO THE EYES 
 

By Dr. Frederick H. Frost (U.S.A. ) 
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RANDOM 	NOTES  . . . . . 0 . .  

   

...XXVII International Conference on 
Public Instruction: The notification of 
this event in the PTT Gazette of 5th June 
(and subsequently noted in the 'Helvetia 
News Letter' last month) gave the dates of  
this event as from 6th to 17th July. 	It 

 should be noted, however, that the Confer 
-ence closed on 13th July & consequently 
the special cancellation was used only to 
this date. 

...CENTENARY OF THE BAHNHOFSTRASSE IN  
ZURICH: The famous Bapnhofstrasse in 
Zurich, one of the finest streets of 
shops in Switzerland, will be celebrating 
its centenary on August 29th, and a spec-
ial postal cancellation will be used on 
that day to mark the event. This has the 
coat-of-arms of Zurich in the centre and 
the inscription 'ZURICH 29.8.64 - 100 
JAHRE BAHNHOFSTRASSE'. 

...'PRO PATRIA' &'PRO JUVENT'UTE'  STAMPS - 
Period of Validity!,  Commencing with the  
'Pro Patria' issue of 1st June 1964 and  

the 'Pro Juventute' issue of let December 
1964, these stamps will no longer be sub-
ject to a specific period of postal val-
idity`& will be on sale as long as stocks  
last & valid for postage thereafter as  
for normal definitive issues. The new  
ruling does not, of course, apply to  
stamps of these series issued priorto 196..  

...THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE  
PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC  ENERGYsTo be held  
in the - United Nations Building, Geneva, 
from 3lst August to 13th September.During  
this period a special cancellation will bei  
used showing a portion of the building at  
the foot, with the inscription 'GENEVE -  

The use of ultra-violet light sources  
is finding widespread acceptance in many  
hobbies. A word of caution, if not mis-
understood, is in order.  

My father took the first X-ray pictures  
the United States & did considerable  

work with X-rays thereafter. Much later  

he lost his eyesight - not an agreeable  
experience for an astronomer. Possibly  
,there was, possibly not, a connection.  

In any event the symptoms of over  
exposure to UV light (according to Carel  

` ton Ellis and Alfred A. Wells Rev. Ed.  

published by Reinhold in 1941) are:  
abnormal intolerance to light, excessive  

{tears, smarting of the eyelids, swelling  
'.and occasionally ulcers. The damage is  
iordinarily superficial and proper treat-; 
ment will usually effect a quick cure.  
;Blindness is rare. The effects are  
delayed - not immediate.  

Fortunately, ordinary eye-,glasses  
filter out much of the dangerous radian-  

Lion but the eyes should always be shielded  
from the U.V.tube. Fluorescence, if pro-
duced, which is in the visible range, is  

;harmless.  

PHILATELIC BUREAU. BERN: Appropos the  
new premises in Bern - now at Parkterrasse  
10 - the growth of this service is shown 

 iby the fact that it employed 19 people in  
i1950, 41 in 1962 and 68 in 1963 , 

_EED5 

 

date - IIIe conference internat. sur 	,  
l'application de l'energie atomique a des 	OVERSEAS DEALERS' STOCK OF 
fins pacifiques'. 

,-`-^ 	 TT  
...On 1st August, the Swiss National Day, t 
stamps, collectors' sheets etc., received; 	\ 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR WfJJ7 LIST  
AND LET US QUOTE YOU.  

WE WILL ALSO GLADLY MAKE UP  

APPROVALS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS  

--000  

a special cancellation at the Rfftli Post  

Office,  

...SWITZERLAND AT 'PHILATEC' : One of our  

members, Mr.M.E.Young, who visited the ;. 
'Philatec' Exhibition in Paris very kindly+, 
took note of the Swiss exhibits: 

Firstly a display of 5 frames,arranged 
by the Postal Museum, which showed designs; 
and essays by some of the leading Swiss 
stamp designers: Karl Bickel, filbert Yersir4  

Hans Erni, Ernst Witzig & Hans Hartmann.  
Secondly the Government exhibit which  

included stamps, essays & original draw 1  
ings for issues from 1960 to 1964, among  

them the Evangelists, Buildings, Public- i  
ity, Pro Patria, Pro Juventute & the 1963 s 

 

Pro Aero, the whole providing a very fine  

array, with the emphasis on the skill (of  
the artist.  

...FORTHCOMING PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS:  
'PHILA 64' will be held in Zurich on 12/  
13 Sept.1964. at the Gesellschaftshaus  
'Zur Kaufleuten', Pelikanstr.lo,Zurich 1.  

'NABRA' - National Philatelic Exhibit-
ion in Bern-will be from 27th August to  
5th September next year.  

WE ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER AN  

ALMOST COMPLETE RANGE OF SWISS  

MATERIAL INCLUDING MANY ELUSIVE  

ITEMS  

STPMP C ENTRE LIP;  
0, Great George Street  

LEEDS 1, Yorks.  
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THE P   
by E. J. RAWNSLEY 	 Part II, 

Following the end of the First World War more changes became necessary as a 
result of the currency inflation and unsettled conditions all over Europe, with 
subsequent rising costs. One of the resolutions put forward and agreed at the 
Seventh Session of the Universal Postal Union, held in Madrid in 1920, was the . 
introduction of a form of gold standard to cover rates for international postage. 
These new rates were to become effective as from 1st January 1922, but it was also 
decided that they could be introduced earlier if desired. By the use of further 
provisional stamps Switzerland was able to start using the new postal rates for 
international mail and also for mail within the country by January 1921, a year 
earlier than the stipulated date. 

The changes covered an increase in the printed matter rate from 3 c. to 5 c., 
and in the postcard rate from 7i c. to 10 c,, while the C.O.D. (Nachnahme) fee 
was raised from 13 c. to 15 c, The internal letter rate went up from 15 c. to 
20 c., and- the overseas letter rate from 30 c. to 40 c. 

To provide the necessary stamps surplus stocks of 2, 3, Ti, 13, 15, & 25 C. 
values were overprinted to cover the new rates or for use in conjunction with .other 
existing values. 

Jan 1921 Z.146 Tell Boy 	- 

2.147 	11 11 	- 
Z.148 	11 	11 	 - 

Z.149 Tell Head 	- 
Z.150 	n 11 	- 
Z.151 Helvetia w.sword 

Orange 
Bistro 
Grey (Type II) 
Olive 
Reddish Violet 
Dark blue  

2js e. on 3.c. - also tete-beche 
5 c. on 2 c. 
5 . c. on Tic.  

10 c. on 13 c. 
20 c. on,15 c. 
20 c. on 25 .c. 

n 	n 	n 
!1 	11 	11 

	

2i e. on-3 c. 	For use with the Ti c. printed postcards when the rate was 
increased to 10 c. An important variety is to be found where the 
overprint appears on the right of the stamp instead of the left. 

	

5 c. on 2 0. 	For use as the new rate for printed matter. 

5 c. on 7-?c.  Also for use for printed matter. The major-
ity of the overprints were made on Tell Boy 

stamps of Type II (handle of crossbow small and thin), but 
a very few sheets of Type III - (handle larger and stronger; 
letters with serifs) were also overprinted, but are much 
more difficult to find. 

10 c. on 12. To meet new 10 c. rate for postcards. 

20 c. on 15 c.  The new letter rate for internal mail. Possibly for speed of issue, 
since this value would be the most in demand, these stamps were over 

printed in black by the Federal Mint on sheets of stamps originally intended for 
booklets, and in very dark blue by the Post Office. A very few overprints were 
made on the 15 c. dark violet stamp, but are extremely rare. 

20 c. on 25 c.  Also for use as letter rate. The well-known variety of the '2' 
with a little wedge-shaped split at the bottom 

occurs on all stamps in the third row of the sheet. Inverted 
overprints have been found on some stamps but are forgeries. 

As stated in the table, sheets of stamps pre-
pared for booklets were also overprinted and are, therefore to 
be found 'tote-beche' 

The last overprints to be made on ordinary 
postage stamps appeared in 1930. 

June 1930 

on 2 

Z.180 Tell Boy - Olive 
Z.181 	" 	" 	- Green 

3 c. on 2i c. 
5 c. on 7 o. 

A new rate of 3 c. which was introduced to cover postage on 
Braille literature. 

5 c. on 	c. The rate for printed matter was increased to 72 c. in 1927 and 

reduced to 5 c. in 1930. 	The Ti c. stamp became redundant and 
in order to use up the stocks was converted into a 5 c. stamp. 

All the above-mentioned provisional stamps retained their postal 
validity until December 31st, 1932. 

(to be continued) 
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IliEUROPE 	at 48/-d. 

airy 

 54/-d. 

2/6d. postage 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  Pocket Ed. 

Extract from the Europe Catalogue, 
at 2/6d. + 6d. postage. 

Please order from 

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London W. C. 2 

With thumb index 	at 

UNRECORDED VARIETY? 
A variety that does not appear to 

have been listed so far has been brought 
to our notice. It occurs on the 5.v5 c. ; 

of the 1951 Pro Juventute - portrait of 
Johanna Spyri - in which the inner 
curl of the main figure 5 finishes 
in a small complete open circle 
instead of being solid. Have other 
members found examples of this and can 
it be regarded as a constant variety ? 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS 
HERZOGENBUCHSEE - 3360 	 )from 
MONTAGNOLA -6926 - Collina d'oro 
3766 BOLTIGEN - RUNE and Erholung)from 
6023 ROTHENBURG 	 )Aug.17 

At the beginning of September will 
be published the new 

ZUMSTEIN 
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SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS (July) 

;Briefkastenanschrift klipp and klar ... 

Prompte Post das ganze Jahr! 
Langenthal, Horgen .1 

!Votre nom clair et net sur le boite aux 
	 lettres facilite le travail des PTT. 

Sierre 
Un indirizzo ohiaro sulla cassette lettere 
facilita la distribuzione postale. 

Lugano 3 
Genormte Briefformate - Raschere Post-
beforderung. 	Schaffhausen 1. 
Formate normalises: Courrier accelere 

Yverdon 
Gewerbe - and Landwirtschaftausstellung 
WEGA, Weinfeilden to 6.X 

OHA Oberl2ndische Herbstausstellung. 
Thun 1 to 12. IX 

100 Jahre Bund der christliohen Vereine 
junger Winner C.V.J.M. Bern 1, Basel 1, 

Zurich 1, Herisau 1 to 6.IX 
Hundert Jahre Unteroffiziersverband - Un 
siecle association des sous-off iciers. 

Biel/Bienne 1. 
50 ans pare namiunal svizzer - Chur 1 

to 30.IX 
Internationales Jazz-Festival - Zurich 1 

to 15.IX 
Festival internazionale del Jazz, Lugano. 
Bellinzona 1, 15.VIII -- 11.IX. 

Basler Freilichttheater - Per 
Widerspenstigen Zdhmung - Basel 2 

to 30.VIII 
Fete federale des costumes suisses, 
Lausanne. Lausanne 2 to 30.VIII 
Fete des vendanges. Merges 25•VIII-27.IX 
Quinzaine culturelle, La Chaux-de-Fonds 1, 

to 11.IX 
Interlaken quinzaine gastronomique 

Interlaken to 20.IX 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS 

Auto 2. BERN, Bundesfeier 1964. 1.VIII 
" 	3.ZURICH, Bundesfeier 1964. 1. VIII 

For 

STAMPS OF ALL PERIODS 

MINIATURE SHEETS 

TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT 

AIRMAILS 

FLIGHT COVERS 

FIRST DAY COVERS, Etc. etc. 

196415  PROGRAMMES 

Full details of the programmes for 
the coming Autumn Sessions of both the 
London. and Yorks/Lancs Groups will be 
published in the September issue. 

ESPERANTO POSTMARK: (Puzzle Corner' - 
'Helvetia News Letter', June 1964). 
The only clue so far received on 

this subject has come - not from a mem-
ber - but from our printers, via one of 
their customers who aayG: 'Possibly the 
label referred to is one used by Mr. de 
Sauss.re to advertise his system 
'spesmilo' for international money, in 
Esperanto. The first Esperanto Con-
gress in Geneva was held in 1906.' 

Can anyone add to this information? 

sti$ 
For first class stamps 	 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE 

send Want Lists 

Order NEW ISSUES from 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE 
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.) 

P.O. Box 1291, 3001 Berne, 
Switzerland. 

In fact for all Swiss items 

Send Want Lists or ask for approvals from 

E J  

14, Low Lane, 
Torrisholme, 	Morecambe. 

Lanes. 

\ Ci 
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It is regretted that the detailed information on the following stamps, which 
were put on sale on September 14th, was not available in time for our August 
'News Letter' and, therefore, could not be passed on before the actual date of 
issue. 

The new stamps are: 

(a) E U R 0 P A 	Two stamps for 'CEPTt (Conference europkknne des administrat— 
ions des posies et des telecommunications) in the design 

recommended for general use by members of this organisation and designed on this 
occasion by the French artist, George Betemps. In order to make the work of 
' CEPT' more widely known within Switzerland, one of the stamps is a 20 Rp. value 
for internal mail. Details are: 

Values: 

Designs 

Designers 

Engraver: 

20 Rp. Red 
50 Rp. Blue 
Ox—eye daisy with 22 petals 
and emblem of 'CEPT' in 
centre of flower. 
George Betemps, adapted by 
Ernest Witzig, Lausanne 
Karl Bickel Jr., 
Wallenstadtberg. 

Printing: 	Rotary engraved intaglio 
process by P.T.T. Stamp 
Printing Office, Bern 

Papers  White postage stamp paper, 
luminous, with violet fibres 

Stamp size:  24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.) 
No.of sheets: 4 (Nos. 1-4) 
No.of stamps  per  sheet:  50 

Stamps, collection sheets and First Day covers were available as usual from 
the Philatelic Agencies in Bern and Basel, with the 

Bern: Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle PTT, Bern 1 Annahme; and Schweiz, PTT Museum 
Basel: Basel 2 Wertzeichen 

The First Day cancellation was in the form of an ornamental scroll, with the 
wording: 'BERN — AUSG,ABETAG 14.9.64 1 . 

(b) REDESIGNED DEFINITIVE VALUE  — As already indicated in our 
• 	 columns, it is planned to sub- 

stitute now subjects on some values of the present definitive 
series in order to include buildings of note from cantons so far 
unrepresented. These new stamps, which will be issued from time 
to time during the next few years, will be on the phosphorescent 
paper with violet fibres, as stocks of tinted paper have been 
used up. The first to appear - in vertical, in place of the former horizontal 
format — will be: 

Value: 

Subject: 

Designer: 
 a Engrver: 

Fr.2.20 — green, background 
light grey security tone 
Thomas Tower and Obertor, 
Liestal. 
Hans Hartmann, Bern 
Albert Yersin,Mont—sur—Rolle. 

Printings  Rotary line engraved by the 
PTT Stamp Printing Office, 
Bern. 

Stamp sizes 24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.) 
No•of Sheets: 2 (Nos. 1 & 2) 
No.of stamps per sheet: 50 

Stamps, First Day covers, etc. were available as above, and the same —type of 
caneollation as used as for the 'Europa' stamps. 

following cancellations: 



NUMBERS ISSUED - the following figures  
are published by the  
PTT0  

Pro Juventute stamps 1963.  

5 + 5 c.  
10 + 10 c.  
20 + 10 c.  
30 + 10 0.  
50 + 10 c,  

14,580,891  
11,798,101  
8,528,376  
2,929,557  
3,424,116  

These figures include stamps from 
130,485 booklets 

• 
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NEW STAMPS FOR LIECHTENSTEIN  

The following were issued on  
let September.  

(a)ARMS STAMPS  

20 Rp. Counts of Werdenberg-Vaduz - red , 

grey, silver & gold on yellow 
bactground 

30 Rp. Barons of Brandis - red, grey, 
silver & gold on brown ground 

80 Rp, Counts of Sulz - red, grey, silver 
 

& gold on reddish ground 
Fr.1.50 Counts of Hohenems - blue, grey & 

gold on greyish ground. 

All in heliogravure by Courvoisier  
S.A. on white paper with brown and green  
threads.  

(b)EUROPA - 50 Rp. - the Roman Castle at  

Schaan. Yellow, red-brown, blue &  
brown. Designed by Georg Malin, Mauren &  
produced in intaglio by Enschede, Haarlem.  

!PTT PHILATELIC SERVICE 

The PTT announce the following 
changes, which will be effective as from 
1st January 1965;  

1) Resort Postmarks on leaflets - will 
in future be supplied only against 

subscriptions. Single orders will no 
longer be accepted, 

2) Stamped leaflets for collectors.  
Owing to steadily diminishing sales 

over the past few years, these leaflets 
will be discontinued. 

3) Adequate stocks of collection sheets  
and folders will enable orders to be 

met as late as one month after the first 
day of issue. Previous numbers are 
obtainable (for the most part without 
stamps) only until the end of 1964. 

MORE ON 'EXPRESS' LABELS  

Our member, Mr. I. Tillen, reports 
the discovery of yet another type of 
'Express' label. This was on an air 
cover from the 'Lausanne Comptoir 
Suisse' and is dated 28.IX.1924. 

The label, of a deep scarlet colour, 
42 x 15 mm., bears the word 'EXPRESS' 
in a frame, in black. 

Despite difficulties we still try to 
send round occasional Club Packets. 
Booklets are urgently required by the 
Packet Superintendent. 

a TWICE AS MUCH!  

^ r r' VO I 	\ r' 	r' 	I r' } 	I 	1 -r 	r r' 	r  

INCIDENTALLY, WHILE ALL THE MANOR CATALOGUES ARE ISSUED 

0 ON SEPTEMBER 1ST ( AND THE MARKET IMMEDIATELY CHARGES NEW PRICES) OUR OWN 1965  

i 	
i^ 

CATALOGUE WILL NOT BE ISSUED UNTIL THE END OF OCTOBER AT THE EARLIEST. UNTIL THEN 1 

AT THE TIME OF WRITING THIS - (MID-AUGUST) - REPORTS FROM d 
 

SWITZERLAND INDICATE THAT THE NEW SEASON'S PRICES WILL BE  

A SURPRISE, EVEN TO THOSE WHO HAVE CONFIDENTLY EXPECTED 

IMPORTANT RISES. THE SPECTACULAR INCREASES, WE ARE TOLD  

ARE NOT CONFINED TO THE OBVIOUS (MINIATURE SHEETS, HIGH VALUES, AIRS, ETC.) , BUT  

THEY HAVE CAUGHT UP WITH THE "CHEAP" MATERIAL, SUCH AS PRO JUVENTUTE, PRO PATRIA,  

PUBLICITY SETS AND SO ON. t 

WE HAVE NO INFORMATION ON THE "SLEEPING BEAUTIES",SUCH AS 

SITTING HELVETIAS, STANDING HELVETIAS AND NUMERAL ISSUES, BUT IT DOES NOT TAKE A  

GREAT DEAL OF INTELLIGENCE TO WORK OUT THAT THE TIME TO BUY THESE IS BEFORE PRINCE  

CHARMING COMES AND SENDS THINGS SPIRALLING. THE TROUBLE IS, THE MAJORITY OF  

 

COLLECTORS WILL ONLY BUY AFTER THE FAMINE HAS STARTED AND THE STAMPS HE WANTS COST  

it 
WE CONTINUE .  TO SELL AT OUR CURRENT PRICES.  

H. L. K A T C H E R, 	B.P.A., P.T.S., A.S.D.A 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.  
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Fig. 3.  
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THE IM O =RTANC ^ or- RCN CA\CELLATO\S  
by Jos. Bithler 	 Part ZI. 

Continuing the discussion on items in the 'Burrus' Auction 

"Take the known danger of the perf. 'Sitting Helvetia' issue of 18810"2  
on granite paper being cancelled 'after the event' on the 
mint remainders. Lot No. 699 was 1 Franc gold (granite 
paper) on a small piece, cancelled with the straight-line 
'GIORNICO' (Fig.1). Cancellations on such small pieces, 
in my experience, cannot be guaranteed as genuine, espec-
ially when they are so perfect. According to the Sale 
catalogue, the handstruck cancellation was 'pre-philatelic'', 
although actually it was used for certain purposes for at 
least ten years after the demonetisation of the granite  

paper issue. Giornico was not just a Post Depot (Post-
ablage) but a main office (Postbureau) and used a single 
circular date stamp for cancelling. However, in spite of 
all this the piece fetched 770 Francs!  

"The catalogue description of Lot No. 775 (Fig.2), an unused 'Neuchatel'  
on a letter of 19 October 1857, - which bore a handstruck tax mark - '5cs' read:  

'In spite of a slight  
crease which existed  
before the stamp was  
affixed, it is in  
good condition'.  
From my experience,  
repaired or defect-
ive stamps, being  
not easily saleable,  
Were -often stuck on  
to apparently suit-
able already used  
covers, Fortunately,  
the fakers were not  
always conversant  
with the details of  
dates and postage  
rates. In the present  
case it seems almost  
certain that the  
stamp with the crease  
was applied to the  
unfranked but taxed  
cover at some later  

date. The postmark date fits quite badly with the ordinary termination of the  

validity of this 'Poste Locale', which was 30th September 1854. Moreover, I knew  
many similar covers bearing invalid stamps, but they are all either markedIUNGULT.IG •  

or have one or more small circles ('noughts') near the stamp. The correct franking,  

was taken seriously. At that time 5 centimes was an amount worth consideration. 
An official notice of 9th September reads: 'To protect the interests of the 
Postal Administration all officials 
must not only check that the amount 
of the stamps affixed by senders of 
letters is sufficient, but they 
must also carefully deal with the  
stamps in such a way that already 
used ones cannot be used again'. 
In those days there was plenty of 
time to do just that, and actually 
one never  finds genuine undiscover- 
ed incorrect frankings. .  

PEN CANCELLATIONS, 

"One disturbing feature 
is the conversion of used stamps 
into 'unused' examples by removing 
pen cancellations, because by the 
latest methods of removal there is 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PEN CANCELLATIONS  (Continued 
scarcely any effect on the colour of the stamp." 

(Herr BUhler gave details of several lots of Poste Locale, Ortspost and 
all the Rayons, a large proportion of which, as described in the Sale catalogue, had 
pen-oancels removed. Some were described as 'Unused, but pen-cancellation has been 
removed.' One descriptions 'A pen-cancellation has been removed, but nevertheless, 
the colours are fresh and contrasting', was, Herr Miler suggested, 'rather alluring 

Herr Bdhler then went on: "I lay stress upon the relative figures in 
order to illustrate how small is the proportion of really faultless pieces, even in 
important collections. Experience has shown that specimens of these issues, (with 

the exception of the Rayon 
I (light blue) only exist 
in good unused condition 
in proportionately small 
numbers, and the catalogue 
quotations, relatively 
speaking, may have been 
too low. 

"On the other hand, 
stamps with pen-cancels 
removed are in no event 
worthy of being rated as 
unused. They were applied 
by a regulation equal to 
that governing hand-stamped 
cancellations. An extract' 
from the Post Department 
notice of 9th September 
1850 reads 

'5. All postage stamps 
on letters must be can-
celled by the receiving 

office with the handstamp 'P.P' or 'FRANCO'. This handstamp must, therefore, be 
stuck in the middle of every stamp so clearly and completely that it is recognisable 
as cancelled and so that to use the same stamp a second time would be impossible. 

'The Post Depots (Postablagen) must be associated as closely as possible with 
the same necessary directions regarding the cancellation of stamps as the main Post 
Offices (Postbureaux), but as they do not possess the handstamps 'P.P. or 'FRANCO, 
they must cross the stamps through the middle with strong pen strokes. The first 
Post Office (Postbureau) which receives such letters must impress upon the stamps 
the 'P.P.' or ' FRANCO' . 

"A collection of pen cancellations on complete letters which have been 
handled only by Post Depots (Ablagen) with unimportant local traffic, can show as 
great a variety as any collection of normal postmarks, with the added attraction of 
certain rather rare styles. 
There were certain Post Depot 
Officials,(Ablaghalter) who 
systematically cancelled by pen 
in their own particular styles 
or design. 

"NEUNKIRCH, for inst- 
ance` (see Fig. 3), up to the 
Strubel period, wrote two 
small'p's.) on every stamp. 

"SCHWELLBRUN drew a 
fine clear lattice design. 
HORN TG. drew fine strokes 
lightly on the cross. 

"SEEBERG for some time 
drew a small circle (a 'nought') 
in the clear space of the figure 
of the Rayons, while on the 
Strubel diagonal lines were drawn, interrupted 
left clear. (See Fig. 4 and a further example 

(To be concluded) 

Fig. 5. 
so that the figure of Helvetia was 
in Fig. 5) . 
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1936 
1938 

1936 

1937 

Z.19 
Z.20 
Z.21 
Z.22 
Z.22 
Z.23 
Z. 24 
Z.25 

(Type 	I 
(Type II 

Aeroplane 
Disarmament 

II 

Winged figure 
It 	 tt 

Disarmament 
'I 

tt 

red/green 
green/ lt.green 
scarlet/flesh 
blue/pale blue 

11 	 11 

slate/lt.blue 
It 	 11 

scarlet/flesh 

(black) 

1 1 

i t 

tt 

It 

(red) 
(black) 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
30 
40 
40 

c. 
0. 

0. 

c. 
c. 
0. 

c. 
c. 

on 
on 
on 
on 
on 
on 
on 
on 

15 

20 
65 
65 
90 
90 
20 

Co 

C. 

C . 
c. 
C. 

c. 
c. 
0. 
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PROVISEONA± 
by E.J. RAWNSLEY 

isss 

 

 

 

Part III 

Turning to the airmail stamps, the reasons for some of the provisional 
overprints are still something of a mystery. During the years following World 
War I there was tremendous development in aircraft and air transport, particularly . 

for the carrying of mail. Airmail rates had to be adjusted to allow for the 
increasing use of this means of transport and to meet international agreements. 
By 1935 certain amendments were made. In Switzerland the 15 c. internal airmail 
rate was abolished and those of 20 e. for printed matter, 30 c. for postcards and 
40 c. for letters were adopted. 

To convert the 15 c. stamps (Z.19 & Z.20), which were no longer required, 
to 10 c., which could be used to make up other current rates, was logical enough, 
but in 1938 large quantities of the 65 c. stamp (Z.22) were also re-valued to 10 c* 
and on other occasions two 20 c. values (Z.21 & Z.25), although still a current 
rate, were amended to 10 c. and 40 c. respectively, 

It has been suggested that as early as 1938 the Postal Authorities were 
considering abandoning the use of airmail stamps, and that the issue of provision- 
als, as well as supplying some possible shortages, was also a means of using up 
stocks regarded as too large. In actual fact, however, another full issue of air-
mail stamps was to be made in 1941 and it was not until 1950 that such stamps 
ceased to be issued, although they continued in use until the end of 1958. The 
overprinted stamps, valid for use until the end of 1942, were as follows 

Nevertheless, these stamps have some interesting features. No.19 and 
also No.20 are to be found with a matt overprint as well as shiny, and of No.20 
a few examples are known with the overprint inverted, but are rare. 

The 'Winged Figure' stamps are the most interesting of all. The origin-
al stamp, issued in 1924, was printed from two plates which are easily identifiab]es 

Plate I 
	

In the 'V' of 'HELVETIA' are 8 lines of shading, ending in a 
dot and with a dot under each arm of the letter 'T' 

Plate II 
	

There are only 7 lines of shading and no dots under the 'T' 

Plate I exists only in a fine printing, while with Plate II there are 
both fine and coarse printings. In the fine printing the figure is clear and 
sharp and it is possible to count the toes on the feet, whereas in the coarse 
printing they cannot be counted & the whole figure is more heavily shaded. 

When the stamps were overprinted, two different types were used. In the 
first the figure '10' has thin figures and the bars obliterating the original val-
ue are also thin, whereas in the second type both the figures and bars are much 
heavier. Stamps from Plate I have both thin and thick figures and bars, while 
from Plate II there are both fine and coarse printings, each of which has thin and 
thick figures and bars. There are thus 6 different types of overprints to be 
found. Also 6 major varieties: 

In the 'A' of 'HELVETIA' can be found 
a secret engraver's mark 

A spot on the 'tummy' of the figure 
A broken right wing on the 15th stamp 

A blue spot on the left wing 
of the 20th stamp 

'H' and 'E' of 'HELVETIA' joined 
'H' joined to frame (24th stamp) 

(to be continued) 



At the beginning of September will be  
published  

ZUMSTEIN  

CATALOGUES 	1 9 6 5  

EUROPE 	 .. . 

	 at 48/-  

the new ... 
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\-W SF/\SON 'S  PROGRAMMES 
LONDON GROUP:  Hon. Sec: Mrs . E. J . Ravens ley  

32, Ethelbert Gdns.,Gants Hill,Ilford.  

All Members, wherever they reside 9 are  
welcome to London meetLnps. We look for-
ward to'a big attendance on October 14th  
and to meeting old and new friends,  
1964.  
14th Oct.  

11th Nov.  

BISECTS & COMBINED POSTAGES  
Professor H. Landau  

STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES -  
Dr. K.Strauss  

FILM SHOW (to include PTT  film; 
on photogravure)- to be  
arranged by Mr.A.J.Harding 

T.P.O. CANCELLATIONS - 
Messrs.Hewson,Siles & Tillen 

ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION  

LANDSCAPE ISSUES - All Members!  

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - and  
'Recent Acquisitions'  

SIX FAVOURITE SHEETS (or 6d!)  
+ an Auction Lot - All Members  

8th 
 

Oct.  

7th 
 

Nov.  
5th 

 

Dec.  

1965  
2nd Jan.  

6th Feb. 

6th Mar.  

3rd Apr.  

24th Apr.  

1st May 

Visit to Wakefield P.A.  
STAMP PRINTING METHODS  
(Mr. H.W. Robertshaw)  
Visit to Sheffield P.S. 

CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY  
SITTING HELVETIA (PERF. )  
(Mr. L. Moore) 

PUBLICITY ISSUES and REPLY 
PAID CARDS. 

COMMEMORATIVE POSTMARKS  
COMPETITION for the 'Highsted 

Cup' 
THE SMALL LANDSCAPE ISSUES 

Yorkshire Philatelic 
Association Convention. 

Annual General Meeting 

r YORKS/LANCS GROUP:  Hon.Sec: A. Gullis  
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks 

1964  

! 16th 
 

Sep. 

3rd 
 

Oct.  

2nd Dec.  

at*  
13th Jan.  

3rd Feb.  

10th Mar.  

14th Apr.  

12th May  

IMPORTANT  Please note that owing to  
difficulties with bookings the 

December & February meetings will be on 
the FIRST ?ednesday in the month, instead  
of our usual second Wednesday. 

Further articles for publication in 
the 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER' are urgently  
required. The Editor would greatly apprec-i  
iate contributions from members.  

USE OF NEW NUMERAL CODE  

Those who collect covers may shortly 
come across examples of a new form of 
addressing. The reason is that as Switz-
erland is adopting a numeral code similar 
to that of Germany, it has been agreed 
that in order to avoid any confusion in 
mail destined for Germany, correspondents 
will be asked to put the letter 'D' (for 
Deutschland) before the number and town 
name, i.e. D-5320 BAD GODESBERG. It will 
then not be necessary to add 'Germany' or 
'Federal Republic of Germany' to the 
address. 

Similarly mail from Germany to Switz-
erland will use the letters 'CH' (Confed---  
eratio Helvetica), i.e. CH-3000 BERN or 
CH-6900 LUGANO. 

Mail for Liechtenstein will be marked 
'FL' (F1rstentum Liechtenstein), i.e. 
FL-9490 VADUZ.  

With thumb index .,. at 541  

+ 2/6d. Postage  

SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN Pocket Edn.  

Extract from the Europe Catalogue,  i at 2/6 plus Postage. 1  
{ 

For first class stamps 	*•*  

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE  

send Want Lists  
ORDER NEW ISSUES From  

ZUMSTEIN 	& 	CIE,  
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)  

P.O. Box -1291, 	3001 B E R N  

Switzerland  

Stamp collecting is booming.  
More and more collectors are special-
ising and supplies of material are  
decreasing rapidly with consequent  
price increases. This applied partic- 
ularly to SWISS . STAMPS.  

Let me help you fill those vacant  
spaces, N 0 W. 	Soon it will be too  
late. 	

r  
Whatever your requirements: Stamps,I1  

mint or used; flaws; varieties,  
miniature sheets; covers, etc. etc.  
I can help you. 	Send to ...  

14, Low Lane,  
Torrisholme,  
MORECAMBE,  
Lancs.  

Please order from:  

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.  
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London,  

aM.e .-._ r. _ cs r. _ _ e.__ _ >_ c-r._ssn aas r__ • a 2 m: t s s s.wg esv cats .rats.:: ^^rs•: 
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PRESIDENT:  
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Hon. Secretary & Editor:  
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,  
32, Ethelbert Gardens,  
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31, Somerset Way,  
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No. 10 
	

OCTOBER 
	

1964 	 18TH YEAR  

given that the 
 In accordance with the Society's Rules  NOTICE is hereby  

NLA1 	GENRA1  M  	

   

^ I 
 

IN  G 

   

   

   

will be held on WEDNESDAY  NOVEMBER  llth 9  1964, (2nd Wednesday) at  

6.45 p.m. PROMPT, at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London, f. C.2.  

AGENDA  

1. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting hold on 13th November, 1963.  
2. Matters arising from the Minutes 

3. Chairman's ADDRESS 

4. REPORT by the Hon. Secretary  

5. Hon. Treasurer's REPORT AND STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS  

6. Hon. Packet Superintendent's REPORT  

7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & Members of the Society's COU uITTEE for 1964 5.  

8. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS (see below) 

9. Any other business 

NOMINATIONS: Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the 
Committee, i.e. Chairman, Vice—Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. 
Treasurer Hon. Pkt. Superintendent, Hon. Auditor and (not 
exceeding) T ELVE Members of the Committee should be sent to 
the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, to reach her not 
later than Monday, 9th November, 1964. 

RESOLUTIONS:  Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual 
General Meeting must_. GIVE NOTICE IN WRITING, enclosing the text 
of the Resolution, to the Hon. Secretary, before the opening of 
the Annual General Meeting. 

After the business meeting, which is expected to last about one hour, 
Members are invited to bring along short displays, such as 'Recent Acquisitions', 
or to put forward any queries. 

MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING, since this is your opportunity to express criticisms or to make 
suggestions which will help to improve the running of the Society and the facil- 
ities which are available to its members. 

E. J. RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary). 

Will London Group Members please note that the DECEMBER meeting will 
be on the first Wednesday in the month, i.e. 2nd December, when we have an All—
Member evening of 6 Favourite Sheets (or 6d.!) + an Auction Lot. 

E. C. SLATE (Chairman) 
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SWITZERLAND & 
	

HE U. S. A. 

In view of our rising membership 
across the Atlantic, new of events there 
may be of interest, and accordingly we 
give below a report kindly sent to us by 
our member, Mr. F.J. Rosenthal of 
Washington, D.C.: 

"On September 17-20, the National 
Philatelic Exhibitions of WTashington D.C. 
sponsored the 'NArEX 1964' Exhibition and 
Convention, celebrating the opening of the 
Hall of Philately & Postal History in the 
Museum of History & Technology of the 
Smithsonian Institution. 

"Although prominence was given to 
exhibits of United States stamps, one 
superb entry of 5 frames on 'Switzerland 
1843-64 1  entered by a Mr. Henry Blum of 
Leonia, N.J., secured a gold label prize . 
Commencing with the 'classics' - Zurich 
issues, Double Genevas and Basle Doves, 
there followed a reconstructed sheet of 
all 40 types of the dark blue 5 Rp. Rayon 
I, also 10 types of the 15 Rp. Rayon III 
and others. A complete display of Stru-
bels showed a truly amazing variety of 
shades, errors, plate flaws, items on 
cover and a special study of all types of 
early cancellations. The entire display 
was beautifully integrated by a learned 
and lively write-up of the postal history 
of these issues. The whole aroused both 
my envy and admiration. 

"Good Swiss material was very scarce 
among the 30 or so dealers present. I 
was astonished at the prices commanded by 
early Swiss stamps on cover, and even more 
so by the sky-rocketing prices of Swiss 
souvenir sheets. A "NASA' on cover was 
offered for 'l45(k52), while other sheets 
had risen as much as 200-250% over prices 
of only 9 months ago. A figure of X45 
(£16) was being asked for the first two 
airmails (Z.B. 1 & 2) in mint condition 
and served as further proof that in the 
U.S., as well as elsewhere, prices for 
Swiss stamps have been rising apace. It 
is also interesting to note that in re-
cent months many European dealers have 
been in America buying up as much early 
good Swiss material as they could obtain 
leaving many dealers' stockbooks bare!" 

Ed. Note:  Further reports or comments 
from the U.S. and Canada, as well as 
contributions of articles for publication 
in our 'News Letter' will be very welcome 

1965 AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE 

The Society will be holding a stock 
of the new edition, expected very shortly: 
Although we have not yet been advised of 
the price we are already accepting orders 
You will not want to be without this in-
valuable aid, so send your order now to 
the Hon. Secretary: Mrs. Rawnsley. 

AIR-LETTER  FORMS 

Air post collectors should ensure 
that they have copies of the aergrams 
issued in 1962 & 1964. These are in de-
mand in the U.S.A. as well as in Switzer 
-land. 

The S.B.Z. reports the discovery in 
the U.S. of an interesting variety of the 
second issue in which the section for the 
the sender's address, instead of being 
below the main address panel, is printed 
on the left and would, therefore, be in-
side the letter when folded! 

It is suggested that collectors 
should check their own copies to see 
whether they, too, possess a rarity. 

MANUSCRIPT IS AT THE PRINTERS : 

VIRTUALLY ALL OF THE NEARLY 

4000 PRICE CHANGES ARE UPWARDS - - 

MANY QUITE EXCEPTIONALLY SO. 

ONLY A FEW WEEKS REMAIN TO FILL 

GAPS AT CURRENT PRICES. 

----000---- 

H. L. KATCHER 
B.P.A., P.T.S., A.S.D.A. 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood 

London, N.7.8. 

MSS FISCALS  

A few of our members have recently 
been taking a look at the Fiscal stamps 
of Switzerland. 

It is interesting, therefore, to 
read in the S.B.Z. that a 9 volume coll-
ection, comprising 13,600 Fiscal stamps, 
is up for sale. 

This silver medal collection is 
offered at a price of Sw.Fr.29,500 
(approx. £2450) and would seem to indi-
cate that it is still vary much worth 
while collecting unusual material, pro-
viding it is carried out with sufficient 
thoroughness to make a really outstand-
ing collection. 



Fig. 1. 

Diagonal strokes applied by Post Depot 
(Ablage); subsequently cancelled by 
Post Office with 'griller postmark. 
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The IMPORTANCE of PEN CANCELLATIONS  
by Jos. Bthier 	 (Conclusion) 

Following the comments on the importance of these cancellations made 
at the meeting of the Helvetia Study Circle at Congress, Herr Miler passed round 
about 60 most beautiful covers bearing Rayons and Strubeli, with a marvellous and 
varied range of pen—cancellations, all properly applied by Post Depots (Ablagen). 

They included the particular 
designs already mentioned, 
and were mostly in clear but 
strong black ink, although 
just a few were in red. All 
the covers (and the stamps)  
were in excellent bright and  
clean condition. Many bore  
the straight—line name stamp 
of the Post Depot, but always 
clear of the stamp. It was 
noticeable that very few of 
the stamps were 'tied' to the 
covers by the pen strokes, 
and Herr Bithler again 
referred to the instruction 
that the cancellation must 
be applied centrally to the 
stamp and suggested that any 
overlap of the strokes would 
be accidental. 

This was a truly 
remarkable collection of great 
beauty and obvious rarity. 
Nothing of the kind has, we 
believe, previously been seen 

in this country, and it was fully appreciated by everyone present. 

Herr Btihler  
concluded: "Because the 
official status of pen—
cancellations is not 
fully appreciated, loose 
stamps so cancelled are  
not popular. This, of 
course, is the main 
reason for the attempts 
to remove the cancels, 
but the resultant efforts 
can only deceive, and they 
have no place in a good 
collection." 

It is true that 
very little has been known  
here about the correct use 
of this form of cancell-
ation, and the Helvetia 
Philatelic Society is most 	 Fig. 2.  
grateful to Herr Bihler 	 Date added in ink beneath town name. 
for the loan of the photo- 
graphs used to illustrate - this article, and for the notes upon which it is based.- 

t 	̂- 	3 A glance at the new Catalogues, 

	

(11 	 as well as current comments in _AIM 	Qj\j : 1 	 the Philatelic Press, indicate all 
tai clearly the rising trend in' owiss  philately. Even former 'common' material  
is now on the upward grade. Ensure that you have no odd spaces in your collection,  

especially in the 'Pro Juventute' and Airmail sections.  
Send now for approval selections of these and other groups, or submit Want  

Lists. Prompt attention given to all enquiries, 	14, Low Lane, Torrisbolme r  
I can supply material of all types, ear], to modern. 	 MORECAMBE, Lance.  



The new Catalogues 

ZUMSTEIN 

1 9 6 5  

E U R O P E 	at 48/- 
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AUTOMOBILE 	CANCELS  

Auto 2 Zurich, 100 Jahre CVJM Jubil&um-
Bundestagung 	5/6.IX 

3 Bierre, Journees militaires 
5 & 9.IX 

2 Zurich, Zurcher Knabenschiessen 
1964. 	12-14. IX 

3 Zurich, Phila 64 12/13. IX 
3 Neuchatel, Fete des vendanges 

3/4. X 
3 St. Gallen, Treffpunkt Olma 

8/18. X 
3 Affoltern am Albis, 1864-1964 

100 Jahre Eisenbahn Zurich- 
Affoltern-Zug-Luzern 24. X 

3 Huttwil, 75 Jahre Eisenbahn 
Langenthal-Huttwil 31. X 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS  
(From 7 Sept. 1964) 

6170 - SCHUPFHEIW - Sommerferien/Winter 
sport 

2013 - COLOMBIER/NE - Le chateau-1a-plage 
4302 — AUGUST/BL — Augusta Raurica 
9231 — LdTISBURG DORF - im Toggenburg 
6644 - O RSELINA - Sopra Locarno 
6776 - ACQUAROSSA - Terme ferruginose 
1861 - LES MOSSES - ete, hiver, alt. 

1450 m. 

SPECIAL CANCELLATION  

Congress on Basic Principles for Control  
of International Traffic of Animals and  
Animal Products: 

A special post office will be set up 
in the Kursaal of Bern during the period 
of the Congress, to be held under the 
auspices of the FAO/OIE/OMS organisations 
from 12 - 17 October. A special cancel 
will be used inscribed: "3000 BERN - 
FAO-OIE-OMS - Date- KONGRESS UBER DIE 
KONTROLLE DES INTERNATIONAL EN TIERVRKEHRS 
- 12-17.X.64". 

NEW SERIES OF PRINTED POSTCARDS 

A new series of 32 cards of 10 Rp. 
value, with pictures 56 x 52 mm., was 
issued on 14th September. These are 
available only in complete sets at Sw. 
Fr. 3.20, and will not be on general issue 
at post offices until. present stocks are 
exhausted. 

Inland reply cards of 10 + 10 Rp. 
and foreign postcards of 30 Rp. are now 
being issued in luminescent form. 

RECENT  SLOGAN  CANCELS  

Vergosst die Tiere nicht - tut Gutes an 
ihnen! Bundner Tierschutzverein - 

7050 Arosa 
Zuspa 15 Zurcher Herbstschau 24 Sept. 

—3 Okt. 64 - 8000 Zurich 1 7.IX-3.X 
Treffpunkt Olma St.Gallen, 8-18 Oktober 
1964 - 9000 St.Gallen to 18.X (from 

14.IX-3.X on alternate days) 
Internation aloe Jazz-Festival - 

8000 Zurich to 19.IX 
Corso-Theater Zurich - MY FAIR LADY - 
Das wolter!ihmte Musical - 8027 Zurich 
1-19.IX; 8000 Zurich 1, 19-30.IX; 

8048 Zurich 
L'Italie Quinzaine Gulturelle Sèpt.1964 
La Chaux-de-Fonds - Le Locle - 

2400 Le Locle 12-30.IX 
Neuchatel - Fete des vendanges 3-4 
Octobee - 2000 Neuchatel to 4.X 

Bob-Weltmeistors shaft en St.Moritz, 
23-31 Januar 1965 - 8022 Zuriou, 

7500 St.Moritz 
Championnat du monde de bob St.Moritz, 
23-31 Janvier 1964 - 1200 Geneva 3 

VII Wedelskikurse - 3929 Zermatt to 30.XI 
Journ6e des Nations Unies Geneve 24 Oct. 

- 1200 Geneva, 20-30.X 
Gemellaggio Locarno Montecatini 24/26 
ottobre 1964 - 6600 Locarno 

A MODERN STAMP WORTH WATCHING .......... 
The 75 c. value of , the Publicity 

Set of 1960, depicting a jet aircraft. 
This is the key stamp of the set and is 
on the upward grade. 

With thumb index s 54/- 

+ 2/6d. postage 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Pocket 
	  Edition 

Extract from the Europe Catalogue I 
at 2/6d. + 6d. postage 

Please order from: 

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, 

London, W. C. 2. 

(From 5 Oct. 1964) 
1843 — VEYTAUX-CHTT,T,ON 

CONTROL MARKS I & II  

Enquiries have been received from 
members asking for helpful hints on 
distinguishing the two types, particularly 
on the 'Cross &Figure' issues, and some 
issues of 'Standing Helvetia'. Apart froml 
selecting copies with clearly dated post-  
marks, can anyone offer any tips which 
would be of help to the average collector? 

For First class stamps 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE! 
send Want Lists. 

Order NEW ISSUES From 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE 
(Propr. Bertsch & Co.) 

P.O.Box 1291, 	3001 Barre, l 
(Switzerland) 	 1 



1930 Wrappers  

(b) Postcards  

Jan. 1918  

1 Feb. 1921 Wrappers of 1916/17 - Tell Boy - 5 c. on 3 c. 1t. violet-blue - 
brown-red overprint: 5 Rappen/Centimes/Centesimi 
-do- 5 c. on 3 c. Orange-brown 	- do - 

1927 Wrappers - Tell Head 	7  c. on 10 c. Green Black overprint 
Tell Boy 	7 c. on 10 c. 	It  

- Toll Boy - 5 c. on 72 c.  

U.P.U. Monument, Bern - 7 c. on 5 c. Green Black overprint 
72 + 72 o. on 5 + 5 c. Green -do- 

n 

- do - 

 - do -  
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by E. J. RAWNSLEY 	 (Conclusion)  

There is one final comment on the airmail section of the 'Provisional'  

story, which should be made: the airmail stamp which is included in the 'Aarau'  

miniature sheet does not have a place in a collection on this subject since it  
was prepared for a new die which was never used except for the miniature sheet.  

POSTAGE DUES  

Changes in the postal rates naturally resulted in adjustments having to  

be made in postage due charges and this, in turn, rendered some values of. the  

postage due stamps obsolete. These were accordingly revalued as follows: `^^ g 	P 	 g y 	 ^:. 

Z.38 1916  
Z.39 1924  
Z. 40  
Z.41  

Cross & Jungfrau design  
- do -  
- do  
- do 

5 c. on 3 c.  
10 c. on 1 b.  
10 c. on 3 c.  
20 c. on 50 c.  

It should be noted that the 3 c. stamp was overprinted for both 5 c. ana  
10 a., and the 1 c. was also amended to 10 c. Because of the somewhat heavy  
design of the overprint it is not always easy to identify the original value. As  
postage due stamps of a new design were to be issued later in 1924 the remaining  
stocks of the 50.0. value were altered to 20 c.  

The next revaluation did not occur until 1937, when partly due to a  
temporary shortage of certain values, but also to meet new rates of postage, four  
stamps of the then current series were overprinted: 	 w "Vi`  'ir`o  

	

Z.50 1937 	Children with Garland 	5 c. on 15 c.  

	

Z.51 	 -• do - 	 10 c. on 30 c.  

	

Z.52 	 - do - 	 20 c. on 50 c.  

	

Z.53 	 - do - 	 40 c. on 50 c.  

Postage due stamps ceased to be used as from 31st December 1956, since  
which time ordinary postage stamps overprinted with a 'T' in circle or large open  
'T' have been used in their place.  

POSTAL STATIONERY  

Finally, in order to acquire a complete collection, certain items of  
printed postal stationery should not be overlooked, since these, too, were over-
printed to conform with changing postal rates. The items to be found are as  
follows:  

(a) Newspaper Wrappers  

1 Feb. 1915  Wrappers of 1909 Tell Boy - 3 c. on 2 c. black overprint:  
3 Rappen/Cent imes/Centesimi  

1921  Tell Boy -  10 e. on 7i c. Green  
10 + 10 o. on 72 + 72 c.  

Red overprint  
Green Red 	-do- 

1924 	 20 c. On 25 a. 	Orange Red. Ik.Blue overprint.  
20 c. on 25 e. 	Carmine-red 	 -do- 
20 + 20 c. on 25 - + 25 c. Or.-red 	 -do- 
20 + 20 c. on 25 + 25 c. Carmine-red 	-do- 

1924 	Figure of value on latticed background 	Large blue overprinted '20' 
on figure of value. 

20c. on 25 o. Carmine-red 
20 + 20 e. on 25 + 25 e. Carmine-red 

1947 Figure of value unframed - Red overprint in square, old value obliterated  

25 c. on 20 o. Red.  

Tell Head -  

(Continued on Page 48)  
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OVERSEAS DEALER'S STOCK OF 

Syjr-f rrij  1 1\i\i0  
WE ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER AN 

ALMOST COMPLETE RANGE OF SWISS 

MATERIAL INCLUDING MANY ELUSIVE 

ITEMS 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR WANTS LIST 

AND LET US QUOTE YOU 

WE WILL ALSO GLADLY MAKE 
UP APPROVALS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

---oOo--- 

i JJ`Ii. (J.Lji \J Jib 
D 

50, Great George Street 

LEEDS 1, Yorks. 

LONDON  GROUP:  Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.T.Rawnsley, 
32, Ethelbert Gdns. Gents Hill, Ilford. 

There was a very disappointing attend- 
ance at the opening meeting of the Autumn 
session, largely due, no doubt, to the 
uncertainty of travel caused by the re- 
cent Tube Railway chaos. 
However, those who were present spent 

an enjoyable evening discussing the var- 
lolls 'Landscape' issues of 1934, 1936 and 
1949. Sheets were displayed by Messrs. 
Bowden, Short & Harding, Mrs.Soholey and 
Mrs. Rawnsley. These included tete-beche 
issues, booklet stamps, overprints for 
official and U.N. organisations, shades, 
varieties etc. 

It is hoped there will be a larger 
gathering at the next meeting, which is 
the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, followed by 
short displays of 'Recent Acquisitions'- 
November 11th at the Kingsway Hall. 

THE PROVISIONAL ISSUES  (Contd.) 

1947 - Postal Museum Cards (1941 series) - 
Figure of value unframed: 
25 + 25 c. on 20 + 20 c. Red  

1947/9 - Figure of value unframed on'cards 
with and without pictures. Red 
overprint of new value in square,  
old value obliterated:  
25 c. on 20 c. Red  
25 I. 25 c. on 20 + 20 c. Red  

1959 -  Figure of value framed - with new  
figure of value alongside old  
figure which is overprinted with  
8 diagonal parallel bars:  
30 0. on 25 c. Red  

A most interesting collection can  
be built up to include the various issues  
of provisional stamps which, because of  
the many flaws and varieties, are worthy  
of study, as well as examples on cover  
and the postal stationery.  

----- THE END 	 

• 

ANOTHER GOOD TIP  
Only a little over 500,000 were  

issued of each value of the two stamps of  

1962 for the opening of the United Nations  
Philatelic Museum.  

These are now wanted by collectors  
of United Nations stamps, as well as by  
Swiss collectors and prices in Switzerland: 
are on the upward move. 

These little out-of-the run issues• 
are often overlooked until they suddenly 
start to become elusive. 
muttgattutatttutiguttimm:trtalt! 

HAVING JUST PURCHASED AN ENTIRE 
i 

*4*********** .************** ^:*******^;*>, ** **4 ********* ftN**4<**************************** 

STORIES BEHIND THE STAMPS: 

	 THE GAME OF ' HORNUSSEN'-  Bundesfeier 195; 

This quaint old Swiss game takes its 
name from 'hornets' because of the buzz- 
ing sound of the wooden disc or puck as 
it flies through the air. 
The game is akin to both golf and 

cricket, and is played in the autumn when 
'there is no grass on the alpine pastures.  
The Hornussen players load their equip-
ment on a wheelbarrow, gather in the open  
and erect a wooden or iron tee about 1 -
12 ft, high at one end of the f ield.This  
is fixed to a guide rail which slopes up  
to it from the background. 100 yards  
from the tee along the ground is marked  
out and the game begins.  
There is no age limit; 2 teams are  

'drawn, one side batting, the other field-
ing. The puck is placed on the tee and  
zthe first batter is up. He wields a  
;flexible ash-wood club about 10-12 feet  
long and attempts to hit the puck(about  
R2k" long and 1" thick) in much the same 
;way as a golfer hits a ball. However, 
the Hornusser suddenly swings the club 
around his head in a complete circle and 
whams the puck. Then the fielders go into  

action, staying in single file near the 
,opposite end of the field, each having a 
?large flat wooden shovel with which he 
;tries to hit the puck before it reaches 
the ground. If suooessful or if the puck 
leaves the fairway three times in success-
ion the respective batter is out, other-
wise he scores a point for his side.When 
:the batting side is all out the score for 
!the innings is totalled and the fielding  
;side takes over the batting. Much judge-
; went and timing is necessary. The puck  
;usually carries about 250 yards and rises  
about 25 ft. The fielder has to use ski]1  
to hit it with the shovel.  
Hornussen Clubs, which originated in  

the Bernese region, now exist in many  
other parts of Switzerland.  

E.M.F. (U.S.A.)  
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Designers:  

Printing: 

Stamp size: 
Paper: 
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PRO „UV -- N 	 LI 1964 
The 'Pro Juventute' Christmas stamps, which will be issued on 1st December 

will, as usual, comprise five values with additional charge. The 5 c. value 
depicts a girl's portrait, from a painting by Albert Anker (1831-1910) of Ins. 
The other four values will terminate  the series of Wild Flowers and Garden Flowers 
which was begun in 1958.  

90 per cent of the proceeds from the additional oharge will go to the Pro 
Juventute Foundation, while the remaining 10 per cent is intended for other youth 
aid work of national interest. 

Advance sales will be from 27th November; the stamps will be on sale in all 
post offices from 1st December 1964 to 31st January 1965 and from the Philatelic 
Agencies PTT in Bern and Basle, and mobile post offices, from 1st December 1964 as 
long as stocks last, but not longer than 30th June 1965. The stamps will have 

	

unlimited postal validity. 	Details are: 

5 o. + 5 c. Portrait of a girl, one colour - greenish-blue 
10 c. + 10 c. Daffodil (Narcissus pseudo-narcissus), 3 colours: green/yellow/ 

orange. 
• Rose (Rosa sp.), 3 colours: carmine/red/green 
. Red clover (Trifolium pratense) 3 colours: brown/violet-red/green 
• White water-lily (Nymphaea alba), 4 colours: blue/violet-brown/  

yellow/orange. 

5 c. Design and steel engraving by Karl Bickel Sr., Walenstadtberg. 
Remainder: by Werner Weiskinig of St. Gallen 
5 c. Rotary line-engraved by the Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT 
Remainder: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. , La Chaux-de-Fonds.  

	

24 x 29 mm. 	Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.  
5 c. White paper for line engraving, with luminous substance, and 

admixture of violet fibres. 
Remainder: White paper with luminous substance, lightly coated, 

with violet mixture of fibres.  
No. of sheet s per cylinder:  5 o. Four (Nos. 1 -  4). Remainder: Two (A & B) 

per sheets 	50 

A first-day cancellation will be used by the Philatelic Agency PTT, Bern.  
This will depict the rose from the 20 o. stamp, with the inscription round the  
edges 'BERN - PRO JUVENTUTE - AUSGABETAG - 1. DEZ. 1964'. The Pro Juventute  

Foundation will issue a first day cover with vignette (girl's portrait). These  

are obtainable (without stamps) at a cost of 30 c. and with stamps at Fr.2.10.  
Collection sheets and folders will also be available.  

A stamp booklet in a gold covered envelope has been produced at the request  
of the Pro Juventute Foundation. It contains twelve 5 + 5 c. stamps, twelve  
10 + 10 c. and four 20 + 10 c. stamps. It can be obtained from the Foundation,  
the Ph$,1atelic Agencies in Bern and Basle and from the trade. The selling price  

is Fr. 5.- including 20 c. cost.  

Next London Meeting: 
	DECEMBER 2ND:  6 Favourite Sheets (or 6d.) + an Auction lot.  

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL OVERSEAS MEMBERS  
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NEW  ISSUES FOR LIECHTENSTEIN  
ry 	The following Christmas stamps (a) and 
a commemorative (b) will be issued on 9th 

 

December. (a)  
10 Rp. Chapel at Masesoha - black-brown. 

 

50 Rp. St. Magdalena (altar picture)- 
dark blue  

Fr.1.30 Madonna, St.Sebastian & St,Roche 
 

(altar picture) - brownish-violet 
 

All in photogravure by Courvoisier S.A. on 
 

white paper with brown and green threads , 

(b) Fr.l Portrait of Peter Kaiser 
 

(historian) - dark green  
Engraved by Karl Bickel Sr., and produced 

 

by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern, on  
light beige paper with red & blue threads. 

k  
The same first day cancel showing an 

 

open book and 'VADUZ - 9.12.1964 - AUSBABE-
TAG' will be used for both issues 

DAY OF THE STAMP  
This will be held in Langenthal on 

6th December. The very attractive 
special cancellation will depict a 
medieval messenger with the inscriptions  
'LANGENTHAL - TAG DER BRIEFMARKE  1964.' 

Pre-stamped cards & covers may be 
sent for franking to Postamt 4900 
Langenthal to arrive not later than 
Dec. 3rd. The outer cover to be marked 
'Ta der Briefmarke 1964'. 	  
CHRISTMAS LABEL  

To encourage early posting of 
Christmas packages, but to avoid too early  
opening,the PTT are issuing free a yell-
ow gummed label showing a parcel, a 
candle and with the inscription:  
'Bitto erst an Weinachten effnen. 
'A n'ouvrir qu'a Noel, s.v.p. 
'Non a.rire •rima di Natale. .er favore 

y  
^^^pb1F LJC^;' 

! 650 -5/ RAYON  
i _i 	Rp 

 
ON COVER  

RAYON I on blue  (grey-blue) with framed 'Ortspost'  
Very rare franking. Fine clean cover. 'Orts-
post' from lower sheet margin, was creased  
before use. Beautiful item. (Ex Burrus)  

180  Hunziker certificate 	 ... 	 ... 

RAYON II  from sheet margin, fine, small cover £ 7  
RAYON II  from sheet margin, exceptional  
LUXURY COPY 	 . . . 	 . . . 

	

E 35  
RAYON II.  Fair, blue grill postmark. 
Additional 'charge' strike & straight- 
line 'LOCARNO' 	 ... 	... 	£ 	2 

RAYON II.  2 sides close but fine; thimble 
postmark and additional framed straight-:  

3  line cancel, on small cover 	... 
RAYON II.  2 copies with framed 'Ortspost', 

all full margins and fine, on cover front 
This mixed franking is of great rarity.  
(listed by Zumstein but unpriced - not 
listed by Moller). (Ex Burrus). 

	

... 	 425  Hunziker certificate 	... 
RAYON II with Rayon I and 3 copies Rayon III.  
All cancelled with blue grill. Condition  
fair, Many additional interesting strikes.  
Very rare combination. Bargain 	... 	£ 45  

	

RAYON III.-  LUXURY copy on superb cover 	£ 30  
RAYON III  15 cts. LUXURY STRIP of 3 plus  
LUXURY SINGLE on cover to the U.S.A. Item  
of quite outstanding interest and great  
rarity, may be recommended as unique. A  
cover for an award-winning collection  
(Ex Burrus). With Bertsch certificate. 	£ 720  

RAYON III. PAIR with Rayon I.  Mostly of  
excellent cut though close in parts. Very  

attractive clean cover addressed to  
... 

• • • 	 • •  • 

The above are selected at random from our stock.,  
other items. available on request.  

. L. KATCHER  
(Amateur Collector Ltd. ) 

151, Park Road, St.John's Wood, London, N.W.8  
Telephone: JUNiper 0616.  

'MEMBERSHIP  LIST  - Additions 
and amendments:  

New Members:  
FOWLER, W. CLEGG,Ackworth Moor  

Top, Nr.Pontefract,Yorks. 
RAVEN, R.N.E., The School 

House, The Schools, 
Shrewsbury. 

TOBLER, E.L., Joval Court, 
Franklin,Mass.02038,USA.  

Changes of Address: 
CARDINAL, M., CP.  1625.  
Place d'Armes,Montreal 1,  

Canada.  
ROCKLEY, Maj.TW.K.,  U.S.M.C., 
M.O.Q. 3082, Camp Lejeune,  

N.C. 28542, U.S.A.  
TAYLOR, R.J. ,  St.Margaret's,  

Fernhurst, Nr. Haslemere,  
Sussex . 

NATIONAL EXHIBITION (EXPO '64 )  

The exhibition closed on  
25 Oct. and the special P.O.  
situated at the EXPO Station  
ceased to function. For the  
benefit of exhibitors the  
branch post offices of'Bourget  
and 'Bellerive' remained open  
until 31st Oct., and the main  
post-office in the Transport  
Sector until the beginning of  
November.  

AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE  

The new edition is ex-
pected at the end of November:  
price 12/- + 1/- postage. An  
improved spiral binding will  
be used.  

In view of rising values  
you cannot afford to be with-
out this latest issue,whether  
you collect for pleasure or  
profit.  

The Society will be hold-
ing a small stook and orders  
are now being accepted by the  
Secretary.  

S 

Saarland  
RAYON III.  Fine  

X 28  
70/-  
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WE ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER AN 

ALMOST COMPLETE RANGE OF SWISS 
MATERIAL INCLUDING MANY ELUSIVE 

ITEMS 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR WANTS LIST 
AND LET US QUOTE YOU. 

WE WILL ALSO GLADLY MAKE UP 
APPROVALS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

---o Oo--- 

50, Great George Street, 
LEEDS 1. Yorks. 
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THE N\„AL  
was held at the Kingsway Hall, W.C.2 on Wednesday, 11th November, 1964. 

A very hearty welcome was extended to 
Mr.H.W.Robertshaw of Yorks/Lanes Group. 

Apologies for absence were received 
from Mr. T.C. Brooks and Mir. E. Lienhard. 

1. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS A.G.M. 
These were read by the Secretary and 

agreed. 

2. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  
Publicity: The Society continues to 

be publicised at Stampex, in the Congress 
Handbook and through other house journals. 

3. CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS  
Mr.E. C.Slate stated that during the 

previous year there had been some most 
interesting displays which had contributed 
greatly to the success of the season. Once 
more he deplored the poor attendange at 
London meetings and urged all Members to 
support the Society as much as possible. 
He particularly wished to thank the Officers 
for all their work during the year. A 
programme to suit all tastes, has been 
arranged for the coming session & he look-
ed forward to an even better year. 

4, HON.  SECRETARY' S REPORT  
Apart from the question of attend-

ances at London meetings, the Society 
could claim a very successful year•There 
had been 29 new members, of whanl6 were in 
the USA. Judging by the appreciative comm-
ents from that country, the Society seemed 
to be fulfilling its chief aim of supply- 
ing information and it was hoped this 
would continue. 

Thanks were due to the Yorkshire 
Group for their never-failing enthusiasm & 
efforts to promote interest in the Society 

As editor of the 'News Letter', Mrs. 
Rawnsley thanked all who had contributed 
articles. Many more were needed & given 
the material the 'News Letter' could be 
extended to 6 pages every month. 

5. HON. TREASURER'S REPORT & STATEMENT OF 
ACCOUNTS.  Mr.Harding said the Balance 

Sheet was self-explanatory & reflected the 
prosperous financial state of the Society. 

He stressed the length of time needed 
to gather in the yearly subscriptions, en-
tailing a good deal of clerical work, and 
a new method of reminders would be tried 
next time. 

Adoption of the Accounts was proposed 
by Mr.H.W. Robertshaw and seconded by Mr. 
W.D. Howden. 

6. HON. PKT. SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT  
Mr. Short stated that the position was 

even more desperate than usual. 90% of 
the material from the collection bought 
last year had been sold & the shortage of 
further booklets was acute. One packet is 
in circulation, another is about to be 
sent out, but more material is urgently 
needed. It was emphasised that it is neo 
-essary to have 3-4 packets in circulat-
ion in order to cover the country-wide 

7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & COMMITTEE  
FOR THE YEAR 1964/65  

The following were elected 'en 
bloc's 

Chairman: 	Mr. E.C. Slate 
Vice-Chairman: 
	

Mr. L. E, Stiles 
Hon. Treasurers Mr. A.J. Harding 
Hon. Secretary: Mrs.E.J. Rawnsley 
Hon.Pkt.Supts 
	

Mr. J.H. Short 
Hon. Editors 
	

Mrs.E.J. Rawnsley 
Hon. Auditors 
	

Mr. T.C. Brooks 

J.A. Eastwood Yorks 
J.N. Highsted)GrouP 
L. Moore  
W.D. Howden - London 

The above were proposed by Mr. R.A. 
Bateman and seconded by Mr. H.W. 
Robertshaw. 

8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS  
Nil. 

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  
With further reference to the 

Packet, it was agreed that if Mr. 
Short had material for, say, half a 
packet, a note would be inserted in the 
'News Letter' asking for further book-
lets to complete such a packet. 

There being no further business the 
A.G.M. closed at 8 p.m. 

The remaining time was spent in 
general discussion and endeavours to 
solve some problems sent in by Members. 

Committees  Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

E.J.R. 

HAVING JUST PURCHASED AN ENTIRE 

OVERSEAS DEALER' S STOCK OF 



J S, 	S -fil 	„ 
14, Low Lane, 
Torrisholmo, 
MORECAMBE, 

Lancs. 
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YORKS /LANCS GROUP: 	Hon. Secretary: 	A 
At the first meeting of the session 

in October, Mr.H.W.Robortshaw, a printer 
by profession, gave a display of 'STAMP 
PRINTING METHODS'. In his paper he sug-
gested that there were only three basic 
methods - the 'downs', the 'ups' and the 
'flats', and all others mentioned in the 
catalogues are really either alternative 
names, or variations of these three, or 
their application on different materials. 

The 'downs' were represented by En-
graving, also know as Recess printing and 
the first Swiss stamp so printed was the 
'Standing Helvetia', The 'ups' wore cov-
ered by Typography, which was always 
known in the trade as 'Letterpress'.Pure 
lithography, by transfer sheet & stone 
was used for the first Zurich & Geneva 
stamps and for the Rayons. Letterpress 
and relief in combination were used for 
the 'Sitting Helvetia. Modern photograv-
ure was a more automated form of engrav-
ing. The 'Times Newspaper' printing 
supplement of 1958 credited Courvoisior 
with the first Photogravure stamps of 
Switzerland in 1932, but as all collect-
ors know, the first for Switzerland were 
printed in Holland in 1927, while the 
first photogravure stamps were those for 
Bavaria in 1912. Modern lithography was 
usually the offset method, using rubber 
rollers. Photo-lithography again was a 
further modification. 

Mr.Robertshaw showed actual zincos, 
stereos & electros and exhibited typical 
printing or plate errors, including 
' duoter' (sic) blade flaws on various Swiss 
issues and explained their cause. 

. Gullis, 3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

At a well-attended meeting on November 
7th, Mr. Ian Gilchrist gave the' CHAIRMAN' S 
DISPLAY'. In his paper, Mr. Gilchrist 
said he had not been collecting the stamps 
of Switzerland very long and he was grate ,... 
ful to 'Helvetia' for having helped him to 
acquire some knowledge. 

He had therefore, arranged his display 
with a view to helping new members with 
some of their problems. 

He showed a complete cross-section of 
stamps and covers ranging from Zurich '6' 
and 'Strubeli' right up to the latest 
issues. The covers included a good range 
of airmails and first flights, T.P.O's., 
early Transatlantic letters and some 
perfect Ticinese ovals. 

A number of taxed covers and cards 
from Germany and England bearing postage 
due stamps raised problems which were 
satisfactorily settled. 

The Group believes in 'showing the 
flag' early in the season, and on Sept. 
16th Chairman Ian Gilchrist, together 
with Dr.Ritchie, Miss Solly & Messrs. 
Highsted, Gosling, Gullis, Eastwood and 
Tyreman, took a joint display to the 
WAKEFILD P.S. A similar team visited 
the SHEFFIELD P.S. on October 8th, while 
the Founder of the Group, Laurence Moore, 
gave a 'one-man' show of 'Early Swiss' to 
the HALIFAX P.S. on Oct.27th. Incident-
ally we are pleased to mention that our 
member, Miss Solly, is the first-ever 
Lady President of the BRADFORD P.S. 

from .. Zuvsi 
are now available: 

EUROPE 	... 	at 48/- 

with thumb index: 54/ 

+ 2/6d. postage 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  Pocket 
Edition 

(Extract from the Europe Catalogue) 

at 2/6d. + 6d. postage 

Please order from: 

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, 

London, E.C.2. 

needs to see a lot 

of material to find 

the items best suited 

to fit in with his particular 

requirements. 

I can supply all 

types, including: FIRST DAY, FIRST 

FLIGHT, SPECIAL POSTMARKS, BOY SCOUT ,; 

SOLDIER, POSTAGE DUES and PRE-.STAMP is 

COVERS, for consideration at leisure; 

and in conjunction with your own 

collection. 

Write now for select- 

i 

For First class stamps : 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE 
Send Want Lists. 

Order NEW ISSUES from 

ZUMSTEIN 	& 	CIE 
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.) 

P.O.. Box 1291, 3001 Berne (Switzer- 
land . 

ions on approval, to: 
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FRANCa - Swiss COSTAL ThEATIES OF 1828 -29 
BY: George W. Caldwell 

(l tinted, with permission, from 'THE POSTAL HISTORY JOURNAL' 
L Postal History Society of the .America December 1961) 

,--,Introduction: At the time these treaties were consummated, Switzerland consisted 
of a loosely-held together union of 22 sovereign republics, usually 

spoken of individually, as Cantons, and collectively, as the Swiss Confederation. 

Due to,this sovereignty, postal matters - internal, inter-cantonal and inter-
national - were the sole right of the individual cantons. In some instances these 
rights were farmed out to other cantons or to private carriers. Operation of this 
postal service throughout Switzerland was accomplished by agreements, formal and/  
or otherwise. 

,The treaties which we discuss here were between France on the one side and the 
cantons of Basel, Bern (Fischer), Neuchatel, Vaud and Zurich respectively, on the 
other. All the treaties were similar in principle and objective. 

Eighteenth Century Treaties Cancellled: All Franco-Swiss postal treaties as far back 
as the 17th century contained a provision 

that on unfranked mail the town of origin be indicated in order to determine the 
totalamount of postage due and its apportionment between the respective postal 
administrations. This was, important because pre-paid mail in those days was a 
rarity. It was considered unethical, implying the addressee might not be able to 
pay the postage due, or that he might refuse to accept the letter. 

On numerous occasions throughout the years, mail from Switzerland received by 
France violated this provision. France made formal complaints, but despite efforts 
by the Swiss, such faults continued to occur from time to time. Consequently, in 
1816 France terminated all 18th cent. Franco-Swiss postal treaties, and demanded 
prepayment of postage to the Franco-Swiss frontier, except by special arrangement. 

This condition continued throughout a decade despite appeals by the Swiss to 
have this prepayment feature discontinued, but eventually France agreed to negotiate. 

1828-29 Treaties: 	The 1828-29 treaties provided a basic routine plan in which 
the 5 treaty cantons, mentioned in paragraph 3, servedae 

exchange points for the remaining 17. The latter were divided into networks, each 
network associated with its particular treaty canton. Details are shown in Table 
I. Also included in these treaties was the provision for an exchange office in 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * each of these cantons ' (2 in each of the 

cantons of Vaud and Bern) through which the 
THE SEASON'S 	 mail to and from its associated network was 

funnelled. Details are shown in Table 2. 
GREETINGS 

to 

ALL MEMBERS 

EVERYWHERE 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Swiss Exchange Office Handstamps: One of the 
essential 

provisions of these treaties were the post- 
marks added by the exchange offices indicat-
ing the amount of postage due to them on 

IMPORTANT 	NOTICE  
Next London Meeting - January 13th - see 

Page 58 for details  



HAVING RECENTLY PURCHASED AN 
ENTIRE OVERSEAS DEALER'S STOCK 

OF 

SVV1 	1 ZE-TRLA\D 
WE ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER AN 

ALMOST COMPLETE RANGE OF SWISS 

MATERIAL, INCLUDING MANY ELUSIVE 

ITEMS 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR WANTS LIST 

AND LET US QUOTE YOU. 

WE WILL ALSO GLADLY MAKE UP 

APPROVALS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

---00o--- 

_EITS 
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50, Great George Street, 
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FRANCO-SWISS POSTAL TREATIES  of 1828-29  - Continued: 

each letter. All were similar in concept except those used by the Fischer Post.For 
example, Zurich used a two-line unframed mark 'LZ/4 Kr' meaning a letter via Zurich 
with 4 Kreutzer due to that office. Basel's mark was similar but framed; while 
Vaud and Neuchatel marks were framed but were arranged in a single line, The Kreut,-
zer values varied according to the distance travelled in Switzerland. 

'FP' and 'FD'plue a numeral but no monetary designation were used by the 
Fischer Post. These indicated 'Fischer via Penney' and 'Fischer via Delle' respect-
ively. The numerals indicated the postage in kreuzer due to Fischer, and as with 
the others, they varied according to the journey in Switzerland. 

If an Exchange Office failed to add this handstamp it was credited at the loves 
est rate. This penalty apparently overcame one of France's main reasons for demand-
ing prepayment to the Franco-Swiss frontier in 1816. 

TABLE 1. 

Treaty Canton Treaty dated Effective date Associated Network 

Basel Nov. 24, 1828 Apr. 	1, 1829 Aargau, Luzern, Schaffhausen, 
Tessin, Uri 

Bern 
(Fischer) 

May 	1, 1828 Oct. 	1, 1828 Fribourg, Geneva, Solothurn, 
Unterwalden 

Neuchatel June 23, 1828 Oct. 	1, 1828 None 	(Note A) 
Vaud June 	9, 1828 Oct. 	1, 1828 Valais 
Zurich Nov. 21, 1828 Apr. 	1, 1829 Appenzell (Note B), Glarus, 

Grisons, St.Gall (Note B). 
Schwyz, Thurgau, Zug 

Note A. Neuchatel at this time was a principality under the King of Prussia. 
It was also a canton of Switzerland with the King retaining sovereignty 
over its internal affairs. 	Perhaps this was the reason for not assigning 
to this principality-canton a network other than the post offices within 
its boundaries. 

Note—,B_. Appenzell and St.Gall do not seem to have been included in the original 
draft of the Zurich treaty. 	However, they are mentioned in an ordinance 
issued at the Palais de St. Cloud on March 8, 1829, a few weeks prior to 
the effective date of the Zurich treaty. 

TABLE 2. 

Exchange 	Office 

Switzerland France 

Basel 

Bern 	( 
( 

Neuchatel 

Vaud . 	( 
( 

Zurich 

Basel 

Porrentruy 
Geneva 

Neuchatel 

Orbe 
Coppet 

Zurich 

Belfort 

Delle 
Ferney 

Pontarlier 

Pont arlier 
Forney 

Belfort 

Subsequent Modifications: 	Geneva decided 
to take over 

operation of its postal service and it 
provided for such change by its law of 
April 16, 1830. Hence, when the contract 
with Fischer expired in December, it was 
not renewed. This brought into use the 
'L.G' and 'LG 10K' postmarks, replacing 
the 'FF' marks used by Fischer. No formal 
change in the treaty with France was made, 
perhaps an exchange of letters sufficed. 

Effective from August 1, 1832, the 
Bernese-Fischer contract was terminated. 

(Continued on P.55. ) 
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FRANCO-SWISS POSTAL TREATIES OF 1828-29 (Contd. ) 

Accordingly a new Franco-Bernese treaty dated December 12, 1832, effective from 
January 1, 1833, replaced the 'FF' and 'FD' postmarks with 'BE/4K' in an octagonal 
frame, the kreuzer values varying according to the distance travelled in 
Switzerland. 

Contracts with individual treaty cantons (including Geneva) dated July 26, 
1845, changed all of the above exchange office handstamps with the possible except-
ion of those used by Bern and Neuchatel. These revised postmarks consisted of two 
letters and no indication of postal amounts. They were 'TB', 'TG', 'TV' and 'WI 
meaning 'Transit Basel y  'Transit Geneva' etc. The Bern treaty did spooify a 
'TB' for that office but there is no evidence that this was ever used. In the case 
of Neuchatel, apparently there was no need to change as this canton had no network 
other than the post-offices within its own borders. Furthermore, it used only one 
rate - 52 Kreutzer. 

Just when these modified transit-type handstamps were discontinued is not 
clear. In the writer's opinion this occurred as the result of the Franço -Swiss 
treaty of November 29, 1849, and was effective in May 1850. The Federal Postal 
Department, on January 1, 1949, had taken over administration of the postal ser-
vices throughout Switzerland in accordance with Article 33 of the Federal Constit-
ution of September 12, 1848. Obviously this treaty provided new rules and regulat-
ions for the operation of postal communications between the two countries. Covers 
seen and listed dates of reported use lend credence to this opinion. 

Conclusions  Thus ended a period of development in Swiss postal communications dat-
ing back to the 15th century - probably even earlier. It was a period of com-
plexities, of challenges and frustrations for postal historians. Nevertheless, it 
is a fascinating field for careful and painstaking research. 

---o0o--- 

(Editor's Note:  Early covers frequently bear inscriptions of 'Suisse par Ferny' 
or alternatively ' ... par Belfort', Belle, Fernex, Pontarlier, St. 

Louis or Thonon. 'Suisse par...' is a French postal marking, indicating the 
source of the letter and the office of entry into the French postal system. Such 
markings were used prior to, during and subsequent to the 1828-29 treaty period. 
Although these are not a part of the treaty they are to be seen on many covers 
addressed to France, or routed through France, during that period.) 

A RARE COVER OF THE HELVETIC REPUBLIC 

The above illustration, described some time ago by M. Nagel in the S.B.Z., 
shows a superb cover of the Helvetic Republic (1798-1803), when for the first time 
a central postal system, designated 'CENTRAL POST BUREAU' was created under the 
authority of the Minister of Finance. This used an oval cancel (of two different 
sizes) in red or black which included space for the date of arrival or despatch 
' E(ingang) or V(ersand5' to be inserted by hand. A rectangular cancel was also 
used, usually in reds 'BUREAU CENTRAL DES POSTES'. A little later the bureau 
organised a special service of foot messengers to carry specially urgent letters 
on a certain number of routes, which was termed 'EXTRA COURIER'. The cover shown 

above, which bears all three of these special marks, is extremely rare. 
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THE ESPERANTO VIGNETTE  
Readers will recollect the enquiry for 

information on an Esperanto label, mention-
ed in the 'News Letter' in June. Our new 
friend, Herr Jos. Bfthler was most helpful 
in suggesting sources of possible inform- 

. ation and through one of those contacts, 
Herr Franz Mayer of Frankfurt, we have 
obtained the following explanation: 

The label represents a 'frame-vignette' 
issued in Geneva in 1908 by the Universal 
Esperanto Association for the purpose of 
propaganda. Herr Mayer states that at one 
time he had 20 different 'frame-vignettes' 
of this kind, but his collection of over 
8000 items was lost during the 1914-18 War. 
At present he has only 7 such vignettes in 
his second collection of 4942 specimens. 

In Esperanto the words on the frame 
are: 'SVISLANDO' - Switzerland, on the top; 
'ONI KORESPONDAS - EN ESPERANTO' - 'On 
correspondence in Esperanto' on the sides. 
The. bottom line: '2 SPESDEKOJ' requires 
some explanation. In 1907 an (auxiliary) 
international monetary system was intro-
duced among Esperantists, being based on 
the decimal system: 

1 Spesmil = 2 shillings . 2.50 Sw.Fr.= 
;o . 30 

1 Spescento = 0.2 	" 
1 Spesdeko  = 0.2 	" 
1 Speso = 0.002 " 

"ND Spesdekort, therefore, equalled 
a trifle over id., which was the price 
paid for the frame-vignette. This system 
fell into disuse during the First World 
War, for obvious reasons. At present 
Esperantists use the 'Stelo' (about 6d.) 
for international accounts in the 
Esperanto world. 

Should anyone come across further 
examples of these vignettes they could 
well provide the nucleus of yet another 
Swiss 'side-line'. 

NEW SWISS RAILWAY  LINK 
With the completion of the new road, 

rail tunnels & bridge between the lakes 
of Luzern & Alpnaoh, Nidwalden- the last 
canton-becomes linked to the. Swiss Fed-
eral Railway system by the newly inaugu-
rated Luzern-Stans-Engleberg railway. 

To mark this important occasion the 
PTT granted the use of a special first-day 
cancellation on mail posted on 19th Deo. 
This shows the bridge & has the inscript-
ion: "STANS - ER6FFNtlNG LUZERN-STANS-
ENGELBERG KAHN - 19.12.64" ,  

No-one would suggest that any area 
should be held back from the amenities of 
modern transport , but many will think back 
somewhat nostalgically to the days when the 
journey to Engllberg was exciting.Having 
crossed the lake by boat to Stansstadt 
one then joined the little railway that 
laboriously chugged its way through Stan, 
then changing to cog-wheel, slowly mounted 
through beautiful ,scenery to Engllberg,' 
hidden in its encircling mountains , a joy 
to the summer visitor & a paradise for , 

the winter-sport enthusiast. 

NEW TANNER F.D.C. CATALOGUE  
The 6th Edition of this most useful 

catalogue has been published. As with all 
Swiss material values have greatly in-
creased, but the SBZ has some very cog-
ent comments to make on the subject. It 
is felt that distinction should be drawn 
between early covers, genuinely used on 
the first day of issue and the modern 
massed produced covers. 

Will the present demand for this type 
of material, which is bulky to mount and 
can be monotonous to present ., be maintain 
-ed? And will the rising price trend 
continue? Only time will tell. 

The genuine old cover, used in the 
days before the philatelic gold-rush, 
will of course, always be sought after 
and prized by the fortunate owner. 

• 

r 5 , 

We are pleased to announce that oux 

 

 

b WITZERLANDJ/-'TLOGU 
(Edited by L.N. & M. WILLIAMS) 

will be on sale from Mid-December. 88 superbly printed pages - a Leader in Swiss 
jPhilately! The present (eleventh) edition shows 3732 price changes, of which 3528 
are upward! WITH SWISS STAMPS CONSTANTLY 'IN THE NEWS', THIS CATALOGUE IS 'A MUST' 
FOR ANYONE COLLECTING SWITZERLAND. 	 !; 

The most up-to-date guide to Swiss stamps, it even takes into account the 
;,important price movements which have taken place since publication of the 1965 
Continental catalogues. 

NOW WITH NEW SPIRAL BINDING 
AND IMPORTANT LISTING OF QUANTITIES OF STAMPS PRINTED!! 

Price: U.K. 	12/- plus 1/- for Post and Packing. 
Abroad: 16/- 	(U.S. '2.25). - Post free. 

}! 

(  H.L. KATCHER ) 
The Amateur Collector, Ltd., 151, Park Road, St, John's Wood, London, N.W.B. 
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